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ABSTRACT
PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN LOCAL CHURCHES
AND MISSIONS AGENCIES:
OPTIMIZING MISSIONARY MOBILIZATION AND MEMBER CARE
by
Ivan Liew Weng Cheung
Much has been written concerning the practice of partnerships between local
churches and missions agencies, but guidelines backed up by published research do not
yet exist. The purpose of this research was to determine best practices for partnerships
between local churches and missions agencies that would optimize missionary
mobilization and member care. A case study was conducted of the partnerships formed
between Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies in Singapore.
Interviews and focus groups were conducted with agency directors and missionaries sent
from the church through these agencies.
Findings were distilled into the Relational Model ofChurch-Agency Partnerships
(REMCAP). This model encapsulates the five primary concepts ofpeople, relationships,
ministry philosophy, vision, and finances that constitute the practice of church-agency
partnerships, and describes their relationship to missionary mobilization and member
care. The quality of the partnering relationship between missions pastor and agency
director impacts how ministry philosophy, vision, and finances are viewed between the
organizations. In turn, how these primary concepts are exercised impacts the mobilization
and member care experience of the missionary. The biblical-theological framework of
this model consists of four tenets: (1) biblicalprimacy of the church, (2) equal value of
church and agency in missions, (3) glad submission and mutual deference, and (4) joyful
fellowship and encouragement. Also included is inter-organizational relationship theory,
which describes the interplay of trust, risk, and controls in the partnership. REMCAP
suggests how both the biblical-theological framework and inter-organizational theory can
be utilized to strengthen a church-agency partnership.
Best practice of the primary concepts of partnership includes both the church and
the agency being involved in the missionary's life and ministry. Certain areas in
mobilization and member care are most effective when addressed by the church, while
others are most valued by the missionary when they are addressed by the missions
agency. The distinction between these can be summarized as church is family, agency is
work. Some areas of mobilization and member care stretch across this distinction and are
best practiced by church and agency together, necessitating effective inter-organizational
communication. All these findings are depicted in the model, which may serve as a guide
for improving church-agency partnership practice. The Relational Model ofChurch-
Agency Partnerships provides needed clarity for church-agency partnerships, guides how
partnership relationships can best be strengthened, and grounds the strategy in both
researched data and values based on Trinitarian theology.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
A multinational team ofmissionaries energetically discussed their philosophy of
ministry and outreach strategy in Thailand. Team members had been working among this
particular people for periods ranging from two to ten years in an environment that
necessitated creative access strategies and high levels of information security. A
respected missions agency provided well-formed structures the team served under,
including an area leader with over twenty years of field experience.
Problems surfaced when interpersonal conflict and different ministry philosophies
made teamwork and team unity a difficult challenge. The fact that more than one
missionary in the team were sent from one church in Singapore complicated matters
further. The local church had been involved with their missionaries and with the field
direcdy having adopted this unreached people seven years ago. Missions leaders of the
church had specific opinions on ministry philosophy, the gifting and weaknesses of our
missionaries, the manner in which they could contribute to the team, and the ways their
ministry could develop in future years. However, the mutual understanding of the
partnership between church and missions agency made it clear that the local church was
not to interfere with field matters, which were the responsibility of the agency. Giving
unsolicited opinions could be an unintentional yet subtly pervasive method of control as
its missionaries comprised nearly half the team. Thus, no feedback was offered since it
was not sought. Subsequent events resulted in an escalation of inter-personal conflict and
core ministry issues remained unresolved. The decision was made to change team
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leadership and other team roles, resulting in an assignment of missionaries to positions
that made sense to the missions agency but did not suit their gifting according to the
understanding of the sending church. Frustrations within the team further deepened, and
the church-agency relationship was strained. However, with a strong foundation laid in
the past, leaders from both organizations prayed together and moved toward resolution
with a shared sense of unity. From this experience, questions and observations arose
surrounding the church-agency partnership. The relationship had appeared to be strong
and effective, so our partnership should have worked better than what had happened in
reality. Various leaders sought to understand and practice the partnership in different
ways that would help ministry better in the ftiture.
Two types of organizations are crucially involved in sending missionaries and
engaging directly on a mission field: local churches and missions agencies. Leaders in
both organizations readily admit that partnership is important and necessary to see
effective and fruitful missions materialize. Desired results include the mobilizafion of
missionaries, the sending and pastoral care ofmissionaries, the advancement of the field
mission, and the planting of churches. However, partnerships between local church and
missions agencies are frequently littered with tension and misunderstanding. Nearly forty
years ago, Ralph D. Winter wrote about the "deep confusion between the legitimacy and
proper relationship of the two structures" throughout church history (228). This state
continues today as increasing numbers of churches want to be involved in missions,
choose to bypass traditional missions agencies as the vehicles for their involvement
(Pierson 146).
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The condition of partnerships between local churches and missions agencies is not
entirely bleak, with articles increasing mutual understanding such as Paul Borthwick's
"What Local Churches are Saying to Missions Agencies," to which Larry Sharp
responded in "What an Agency Leader Would Say to Local Churches," published
successively in Evangelical Missions Quarterly. While increasing dialogue through
articles such as these is encouraging, no description or model of church-agency
partnership practice has yet been developed that is based on published research.
Therefore, components of good church-agency partnership and the specification of best
practices are not clearly understood or defined. This lack of clarity in partnership practice
can be related to the wider sphere of inter-organizafional research, where emphasis has
first been placed on how partnerships are formed and governed, but "very little research
has been devoted to how inter-organizational relationships are managed" (Barringer and
Harrison 396). Practitioners in churches and agencies have no shortage of opinions on
how to manage church-agency partnerships, but much tension is still present at least in
part because published research does not yet exist to bring clarity to the situation.
When churches and missions agencies enter a partnership, roles and
responsibilities are typically briefly and generally discussed in relation to the missionary
being sent through the agency. Few specifics of partnership practice and management are
discussed that extend beyond the minimal requirements of sending the missionary to the
field. Such partnerships tend not to be effective in optimally engaging the local church in
the missionary-sending process and subsequent member care. Smaller churches with
fewer resources and lesser expertise tend to feel they cannot contribute significantly.
Larger churches with dedicated and experienced missions leaders have valuable input but
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lack appropriate communication avenues within the partnership relationship. Other
churches want to be involved but may interfere inappropriately due to lack of
understanding of missions field realities and because roles in the partnership have not
been clarified.
Leaders from both churches and missions agencies acknowledge that partnership
is necessary. They know important issues could be addressed if greater clarity in these
partnerships was evident. For example, a good partnership between local church and
missions agency exhibits clarity in the roles and responsibilities of church and missions
agency and indicates how these roles change during the hfe cycle ofmissionary sending
from the early idenfification to sending, ongoing field ministry, reentry transifions, and
retirement. An understanding of church-agency partnership could encompass the different
ways smaller churches and larger churches could joyfiilly fulfill these responsibilities.
Missions leaders sense that true partnership would help missionary mobilization, sending,
supporting, member care, and field effectiveness to be far more fruitfiil and effective, but
the specifics of best practices are not easily determined. Thus, guidelines for church-
agency partnerships remain as vague and unproven blueprints despite continued
affirmation of their importance and suggestions for their improvement.
Purpose
The purpose of this research was to determine best practices for partnerships
between local churches and missions agencies that would optimize missionary
mobilization and their member care by investigating the relationships between
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies in Singapore.
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Research Questions
A single missions agency usually partners with as many churches that send
missionaries through them. Similarly, one local church may partner with several missions
agencies who provide access to specific fields and whose ministries align with the
church's vision for missions and the calling of its missionaries. This research study seeks
to investigate the partnerships that one local church has with three missions agencies to
determine how effective these relationships have been for missionary mobilization and
member care ofmissionaries from this church. The researcher was the missions pastor of
the local church, and, thus, a participant-observer in the study. Missions agency directors
and missionaries from the local church, who were sent through these agencies, were
interviewed. Guidelines for best practices of church-agency partnerships were distilled
from this data and validated by two focus groups. One focus group consisted of the
interviewed missions agency directors and the other of the interviewed missionaries.
Research Question #1
What is the current pracfice of the missions partnerships between Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies in Singapore?
Research Question #2
How effective have these partnership practices been in mobilizing missionaries
from Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and ensuring effective member care of its
missionaries?
Research Question #3
How can principles be generalized and distilled into a guideline of best practices
for partnerships between local churches and missions agencies?
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Research Question #4
To wiiat extent are these best practices validated by Woodlands Evangelical Free
Church, the three missions agency directors, and the missionaries sent from the church
through these agencies?
Definition of Terms
The following terms used in this study employ their typical meanings, but are
used more specifically in the context of this study.
Missions Agency
An organization specifically committed to a particular task within the work of
cross-cultural missions. This organization partners with local churches who send their
missionaries through the missions agency with the shared purpose and vision ofmaking
disciples and growing Christ's church in the mission field.
Missions Partnership
A formal or informal organizational relationship between a local church and a
missions agency for the purpose of accomplishing shared vision and goals for work on a
foreign mission field. This shared vision and goal is frequendy, but not exclusively,
pursued through mobilizing and sending long-term missionaries from the local church
sent through the missions agency and providing ongoing member care.
Mobilization
The identifying, screening, developing, and eventual sending of new missionaries
from a local church through a missions agency. These processes may be primarily
conducted by each organization separately or in partnership, through avenues such as
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preaching, missions conferences, mentoring relationships, internship programs, and short-
term missions exposures.
Member Care
God's holistic care to sustain, nurture, and mature missionaries, shared in
partnership among the sending church, missions agency, and missionaries themselves.
This care is provided while missionaries serve on the mission field, through adjustments
ofministry changes, and transitions as they leave the mission field and return to their
sending country.
Ministry Intervention
This study focused on the practice ofmissions partnership that the Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church had formed with three missions agencies in Singapore.
Directors of each agency and missionaries from Woodlands Evangelical Free Church sent
through these missions agencies were interviewed to determine the current practice of
partoership and how effective this has been in engaging the local church with missions
work on the field, assisting in the mobilization of potential missionaries within the local
church, and providing for the member care ofmissionaries. This data was analyzed to
provide a guideline of best practices of partnership between local churches and missions
agencies. The best practices were subsequently validated by two focus groups, one
comprising of interviewed missions agency directors and the other comprising of
previously interviewed missionaries.
Context
Within the global populafion of churches and missions agencies who partner to
send missionaries to a foreign mission field, partnerships between local churches and
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missions agencies in Singapore are distinctive by being highly urban, affluent, and
interdenominational with a strong sense of the missional responsibility that comes with
the spiritual and financial blessings that the church has received. Singapore is a highly
developed, cosmopolitan city that ranks within the top five financial centers of the world
and the top five busiest shipping ports in the world. Within this island city-state in
Southeast Asia, the majority of people in the country are ethnically Chinese, but Malays,
Indians, Asians of various descents, and Caucasians also comprise its five million. The
increasingly international flavor of the nation can be seen in the fact that only 60 percent
of residents are Singaporean citizens. With an area of only 712 km^, smaller than the
urban areas ofmany major cities, Singapore is the world's second most densely
populated country.
With no natural resources, Singapore's vibrant economy is driven by human
capital, a high level ofmanufacturing and industrialization, and foreign investment. Since
its independence in 1965, Singapore's short history has been a story of rapid development
from a third world country to a city on the world stage in a relatively short period of time.
The intentional choice of English as the main language of business and education has
been a key factor in Singapore's international participation. The fact that most
Singaporeans are also fluent in their mother tongue of Chinese, Malay, or Tamil helps the
nation further connect with the world.
The church in Singapore has also shown significant growth since the nation's
independence. The Singapore 2010 Census reported that Chrisfians comprise 18.3
percent, Muslims 14.7 percent, and Buddhists 33.3 percent of the population. Trends over
the past decade show a 3.7 percent increase in Christians and 9.2 percent decrease of
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Buddhists since 2000 (Department of Statistics, Singapore 1 1-13). Increasing numbers of
Christians has not caused social or political tension in recent years, but Buddhists have
responded with renewed evangelistic vigor that seeks to stem their loss.
Though the Christian population is still a minority compared to Buddhists, the
impact of the Protestant church is disproportionately greater due to the fact that a much
higher proportion of Buddhists are nominal adherents as compared to Christians. Further,
the percentage of Christians is much greater among the wealthier, more educated, English
speaking residents. Of university graduates, 32 percent are Christian (Department of
Statistics, Singapore 11-13). Thus, in society, business, and international relations, the
impact ofChristianity is felt more than other religions in Singapore.
Singapore is highly affluent with a mean household wealth of US $258,000,
which ranks higher than the USA and Japan (Keating, O'Sullivan, Shorrocks, Davies,
Lluberas, and Koutsoukis 54). With a higher percentage of Christians among the
wealthier members of the population, the church in Singapore has significant financial
resources for missions. Local churches typically exhibit healthy missions giving and
growing awareness and involvement in missions. A feature of missions in Singapore is
that significant funds go out of the country for cross-cultural ministry. The facts that the
city-state is small, wealthy, and ministiy opportunities and needs abound in neighboring
countries contribute towards this involvement. A number of local churches give 10-20
percent of their budget towards cross-cultural missions, with a significant portion used to
support missionaries sent from that local church.
While some missionaries sent from Singapore raise their support from numerous
donors, similar to their counterparts in the United States, a feature of Singapore missions
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is that many churches fully support their missionaries through a combination of church
budget and pledges from their congregation. A local church that guarantees 30-70 percent
of a missionary's support needs from the church budget and seeks to raise the remaining
amount from within the congregation is not uncommon. Financial support of this manner
creates a strong sense of the missionary have a single sending local church. When
compared to the situation where a missionary's financial support is raised from numerous
individuals and local churches, the scenario of a single sending local church has the
clarity that creates a stronger base for partnership with the missions agency.
Churches and missions agencies in Singapore show a relatively high level of
interdenominational partnership in prayer, evangelism and mission, grown over the years
through national efforts of two bodies that unite Protestant churches�the National
Council of Churches in Singapore and the Love Singapore network of churches. Many
international missions agencies have a local presence in Singapore and show keen interest
in partnership with local churches. Missions agencies in Singapore network together
through the Fellowship ofMissional Organizations of Singapore (FOMOS), while the
Singapore Centre for Global Missions (SCGM) exists to serve local churches by
promoting missions and partnership. While these evidences of partnership are positive,
practitioners know that greater partnership is much needed, and having too many separate
networking bodies in one city can diminish unity and the sense of national partnership.
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church is a member of the Evangelical Free Church
of Singapore, and the second largest church in this denomination with an average weekly
attendance of 1 ,200 worshippers. Each local church is congregational in government and
autonomous in managing its own affairs and selecting its own pastors and staff A
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denominational department of missions exists, not as a separate missions organization
from the local church but as a vehicle for partnership among the churches.
In earlier days ofWoodlands Evangelical Free Church, when the congregation
numbered less than three hundred people, missions began with a group of laypeople who
participated in a missions trip to Nepal. The first missions committee birthed from that
initial group, and deliberated over matters such as how much financial support to provide
for our first missionary couple to Japan, and whether to send them through a missions
agency or directly from our church. As the church grew, so did its missions commitment
and involvement. Currently, one missions pastor is given the oversight of missions as his
primary area of responsibility, and 20 percent of the annual budget is set aside for cross-
cultural missions to least-reached people groups. While this includes short-term missions,
the majority of short-term mission trips are fiinded by the participant and partial support
from the church is only given when trip durations are six weeks or longer. Nine full-time
missionaries are currently sent, and the church is involved in six different mission fields
in Asia and Central-Asia. Half of their support needs are provided from the missions
budget while the other half are raised by the missions pastor within the church on behalf
of the missionaries. While Woodlands Evangelical Free Church is open to direct sending
of missionaries to the field, the preference is to send missionaries through partnership
with a missions agency, due to the conviction that member care and long-term ministry
effectiveness is enhanced through a committed church-agency partnership.
As this research study focuses on the missions partnerships that Woodlands
Evangelical Church (WEFC) has formed with missions agencies, the missiology of this
local church is a highly relevant piece of the contextual background. Missions leadership
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in WEFC understands its purpose to be "partnering others to plant churches that
transform lives among least-reached peoples of the world" (Liew 8). WEFC highly
values the mobilization of people to the mission field and are not content with merely
sending money or engaging in short-term mission trips as the only avenues of its missions
involvement. God has graced WEFC with the involvement of committed and capable lay
people who have led missions in leadership roles in the elders board and the missions
committee. In its early years, missions leadership was in the hands of successive missions
chairmen who were laypeople. When missions pastors were engaged, leadership of
WEFC missions rested within pastoral leadership, but this has always been in a team
setting together with a missions chairman and other lay persons. Missions has always
involved all levels of church leadership, including die elders board, senior pastor,
missions pastor and the entire congregation. While WEFC stipulates that missionary care
is of crucial importance, it seeks for the church's involvement to go beyond caring for its
workers into actual missions work in each field. It understands that significant
involvement of the sending church in missions in the field is of immense encouragement
to long-term missionaries. One of the concrete ways this conviction is expressed is in the
structure of anchor teams, which are much more than a typical support or prayer group.
The leader of each anchor team is a lay person, not a staffmember, who is given the
authority and empowerment to strategize and implement the church's involvement on
that field, provide member care for the missionaries sent there, and initiate new programs
or recommend policy changes under the guidance of the missions pastor (Liew 22-23).
WEFC is also convinced of the importance of relationships and partnerships with
missions agencies and other churches in its missionary endeavors. Through a long history
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of sending missionaries through agencies, the church has a strong preference for working
with agencies when sending missionaries and a commitment to grow their partnership
relationship with these agencies during this sending process. Agency leaders appreciate
that WEFC desires ministry involvement on the field, and do not view this as a threat
their agency's authority on the mission field. They trust the church not to interfere unduly
with field structures. On a number of occasions, this balance has been difficult when
concerns regarding our missionaries' welfare resulted in the church having specific
requests, but these have been resolved with three-way discussions between the church,
the home side of the agency, and the field side of the agency. This has resulted in the
greater mutual understanding and respect, with agency leaders understanding the
concerns of the church, and church leaders appreciating the structures of the agency.
Methodology
The research design of this study was constructed in order to determine best
practice for partnerships between local churches and missions agencies. Two key
outcomes for these partnerships were focused upon: mobilization of new missionaries
from within the local church, and member care ofmissionaries sent through the missions
agency. A single case study was conducted, consisting of three partnerships that one local
church in Singapore had formed with three missions agencies. The principal researcher
was the missions pastor of this church, and therefore, a participant-observer.
A triangulation mixed-method design was selected for this study. The research
design employed two separate semi-structured interviews in a qualitative single-case
embedded case study and validation by two focus groups. The single case was the
partnership relationship between Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and three missions
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agencies that the church's missionaries were sent through. Embedded in the case were
three units of analysis�the three partnership relationships with the three missions
agencies. Actual practice of these partnerships was determined from interviews with
directors of the missions agencies and experiences ofmissionaries sent through these
partnerships.
Triangulating the study results utilized four instruments. The first instrument was
a qualitative semi-structured interview with directors from the three missions agencies.
The second instrument was a qualitative semi-structured interview with missionaries
from WEFC sent through these three agencies. From gathered interview data, guidelines
were developed for best practices that would optimize the desired outcomes of
missionary mobilization and member care ofmissionaries. The third and fourth
instruments formed the final part of the triangulation design. The third was a focus group
of the same missionaries interviewed earher, and the fourth was a focus group of the
same agency directors interviewed earlier. The two focus groups validated and refined
the results of the analysis and the best practices derived.
Participants
The participants of the study who were interviewed were directors of the three
missions agencies in Singapore and missionaries from WEFC sent through these missions
agencies. The missionaries interviewed included two married couples, two single
females, and one single male. All missionaries were currently in active missionary
service in the field. All of the participants joined one of two focus groups for validation
of best practice. The primary researcher was the missions pastor from Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and was, thus, a participant-observer in the case study.
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Instrumentation
This study employed four instruments: The Agency Partnership Interview (API),
the Missionary Experience Interview (MEI), the Missionary Focus Group (MFG), and the
Agency Director Focus Group (ADFG). Together, these four instruments served to
triangulate the study results.
Agency partnership interview. Directors of each of three missions agencies that
partnered with WEFC responded to the series of questions in the API. Data regarding the
attitude towards missions partnerships, current practice of partnership with WEFC,
perceived health and effectiveness of the partnership, knowledge and opinion of the local
church's missions policies, and opinions on ideal partnership practice for increased
missional effectiveness was collected using semi-structured interviews (see Appendix B).
Missionary experience interview. Missionaries of WEFC sent through these
agencies participated in semi-structured interviews guided by the MEI. Their perception
of the missions partnership between the local church and their missions agency, the
effectiveness of the church-agency partnership in their work, its contribution towards
member care provided for them, and opinions on ideal partnership practice for increased
missional effectiveness were recorded (see Appendix A).
Missionary focus group. The MFG protocol guided the presentation and
discussion of findings with the missionaries from WEFC who were sent through these
agencies. These same individuals who contributed to the interview data validated the
findings regarding their experiences of mobilization and member care with regards to
their church and missions agency (see Appendix D).
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Agency director focus group. The ADFG protocol guided the presentation of
findings and proposed models of church-agency partnerships. The focus group discussed
and validated preliminary findings regarding the practice of church-agency partnership,
the elements that constitute such a partnership, and a model that recommends best
practices (see Appendix E).
Variables
This qualitative study considered variables including a theology of local churches
and missions agencies participating in missions, the partnership practices between them,
policies governing their view of missions and partnerships, methods for recruitment,
mobilization, and member care ofmissionaries, and the relationship between missions
pastor of the church, director of the missions agency, and the missionaries themselves.
Data Collection
Data was collected for study over a five-month period. In the first two months, the
API was conducted with the three missions agencies to determine current state of the
partnership and their understanding of the practice of partnership. Each semi-structured
interview with one national director or executive director was conducted in a single
session at the office of the missions agency. The MEI was conducted in the subsequent
two months with each missionary or missionary couple in person. The interviews were
conducted at various locations ranging from the office at Woodlands Evangelical Free
Church, to hotel rooms, and the homes ofmissionaries.
Data Analysis
Interview data from the API and the MEI were analyzed to determine current
partnership practice, and how effective these practices have been for the desired
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outcomes of engaging WEFC on the mission field, mobilizing missionaries, and
providing member care for its missionaries. This was integrated into a church-agency
partnership framework to determine guidelines for best practice. Missionaries validated
preliminary results in the MFG, and a model integrating all results and their input was
developed. Missions agency directors fiirther validated the preliminary results and the
early version of the model during the ADFG.
Generalizability
This single-case study involved the experience of one church in the city-state of
Singapore, with 1200 worshippers, partnering three missions agencies with offices in the
same city. The three agencies represented a diverse spectrum structure and focus, through
which missionaries were sent to four nations in Asia and Central Asia. The local church
had a history of positive relationships with missions agencies, one pastor whose primary
responsibility was cross-cultural missions, and the desire to grow in its missions
partnership, missionary-sending capacity, and member care of its missionaries on the
field. The invesfigated desired outcomes of this partnership were limited to missionary
mobilization and member care. Given these boundaries, local churches and missions
agencies who seek more fruitfiil missions partnerships that raise more missionaries,
minimize attrition, and provide effective pastoral care may benefit from adopting the best
practices of partnership developed in this study. Limitations may arise when applying
these findings to very large megachurches, small churches without a missions pastor,
rural environments, or situations where the church and agency office are geographically
separated.
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Theological Foundation
Much of the missionary effort in the modem missions movement has been
conducted by missions societies or agencies. Historically, a handful of fervent individuals
have formed these societies in order to send others to the missions field or go themselves.
Denominations and local churches have been slower to respond to the call to bring the
gospel to other nations, focusing efforts instead on ministering to their members and
those in their immediate vicinity. Even denominational missions organizations often find
themselves working apart from the local church, with partnership often being no more
than sending required funds to the denominational mission. Similarly, for many churches
who partner with independent missions agencies, their involvement in missions amounts
to sending fimds while the majority of church members know little ofmissions
involvement. This situation is changing, however, with increasing numbers of churches
becoming convinced that they must be directly involved in world evangelization and
desiring more direct involvement on the mission field (Pierson 149). Few would argue
against the benefits and necessity of local church involvement, but the nature of their
involvement in partnership with missions agencies is often debated. Four general
principles form the backdrop of this investigation.
First, the local church should be intimately involved in missionary sending. Some
churches may send a missionary through a missions agency and feel their responsibility is
limited to financial support and occasional prayer. A struggling local church may have
little involvement with field ministry because they feel they lack interest, commitment, or
expertise. In contrast, the New Testament presents the local church intimately involved in
church planting and missionary endeavors. Paul and Barnabas were commissioned and
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sent by the local church in Antioch (Acts 13:2-3) and are consulted and involved with
strategic decisions related to subsequent ministry (Acts 15:2, 22). Paul repeatedly
contacted churches that he planted, not only to encourage them but also to partner with
them in ministry. The Macedonian church (Acts 20:36-8) and the Philippian church (1 :5)
evidence this close fellowship.
Second, partnership is relational and mutual with necessary authority structures,
yet is not authoritarian and does not demand subservience (Peters). Some voices from the
agency perspective call for partnership, but they may come with an insistence that they
are experts who know what's best. Direct involvement from a local church is seen as
threatening their authority. Conversely, a growing number of larger churches want
greater control and are not comfortable releasing missionaries to missions agencies
despite the invaluable experience and resources available within agencies (Metcalf). An
unfortunate result is that increasing numbers of churches, especially larger churches, are
forgoing partnership with agencies altogether, preferring to send missionaries direcdy to
the field on their own. Agency leaders are concerned because this practice may result in
higher attrition rates, and encourage authority exercised over missionaries from the home
church rather than the field context. In cases where such direct sending is successful,
local churches often find it necessary to set up their own missions organizations, thus,
creating an entity akin to the agencies they sought to avoid in the first place (Borthwick
325-26). Successfiil navigation through this potential minefield is achieved through
genuine relationships that foster increasing levels of trust. A key relationship in this
regard is between the missions pastor and the agency director, because this relationship
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significantly influences the quality of the partnership between a local church and a
missions agency.
Third, partnership should be evident throughout the life cycle of the missionary
endeavor. Partnership should be comprehensive from the identification and testing of
potential missionaries, to mobilization, sending, continuing field support, and re-entry.
Total partnership requires the involvement of both the church and agency playing
appropriate roles and taking the lead at different times throughout the process. At certain
times, such as mobilization or early field ministry, the local church may be better
positioned than the missions agency to help a missionary due to relationship with them.
At other times in the field, the missions agency is clearly in a better place to be
responsible for a missionary's work. Partnership is best started early when a potential
missionary is developing. In Acts 13, the local church is intimately involved at the very
earliest stage ofmissionary identificafion and sending. This sets the stage for a healthy,
long-term partnership between local church and missions agency for the benefit of the
missionary and the ministry.
Fourth, partnership is developed from unity in the Spirit, fellowship in sufferings,
and a common God-given vision for advancement of the kingdom. Calls for
organizational partnership on the basis of pragmatism, common goals and greater
efficiency are frequently heard. Such partnership demands mutual benefit and concrete
results, otherwise, the partnership is dissolved for being impractical and unfruitful. This
view is in sharp contrast to biblical missional partnerships that have a common vision
among partners, but are driven by a Spirit inspired focus on relational koinonia. Biblical
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missions partnerships are not formed primarily for reasons of efficiency, cost-
effectiveness, or resource multiplication.
Overview
The purpose of the research was to determine best practices for partnerships
between local churches and missions agencies that would optimize the mobilization of
missionaries from the local church and their subsequent member care on the missions
field. This objective was achieved through a case study that investigated the relationships
between Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies in Singapore.
Chapter 2 establishes the foundational review of literature to provide a biblical and
theological framework, a historical review of missions partnerships, apphcation of inter-
organizational relationship theory, and key issues concerning missionary mobilization
and member care. Chapter 3 presents the methodology. Chapter 4 reports the findings of
the study. Chapter 5 provides analysis of the results and a discussion of the study as a
whole.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
Increasing missional awareness has encouraged many local churches towards
greater involvement in cross-cultural missions and missionary mobilization. The
relationship between local churches and missions agencies represent one type of
partnership in missions. The church-agency partnership is central in the mobilization and
member care ofmissionaries sent from a local church through a missions agency. While
the global Church recognizes the need for more authentic partnerships, actual examples
of such are still few and far between. Practice of these authentic Christian inter-
organizational partnerships may be informed by both sound theology and prior secular
research. This chapter will provide a framework to understand partnerships between
churches and missions agencies by integrating biblical and theological principles with
inter-organizational relationship research, which suggests a trust-risk-control framework
of analyzing partnerships.
This literature review will first develop a biblical and theological framework for
church-agency partnerships that arises from Paul's relationship with the Philippian
church and the application of Trinitarian theology to organizational relationships. Next, a
historical review of missions partnerships will be presented, followed by specific research
on inter-organizational relationship theory. The combined result will be a theory for
church-agency partnerships that is biblically and theologically informed with a specific
means of understanding trust, risk, and control elements in the partnership. The
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parameters ofmobilization and member care of missionaries will further guide the
application of this theory to the case study.
Biblical and Theological Framework for Church-Agency Partnerships
While Scripture does not provide examples of a local church partnering with a
missions agency in the manner we observe today, Paul's letter to the Philippians provides
an understanding of partnership, fellowship, and spiritual maturity for individuals and
communities of faith. This episde provides a glimpse into a biblical example of
partnership between an apostolic missionary and a local church, which he was
instrumental in planting. Paul's relationship with the Philippians speaks direcdy into how
effective partnerships make a tangible difference to servants of the gospel on both sides
of the relationship. The apostle's thankftilness in his letter to the Philippians is so evident,
and references to partnership with the church so clear, that this epistle is an excellent
starting point to begin developing a theological framework for church-agency
partnerships. Philippians 1 :3-8 provides a focal point for this framework:
I thank my God in all my remembrance of you, always in every prayer of
mine for you all making my prayer with joy, because of your partnership
in the gospel from the first day until now. And I am sure of this, that he
who began a good work in you will bring it to completion at the day of
Jesus Christ. It is right for me to feel this way about you all, because I hold
you in my heart, for you are all partakers with me of grace, both in my
imprisonment and in the defense and confirmation of the gospel. For God
is my witness, how I yearn for you all with the affection of Christ Jesus.
(ESV)
Exegetical analysis of this passage will uncover principles related to partnership and
reveal how they can be applied to local churches and missions agencies.
Exegetical Analysis
The manner in which remembrance is translated in verse 3 is under scrutiny, as
the syntax could refer to Paul remembering the Philippians, as in the English Standard
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Version (ESV), or the reverse where the Phihppians remembered Paul in their financial
giving and he is thanking them for this gift. Most English translations render
remembrance as the ESV has done, with Paul remembering the Philippians. This choice
of translation is in line with the most frequent way that Paul writes in his other epistolary
prescripts, for in the others the translation is unmistakable�only in Philippians is it
ambiguous. Cifing this reason, Markus N. A. Bockmuehl argues that "a personal pronoun
in the genitive with verbs of remembering denotes the person remembered. Secondly,
every other use of remembrance in Paul's introductory thanksgivings (Rom, 1 Thess,
Phil, 2 Tim) unmistakably has his readers as the objecf (58). While Bockmuehl is correct
to point out that the object of remembrance must be a person, he fails to recognize that
for the reverse possibility of the Philippians remembering Paul, the object is still a person
because Paul is the object, not the financial gift. Therefore, a person is still being
remembered if translate verse 3 is translated as, "I thank my God for all your
remembrance ofme." In addition, the fact that Paul's other uses of remembrance
unmistakably identify the reader of the epistle as the object could also mean that his
choice ofwords here was deliberate to include the Philippians remembrance of him.
Paul's phrasing choice may reveal an intention to induce a multiple sense ofmeaning so
that the Philippian readers would think of remembrance in both directions.
Translating verse 3 as, "I thank my God for all your remembrance ofme" is
further supported by Ben Witherington, III. Using a rhetorical analysis of the epistle,
Witherington notes that Paul is thankful that the Philippians have regularly remembered
him financially in the past (w.4-5), so verse 3 is best understood as Paul thanking God
that the Philippians have remembered his needs (38). Indeed, Paul cites the reason for his
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thankfulness being "because of your partnership in the gospel" (v. 5), which together
with all the other themes that this prayer points towards, further suggests that Paul is
thankful for their remembering him through support and gifts. This rendering highlights
the reciprocal koinonia between Paul and the Philippians and makes verses 3-4 more
significant than merely a description of frequent prayer for the Philippians. If, in fact,
Paul deliberately chose ambiguous syntax so that the phrase would have both senses, then
the words further elevate reciprocity in the partnership. This approach, together with
more recent emphasis by commentators on rhetoric and the missionary relationship
between Paul and the Philippian church, provides the exegetical basis to understand the
relationship between local churches, missionaries, and missions agencies.
Paul's thankfulness is unmistakably brimming in this epistle, and the reason he
cites is the Philippian's ''koinonia in the gospel" (v. 5). The word koinonia has been
rendered as partnership, participation, sharing, and fellowship in various English
translations. Interpretive questions that arise firom this concept of koinonia concern Paul
and the Philippian's conceptualization of this partnership, their practice of it, and how
this evoked the great thankfulness evidenced. Frederick F. Bruce describes the
partnership practice of the Philippian Christians as "energetic wholeheartedness" (31) as
they labored side by side with Paul (Phil. 4:3). They continued their witness to their
community after Paul left, maintained contact with him through messengers from their
midst like Epaphroditus (Phil. 2:25-30), and sent regular financial gifts to Paul's ministry
(Phil. 4:10-20). Frank Thielman prefers the term partnership over fellowship or sharing
to describe this kind ofpractical support, as this word choice highlights the practical
nature of their assistance towards his ministry (38). Providing a more comprehensive
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understanding while still agreeing with these comments is Bockmuehl's position in which
he describes the koinonia as being spiritual in nature but having concrete expression
through participation in proclamation of the gospel. He stresses that koinonia must not be
read as being merely financial or merely theological but as a relationship that carries
financial and practical implications precisely because the partnership is rooted in
theology (60). This view is compelling and comprehensive, for it offers a firm theological
basis fi^om which to understand the Philippians' actions, connects with Paul's
remembrance of the church's gifts to him in verse 3, and sets the context for his thankful
prayer in the same passage.
In the ensuing verses, Paul refers to the Philippians and himself as recipients of
the "good work" (v. 6) that God began and the "grace" (v. 7) given by God. The good
work could refer to God's work of salvation that would find eschatological fulfillment, or
their giving that God would continue to use. More commonly, the good work is
understood as the former in tight of the process of sanctification as this fits well with the
eschatological reference (Martin 66). Alternatively, one could press the case of the good
work referring to the financial gift, thus finding further evidence of koinonia between
apostle and local church. However, these options present an unnecessarily dichotomous
choice. Koinonia in this context should be understood as being simultaneously spiritual
and practical. The Philippian Christian's faith internalized a theology of partnership that
evidenced itself in practical ways. Thus, the good work was God's renewing work that
resulted in financial giving. The good work was both theological and practical in nature.
The grace that Paul refers to in verse 7 has often been referred to as God's grace
in Christ (Martin 66). According to this view, Paul and the Philippians both shared in
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God's saving grace. While this is a textual possibihty, this translation does not do justice
to the rhetorical purpose of the text. This reference to grace is set in the context of Paul's
imprisonment, defense, and confirmation of the gospel (v. 7b), which is a clue that the
grace is intimately related to all these elements. Gordon D. Fee suggests that Paul is
referring to being "partners together in this grace" (49). In other words, the grace is
God's privilege of defending and confirming the gospel in the face of suffering. This
position is strengthened by the fact that granted {echaristhe) in 1 :29 is actually the verbal
form of grace (charts), and in the context of verse 29 refers to the Philippians being
granted the privilege of suffering for Christ, thus sharing in this same suffering with Paul
(49). This robust view outlines a theology of suffering that further elaborates on the
practical working out of koinonia in the gospel. Paul's writing in this same verse also
refers to his imprisonment as a grace from God. The understanding of suffering as a grace
is strengthened when seen in context with verses 29-30 where Paul writes that for
Christ's sake, the Philippians have been given not only the blessing of believing in him
but also suffering for his sake. Thus, Paul's imprisonment and suffering were seen as a
grace from God, being part and parcel of the hfe of the believer. Paul's theology of
suffering helped him view afflictions as something that should be accepted with prayer
for perseverance, to be used for the glory ofGod, rather than something that should be
avoided or minimized for the sake of comfort.
Contemporary Relevance for Missions Partnerships
The majority of people reading the Philippian epistle today would place
themselves with the Philippians, being believers in a local church in their home context
rather than being a cross-cultural missionary. Such Christians are challenged to consider
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the intimate nature of the relationship the Philippian church had with Paul and what a
difference the partnership made to his ministry. This koinonia was not short-lived but
"from the first day until now" (v. 6), included repeated financial giving, involved prayer
for the church by the missionary and vice-versa, and clearly brought much joy to Paul.
Christians are forced to question ourselves whether our relationship with cross-cultural
missionaries rises to this mark.
Churches are also confronted, for Paul's partners in Philippi were not only
individual Christians but an organized local congregation who supported Paul as a small,
struggling, young community of believers. The Philippian church was not much more
than a decade old at the time ofPaul's writing. Congregations in the developing world
today are challenged not to abdicate their responsibility to support and care for their
missionaries even though the financial challenges of doing so would be of a similar scale
as compared to the Philippians. Resource-rich churches have a larger responsibility to
care not only for their missionaries but also to use God's blessings to further the mission
of God through other under-resourced missionaries and ministries.
On the other side of the relationship, missionaries themselves have relational
responsibilities to their missions agency and sending church. Partnership with the field is
often conceived as resources moving in the direction of the mission field. In this short
sighted view, the missions agency and the local church is responsible for the missionary
in the field. However, Paul demonstrates an aspect that is sometimes forgotten: In
addition to ministry on the field, the missionary has responsibilities back to his home
church that are more pastoral and spiritual in nature than annual reports and financial
accountability. Paul deeply loved the Philippian church and sought God's completion of
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the good work that had begun in people's lives. Care was intensely reciprocal in the
relationship between Paul and this young church, thus missionaries are confronted with
Paul's example and must ask themselves whether they can also write to their church, "I
yearn for you all with the affection of Christ Jesus" (v. 8). Paul demonstrated this love for
them in the begirmings of the church, in continual prayer, and in the exuberant affection
in this letter. While most missionaries are not founding leaders of their home churches,
Paul's example still challenges them to maintain that sense of connection with their home
church through loving relationships with people in the congregation and view these
relationships as being part of God's missional call on their lives. Newsletters and reports
need no longer be viewed as drudgery to maintain the flow of financial support, but as
communication in a loving relationship that seeks to encourage, express thanks, disciple,
and build up missional awareness within the church.
Paul inextricably weaves prayer into his loving and caring relationship for the
Philippian church, which reciprocated prayer for the apostle's ministry. Scripture's
example leads us to consider the role of prayer in missional partnerships. The following
discussion will not focus on the efficacy of prayer but on how it links the community of
faith to the missionaries and their ministry. Paul's interwoven outpouring of affection and
prayer suggests that the caring nature of the relationship and the practice of prayer are
intimately connected. Paul writes that he holds the Philippians in his heart (v. 7) for they
are partakers with him of grace. The word partakers (synkoinonos) is actually the verbal
form of koinonia, further emphasizing the partnership and relationality that arises from
the prayers of verses 1-3. This relational fruit of prayer challenges supporting churches
and their missionaries to grow in mutual prayer interwoven with love and affection.
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Prayer is thus effective for both the advancement of God's kingdom on the mission field
and for deepening love and affection in the spiritual relationship between church and
missionary.
The nature of the koinonia was so strong that Paul described the Philippians as
synkoinonos (partaking) with him of God's grace. This grace was God's gift to Paul
consisting of the experience of imprisonment and the task of defending and confirming
the gospel (v. 7). Paul saw the Philippians truly as partners with him in a very real sense.
The reciprocal koinonia included sharing both suffering and joyful encouragement, and
resulted in Paul feeling that the Philippians were present with him in ministry. Both Paul
and the Philippians had given sacrificially in finance and of themselves to the other,
leading to the depth and affection evident in their relationship. The fact that they were
truly partakers with him in the suffering of prison and the task of defending and
confirming the gospel is a great challenge to meaningful involvement for the majority of
Chrisfians who are not personally led to full-time, cross-cultural missions but are
nevertheless convinced of its importance. Churches can teach and encourage involvement
in God's missional purposes through partnerships of prayer, giving, and affectionate
relationships that result in people, like the Philippians, truly participating in missions
even though they are not physically present on the field.
Philippians 1 :3-8 has provided principles for true partnership between a local
church and a missions agency as an intentional, purposefiil missional partnership that
seeks to advance the gospel of Christ and the ministry of the other, even at cost to oneself
or one's organization. Sacrifice is not something to be avoided with fervor, but is an
acceptable cost that is an integral part ofGod's grace. Sacrifice cannot be divorced from
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the call to preach the gospel. Therefore, missional partnership is more than having
compatible organizational vision. It describes a relationship in which organizations and
individuals work out this compatible vision with a common willingness to suffer for the
gospel and sacrifice for the benefit of the other. Missional partnership requires more than
the official assent of a few in leadership. In a community that seeks to truly enter a
partnership, there must be community recognition of the relational responsibility that they
are given together, whether they are believers in a local church or staff in a missions
agency.
Trinitarian Theology and Organizational Relationships
Christianity emphasizes the centrality of relationships in the life of faith.
Relationship with Christ is at the critical center of a believer's spiritual journey. Within
the church, one's relationship with others, especially diverse others, is the crucible of the
emotional and spiritual journey to maturity. This conviction of the centrality of
relationships into the concept of organizational partnership guides the manner in which
churches and agencies seek missions partners. Since God created mankind as relational
beings in our very core, then relationships have a prominent role in the leadership of
inter-organizational relationships. Thus, the Trinitarian nature of God provides
foundational perspective and guidance on the conduct of missions partnerships.
God is inherently relational within his triune being, and since he created mankind
in his own image, Trinitarian theology speaks directly to his design for life and ministry.
Relationships between Christians within a church are often used as a measure of unity
and spiritual health within that local body. Similarly, this barometer applies to partnership
relationships between Christian organizations as a measure of the spiritual unity shown
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with the larger Church. Christian leaders regularly affirm that organizational partnership
is highly desirable, yet few invest in significant partnerships, often due to the effort and
time required. The hard work and commitment needed to form a good partnership is a
deterrent to many because leaders can often achieve short-term results in quicker times
with simpler working relationships by working within their own organization. Thus, the
practice of partnering relationships if often set aside, even though leaders agree on the
importance of partnership in principle.
One may object to applying the centrality of relationships to partnerships between
organizations, thinking that a church or organization may already demonstrate
relationship and diversity within itself, so practicing Trinitarian relationships at the inter-
organizational level is unnecessary. This reasoning has traction if one is seeking to
exhibit only some amount ofunity that would demonstrate God's character. However,
seeking to exhibit God's Trinitarian nature more fully, and desiring to further practice
ministry in God's image, develops desire for unity not only within an organization, but
also through missional partnerships between different Christian organizations. Cathy
Ross considers partnership as a concept essential to the very Trinitarian nature of God
and sees "partnership in the Godhead" because "God is not a monad but a community of
three divine persons" (146). The application of the Trinitarian relationship to inter-
organizational partnerships is on firm biblical and theological ground.
The very fabric and nature of a Christian partnership must be different than that in
the non-Christian world. Organizational partnerships in the Church must not only to meet
common objectives, but also display God's character in their practice. Christian
partnerships are different from secular partnerships in that though the separate
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organizations are distinct, Christian organizations are all connected, being in the same
body of Christ. In this manner, they are simultaneously one and different. These
categories are not mutually exclusive. The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit demonstrate this
simultaneous oneness and difference in their coexistence, thus providing perspective on
how persons and organizations in the Church are concurrently one and different at the
same time. David S. Cunningham describes this oneness and difference as "simultaneous
multiplicity" and proposes a musical analogy where different harmonious notes played
together form pleasing music (127). Cunningham further suggests concept ofpolyphony
where more than one melody can be played simultaneously, creating different sequences
that overlap yet are still enacted as a single musical piece (126-28). This helpful analogy
portrays the one-ness and difference evident in church-agency partnerships. A local
church and missions agency each have their own vision, yet they minister together as the
body of Christ for the one mission of God. In the same way that a single musical piece
brings forth joy to the listener, so inter-organizational partnership glorifies God and bring
forth joy when the Church lives and ministers in harmony (Ps. 133:1).
Characteristics of Trinitarian Organizational Relationships
This kind of Trinitarian unity leaves room for being different in structure yet
affirms being bound in a relationship of love, sharing mission and vision. The concept of
a loving relafionship is normally applied to individuals, perhaps to persons in the church
demonstrating through their love towards one another despite differences. However, the
Trinitarian relationship between Father, Son, and Holy Spirit speaks into Christian
organizational relationships as well. Not only individuals, but organizations within the
global Church that see themselves as one united body, can draw from the Trinitarian
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relationship to frame the characteristics ofChristian partnerships that differ from secular
ones. Mark Shaw analyzed the gospel of John and presented how these scriptures affirm
four things about the love relationship between the Father and the Son or between all
three members of the Trinity: (1) their full equality, (2) their glad submission to one
another, (3) their enjoyment of intimacy with one another, and (4) their mutual deference
(62-64). These characteristics of relationship inform the practice of partnerships between
local churches and missions agencies.
Unprecedented in his time, Jesus called God his own Father, making himself
equal to God (John 5:18). He affirmed this equality when he said, "If you knew me, you
would know my Father also" (John 8:19). Full equality within the Godhead did not
preclude mutual deference and submission among members of the Trinity. Relationships
within the Godhead do not evidence attempts to balance the roles, but display a perfect
coexistence of the different roles, demonstrating the perfect divine family relationship.
Local churches and missions organizations should view each other as equal in value with
regards to the missions task, honoring and respecting one another as needed members
within the global church laboring in God's kingdom. Scripture points towards the church
having theological primacy, while at the same time it provides examples ofmissionary
bands that were semi-autonomous from it. History provides undeniable evidence that
missions organizations have had far greater impact for world evangelization than
ecclesiastical structures. Full equaUty does not mean the same roles, for just as the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit exercised different functions so does the local church and missions
agencies.
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Mutual deference and glad submission are revealed in the Godhead as perfectly
coexisting with this equality. Jesus demonstrates this when he contemplates his own
mission and death:
For this reason the Father loves me, because I lay down my life that I may
take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it down ofmy own
accord. I have authority to lay it down, and I have authority to take it up
again. This charge I have received from my Father. (John 10:17-18)
While the Son acts under the Father's will, Jesus does so with autonomy of his own
accord because the Father has deferred power to the Son. The Son exercises his mission
under the loving overview of the Father. In the same vein, Timothy Tennent writes that
"the Father imparts all authority to Jesus," (see Matt. 28: 18), signifying that the deference
of power and giving of authority is foundational for the church's Trinitarian missiology
(157). This divine interaction of mutual deference and glad submission especially informs
relationships where one party has oversight of another and grants this other party
autonomy and trust to accomplish the mission. The church is called to join God's
mission; thus, the church has theological primacy in missions but defers its human and
financial resources to the missions agency in order that the agency may take action and
better accomplish the cross-cultural aspect ofmission. The missions agency has authority
and autonomy, which is gladly given by the church. Such an arrangement is only possible
with trust and understanding, which is best accomplished through a relationship of love,
rather than one of legal documents and contracts.
This relafionship is made possible by enjoyment of infimacy with one another,
one of the four characteristics of the Trinitarian relationship. Trinitarian theology points
toward this characterisfic simultaneously being both a necessary prerequisite and a fruit
of commitment to modeling partnerships on the Godhead. Leaders of churches and
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missions agencies are created in tiie image ofGod, and, therefore, should seek to model
their ministries in the image ofGod. On a personal level, this understanding translates to
joyful fellowship among leaders of like-minded organizations as being both a preface and
an outflow ofmissions partnerships. On the organizational level, both churches and
agencies enjoy the intimacy of fellowship as they grow together, see fruit in ministry, and
observe their resources effectively employed for God's kingdom. Intimacy is a term that
does not easily sit with the concept ofpartnership, seeming too personal in the context of
organizational partnerships. However, Christian partnerships are not merely contractual
obligations, but intimate connections within the body ofChrist. As in an organic body,
connections between members of Christ's body are marked by interconnectedness and
interdependence (Bonk 130). Without curbing the relational intensity of the phrase,
enjoyment of intimacy, a term more suited to organizational partnerships would be joyful
fellowship because the joy of intimacy is experienced in joyful fellowship within the
body of Christ.
The divine interplay of these four characteristics is evident in John's gospel.
Intimacy is enjoyed between the Father and the Son in John 10:17 where the Father's
love is both the basis and fruit of the Son's ministry. The intertwining ministry and
relationship is extended to the Holy Spirit in John 16. When Jesus says he must end his
earthly ministry and go away in order for the Spirit to begin his ministry (v. 7), he defers
to the Spirit so that the Spirit can accomplish his work. At the same time, the Spirit's
work is in continuing the ministry of the Son (w. 14-15) and glorifying him, so the
deference is mutual and the submission is glad. The perfect coexistence of the three
members and their divine relationship that exhibits all four characteristics of full equality.
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mutual deference, enjoyment of intimacy, and glad submission in wonderful harmony,
which serves as a framework for partnership relationships. The fact that Christians
throughout the ages have been drawn into this divine relationship further points towards
the relevance of the Trinitarian model. Jesus prays to the Father for the comprehensive
inclusion of all Christians into this relationship through the Spirit abiding in the Church:
I do not ask for these only, but also for those who will believe in me
through their word, that they may all be one, just as you. Father, are in me,
and I in you, that they also may be in us, so that the world may believe that
you have sent me. The glory that you have given me I have given to them,
that they may be one even as we are one, I in them and you in me, that
they may become perfectly one, so that the world may know that you sent
me and loved them even as you loved me. (John 17:20-23)
The fact that a key result of this inclusion is the proclamation ofChrist's mission further
drives home its relevance to partnerships between churches and missions agencies.
Theological Primacy and Ownership of Missions
Winter first coined the terms modality and sodality to describe the separate
structures of the church and parachurch organizations, including missions agencies.
Winter argues that both structures are legitimate and needed for world evangelization.
While missiologists and practitioners have not always used these terms, discussion of this
concept has continued since that time. Regarding the relationship and legitimacy of
churches and parachurch organizations, a wide variety of views exist, ranging from
illegitimacy of parachurch groups, to temporary legitimacy for such groups, to dual
legitimacy for both structures (White 65-66). Missions organizations are a subset of these
parachurch groups, and the majority view has gravitated towards a dual legitimacy for
missions agencies and local churches as essential parts of the body ofChrist to work
together in global missions. Most would recognize specialist non-congregational
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Christian ministries to be essential in the expansion of the kingdom of God with the
ecclesiological differentiation of them not being a church in the sense that a local
congregation of believers (Lausanne Committee 1 1). This understanding differentiates,
but does not undermine, a missions organization's status, for one cannot refute the
historical effectiveness ofmissions organizations whether in the monastic movement or
the Protestant modem missions movement.
While dual legitimacy of church and parachurch organizations is generally agreed
upon, more recent discussions have proceeded a step further to define theological
primacy of the church over parachurch organizafions. This view of theological primacy
still holds that parachurches have equal value in missions and are necessary structures
because parachurches are legitimate structures just as the local church is a legitimate
organizational stmcture. Theological primacy of the church affirms that since Christ
established the Church on earth, and its concrete expression is the local church, then the
local church is the group to which Christ entmsted the commission to make disciples of
all nations. Theological primacy also means responsibility, for the church has been given
the mandate ofmission and discipleship. In line with this view, John Stott concludes that
for specialist organizations, "independence of the church is bad, co-operation with the
church is better, service as an arm of the church is besf (qtd. in Lausanne Committee).
Similarly, John S. Hammett simultaneously argues for both (1) legitimacy and equality of
church and agency and (2) the theological priority of the local church (203-35). Larry
Sharp, missionary and director of a missions organization, writes that he is "committed to
the local church and its primary role in world missions" (78-79). In line with the growing
consensus of the primary role that the church must play in missions, agencies are seeking
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to become more mindful of what churches need from them. Larger churches with a
dedicated missions pastor, clearly articulated vision for missions, and a large budget tend
to have higher expectations ofmissions agencies as compared to smaller churches.
Therefore, Agencies must be aware of how the partnership needs of larger churches with
a dedicated missions pastor differs from a smaller church of a few hundred members
(Borthwick 326-29). Hammett proposes that all parties need to grasp the vision of the
parachurch as truly the servant and partner of the church, with the result being that the
parachurch serves the church, which has theological priority (Hammett 205). This
theological position does not mean that the missions agency is subject to the local church
for governing decisions, but rather that the missions agency sees itself as serving the
church by sending its missionaries. Conversely, as learned from Trinitarian mutual
submission, the church submits and defers to the missions agency in certain matters just
as the Father, who is the head, defers authority to the Son (John 10:17-18).
Bryan Knell similarly argues that as a local church grows in their missional
involvement, they should have a greater ownership of their missions involvement ("Who
Owns Mission?" iii). However, a local church is not likely to feel able to exercise this
responsibility early in its missions involvement, even though it has theological primacy
and ownership of the responsibility of missions. SpeciaUst missions organizations have a
vital role to play for a local church desiring involvement yet lacking experience and
resources. Knell presents a spectrum of seven categories that are helpful in identifying
that churches grow and have tendency to move from levels called inform us to partner
with us and help us do it where this last stage describes local churches that believe they
should drive mission but appreciate that specialist agencies can help them. The challenge
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for agencies in tiiis growing trend is to develop services where they become consultants
to churches who are in the help us do it mode {Churches andAgencies 20-21).
Dedicated Christians leading local churches and all types ofmissions
organizations would agree that partnerships of the right sort between their institutions
would be extremely fruitful and accomplish far more than each organization could do
working separately. This affirmation must go beyond theoretical efficiency and meeting
mutual goals to the theological conviction that the Trinitarian nature ofGod directs us
toward characteristics of organizational partnership that are radically different from
secular organizations. Characteristics of relationships within the Godhead, such as full
equality, glad submission, joyftil intimacy, and mutual deference become a guiding
framework for leaders of Christian organizations seeking to glorify God through
partnerships for the kingdom.
Historical Review ofMissions Partnerships
Historical practice for the missionary expansion of the Christian faith will inform
current investigation on the partnership relationship between local churches and missions
agencies. This relationship may be seen in light of example in the New Testament, the
role ofmonasticism, and the advent ofmissions societies after the Protestant
Reformation.
Missions in the New Testament Church
Philippians 1 and Acts 13 have, thus far, provided the biblical basis for the
existence ofmissions organizations apart from the church and a framework for the
relationship between a local church and a missions agency. Scripture witnesses that the
Church spontaneously formed missionary bands, as the Holy Spirit directed, in order to
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conduct missionary endeavors. These missionary bands were formed outside of local
church structures, but Paul never saw himself as being separate from the local church.
This understanding of connected relationship between missionary band and local church
can be seen when Paul was first sent from the Antiochian church, and in later
relationships with churches that had been planted, such as the Philippian church. The
missionary bands were semi-autonomous in that they made much of their own strategic
and daily decisions, but they acted in conjunction with the local church, reporting back to
her when appropriate and exchanging pastoral care and mutual encouragement.
Missionary bands were functional precursors to non-ecclesiastical organizations
involved in missionary work, such as the monastic movement in medieval times, and
missions societies in modem times. However, these three modalities are not historically
connected even though they were functionally similar. In other words, monasticism did
not historically derive from missionary bands, and missions societies cannot trace their
historical roots either to the monastic movement or to missionary bands. Therefore,
favorable observers of missions organizations and the monastic movement point to their
functional relationship with missionary bands in Acts 13, but not to a historical
connection. All of these groups worked alongside the local church for the missionary
expansion of the body of Christ.
Missions and Monasticism in the Patristic and Middle Ages
While the New Testament missionary band formed from the Holy Spirit's
direction for Paul and Barnabas to preach the gospel, and the Antiochian church's
blessing and sending them forth, monasticism had its roots in the Christian's desire to
seek a deeper commitment of faith in the context of asceticism. In 285, Anthony of Egypt
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took Christ's words in Matthew 19:21 literally: "If you want to be perfect, go, sell your
possessions and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven. Then come,
follow me." St. Anthony is known as the Father ofMonasticism for he was the first
ascetic to completely cut himself off from civiUzation in his attempt to follow Christ
perfectly (Schaff 1 82-84). Communal monasticism can be traced to the first cenobite
monastery started in AD 325 by Pachomius. The strict rules of living that included
manual labor to provide self-supporting income may have found inspiration from
Pachomius' earlier conscription into the Roman army. Such cenobitic monasficism grew
rapidly in the East with estimates ranging from three thousand to seven thousand
monasteries springing up in different parts of the Egyptian desert (196). Up to this point
in history, missionary concerns were not a part of the monastic phenomena. Further, the
monastic movement was separate from, and sometimes viewed suspiciously by, the
diocesan structure ofRome.
A significant change began with the contribution ofBenedict ofNursia (c. 480-
587) and the widespread adoption of the Rule ofSaint Benedict. While Benedict himself
had no greater aspirations for his simple rule than salvation for himself and those under
his care, the rule spread rapidly due to its effective and judicious guidelines for living. In
the milieu of the asceticism of its time, the Benedictine rule was exceptionally moderate,
constructive, and practical for personal and community living. The monastic movement
had thus far spread rapidly in the East, but with these strengths the Benedictine rule led to
the widespread adoption of monasticism in the West. Benedict's renowned cloister of
Monte Cassino, the alma mater of his order, would have seemed to modem observers
more like a community ofmonastic missionaries than the stereotype of reclusive monks.
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The monastery cultivated soil, fed the poor, healed the sick, preached the gospel, and
gave spiritual direction to the young monks who increasingly flocked to Benedict (Schaff
216-20). The Benedictine monks chose relationships in community over a life of solitude
in order to deepen their spiritual walk. Holistic mission to the surrounding community
overflowed from discipleship in their own community.
Less than a century after Benedict's death, vast territories in Italy, Gaul, Spain,
Great Britain, Germany, and Scandinavia were either incorporated into Christendom or
opened to missionary endeavors through political and military conquests. Benedictine
monastic orders sent forth the most missionaries, for the Benedictines were men prepared
for hardship, trained to minister to people, equipped to convert communities to Christ,
and passionate to disciples communities guided by the Benedictine rule. In centuries to
come, monastic orders again produced the most centers of learning, bishops, and
missionaries to guide and grow the Church in the West and in its efforts of expansion to
Asia and South America (Schaff 224-26). The Benedictines, the Cluny reform, the
Cistercians, the Friars, and the Jesuits were all part of this monastic movement that made
immense contributions to the building of the Roman Catholic Church. Despite being
birthed out of an ascetic desire for deeper personal spirituality, the monastic movement
became the strongest missionary force of the Church throughout the middle ages and
remains so for the Roman Catholic Church today. Monasteries, with their specialist
nature and structural separation from the diocesan church, were able to develop people
with the missionary zeal and spiritual fervor necessary for participation in the expansion
ofGod's kingdom. Though Rome had managed to synthesize the diocesan structure and
the monastic structure into a fruitful partnership, the relationship was not without tension
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and rivalry. In fact, an Augustinian monk named Martin Luther, while seeking to revive
the Roman Catholic Church from its corrupt practices, sparked the greatest reformation in
church history.
The Protestant Reformation and Modern Missions
By the sixteenth century, a spirit of reform was underway in the Roman Catholic
Church. In 1517, Luther nailed his ninety-five theses on the door at Wittenburg, and the
Protestant Reformation quickly gained momentum. The focus, however, was on the
renewal of the Church and energies were expended looking inward, debating right
theology, building ecclesiastical structures, and warding off opponents. None of the
resulting Protestant movements considered foreign missionary advancement to unreached
peoples for nearly three centuries. Winter notes that while the various Protestant
movements formed congregational church structures to replace the Roman Catholic
diocesan structure, none formed any renewing structures apart from the congregation that
mirrored the Catholic monastic orders. He argues that neglecting to build structures to
serve the missionary fiinction of the monastic orders resulted in the Protestants having no
mechanism for missions for three hundred years (99). For these three centuries, the early
Reformation movement focused on congregational life and did not consider foreign
missions a necessary part of their new church.
The move to go further than the norms of congregational life began with the
pietist movement, which traces its roots to Philipp Spener in the seventeenth century. He
sought a deeper spirituality and renewal within the Lutheran church by forming groups
within churches who would be committed to learn more of Scriptures (W. Walker 587).
These pietistic revivals grew in number and maturity. As they searched scriptures, they
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became convinced of God's call to the lost, giving rise to the earliest Protestant
missionary societies in the eighteenth century such as the Danish-Halle Mission (1704),
the Scottish Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge (1707), and Moravian
Missions (1732), which emanated from the Moravian Brethren (Eckman 999).
Count Zinzendorf and the Moravian Brethren were the most notable fruit of
pietism and exerted a great influence on missionary fervor of the worldwide Church of
their time. The Moravians were not the first Protestants to preach the gospel in foreign
lands, but they were the first church who showed united action in doing so. Up until that
time, cross-cultural missions were undertaken only by a handful of earnest people, such
as a few pietists in the Lutheran Church in Germany and a voluntary society ofAnglicans
in England. The vast majority of the Church was largely indifferent to proclaiming the
gospel to foreign lands. In stark contrast, the Moravians displayed a level of partnership
and support between their missionaries and the local church that was extraordinary, not
only for their time but also for ours. The Moravians undertook missions as a church,
sending missionaries as authorized agents of the Moravian Brethren. The church had
several missions hymns in their hymn book, prayed for missions as part of their Sunday
service, held regular meefings on missions, discussed missionary matters, and appointed a
financial committee to see to their missionaries' needs. As the Moravians gained
missionary sending experience, they developed detailed instrucfions for their missionaries
and trained them for their work. This extraordinary integration of specialist missions
function and the general life of the church was a new phenomenon. Entire communities
and families, not just a few pious individuals, were devoted to the missionary expansion
of the faith. Its purposefulness of focus resembled some of the monastic orders, but this
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time with an entire church community including laity and clergy involved in the task.
While the Moravians were not the first Protestant missionary society, they can be said to
be the first Protestant missionary church (Hutton 226).
Fifty years after the Moravian contributions sprang up from German pietism,
William Carey helped to spark the English Evangelical Revival partly spurred on by the
example of the Moravians. In 1792, Carey published his small book. An Enquiry, that
reviews what the Catholic monastic orders did in the past and what Protestants had
accomplished up to that time. He wrote, "None of the modems have equaled the
Moravian Brethren in this good work" (16). In that same year, Carey preached to a group
of Baptist ministers on bringing the gospel to all nations. The ministers immediately
formed the first Baptist missionary society, the Particular Baptist Societyfor
Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen. This missionary society first sent Carey to
India in 1800, where he established himselfwith five other families, organizing
themselves in an intentional community with strategies that Carey acknowledged he
leamed from previous successful Moravian examples (Schattschneider 999).
Carey's life example, his book, and the formation of the Baptist missionary
society sparked off a missionary awakening in the Protestant churches. For the first time,
a large number of people began taking notice of these means for the salvation of those in
foreign lands. Fed by numerous revivals, the number of missions societies began to grow
rapidly. Kenneth Scott Latourette notes that the total number ofmissionary societies in
Germany, Great Britain, the United States and other countries grew well into the
thousands and were so numerous that a full list is not even known. Latourette describes
the Christianity of this period as strongly missionary, with people in nation after nation
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where the gospel was being preached not only becoming adherents, but forming their
own missions societies and becoming missionary sending forces themselves (94).
During this fruitful missionary period of the nineteenth century, almost all
missions efforts were conducted through missions societies or organizations that were
independent of ecclesiastical structures. For example, groups such as the Baptist
Missionary Society were related to the Baptist denomination but were not administered
by them. This practice began to change in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
when some societies such as the Church Missionary Society (CMS) in England and the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) moved toward a
semi-autonomous mode of operation, which was closely connected with ecclesiastical
structures. Other denominations, such as the Presbyterians, strove for even more direct
oversight by the denomination and moved toward a centralized structure of foreign
missions. The overall result was that increasing numbers of missions societies began to
be administered hy the denomination rather than being held accountable to them. Two
streams ofmissions organization formed�those governed by denominational boards and
those that sought to remain independently governed, such as Hudson Taylor's China
Inland Mission, known as Overseas Missionary Fellowship today (Winter 228).
The growth of missions organizations, both independent and linked to
denominations, was so rapid that by the end of the nineteenth century, virtually all cross-
cultural missionaries were sent in this manner. A missionary would become a member of
that society, and they would raise funds for the missionary endeavor. Other methods of
sending existed, such as signing on with a ti-ading company as an overseas chaplain�a
position that had existed for more than a century within England's East India Company,
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raising funds direcdy from a wealthy sponsor or being sent by a wealthy local church.
While these means were possible, a particular pattern of cross-cultural missionary
sending emerged from the ABCFM in America, and became commonplace worldwide.
Rather than an individual church, or a network of churches, sending and supporting a
missionary, large numbers of regional and national missions organizations formed.
Potential missionaries pledged their service and necessary funds would be raised.
Financial needs were a major hurdle to cross, as missionary ventures in the nineteenth
century were extremely cosdy. Sending and supporting one missionary from America in
1810 cost approximately ten years of a man's wages, equivalent to building a typical
church building on the frontier in that time. Missions organizations fulfilled critical needs
such as providing legitimacy to a missionary, missions awareness to churches, wider
publicity, and the necessary fiand-raising that was necessary for the success ofmissions
(Wuthnow, Boundless Faith 99-103). This model of cross-cultural missions remained the
widespread norm until the twentieth century, when other methods ofmissionary sending
began to appear.
Students of missions are startled to realize that Protestants had hardly any
missions enterprise for the first 250 years of their existence, and the current state of
missions has a history of only the past 250 years. In this relatively short period of time,
however, missions organizations have spurred missionary activity and the planting of
churches using their semi-autonomous structures while still being connected to the
Church and local congregations. Today, missions boards of denominations seek to enlist
congregations within their fold to partner with them in missions, various local churches
work with non-denominational missions organizations, while others form their own
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structures and send missionaries independently. As innovative strategies and new forms
of partnerships between churches and missions agencies are developed, the Church must
never forget that missions agencies have historically contributed far more than local
churches to world evangelization.
Local Churches and Megachurches in Missions Today
In recent years, many have noted the increasing role of local churches in missions,
the rapid increase of short-term missions from local churches, and the increasing role that
a local church's missions pastor has in global mission. Robert Wuthnow reports that 84
percent of US evangelical church members say that their congregation supports
missionaries abroad. Corresponding figures for mainline Protestants and Catholics are
also high at 73 percent and 69 percent respectively {Boundless Faith 149). Robert J.
Priest, Douglas Wilson, and Adelle Johnson conducted research specifically focused on
North American megachurches' involvement in mission. The reason for this focus was
that though Christianity is shifting to the global south, much of the structure and
resources remains in the global north. Further, megachurches have great influence on
missions patterns, sometimes even more than denominational leaders or mission
executives and missiologists (97). Several points made in this article are relevant to the
changing face of partnerships between local churches and missions agencies, which are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
While American megachurches continue to send large numbers of career
missionaries, support for them is decreasing when compared to total expenditure and
newer missions priorities such as short-term missions, poverty relief and partnerships
with churches in the developing world. Approximately 60 percent ofmegachurches
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agreed that career missionaries are strategically important and should be generously
supported. While this percentage is a majority, it means a significant minority was either
neutral or disagreed with this statement. This minority evidenced itself in the fact that
while megachurches reported strong increases in average attendance, total church
income, and participation in short term missions over the previous five years, the number
of supported career missionaries only barely increased. In fact, supported career
missionaries experienced a relative decrease in proportion to total ministry and resources
(Priest, Wilson, and Johnson 97-98). While the authors did not report on what proportion
of missionaries were sent through agencies, this congregafional softening of support for
long-term missions is certainly a factor in the changing landscape of partnerships
between mega-churches and missions agencies.
Philip Jenkins describes how Chrisfianity is shifting to the global south towards
new centers ofChrisfianity in Latin America, Africa, and Asia (8-10). The US
megachurch research reveals that megachurches are primarily engaging in short term
missions in precisely these most Christian countries. For example, short-term missions
are often conducted to Guatemala, Uganda, and Kenya�countries with high percentages
of Christians. When Robert J. Priest, Douglas Wilson, and Adelle Johnson compared
their findings with David B. Barrett's typology that distinguishes between the most and
least evangelized countries (Barrett and Johnson 23-25), they discovered that 82 percent
ofmegachurches focus on countries that are the most Christian, and only 6 percent focus
on countries that are least Christian. This, combined with the fact that 96 percent of
megachurches conduct short term missions to countries that the IMF lists as developing
economies, leads to the conclusion that megachurch short term missions "is largely a
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paradigm of partnership, connecting Christians in resource-rich regions of the world with
Christians in regions of poverty in joint projects of witness and service" (Priest, Wilson,
and Johnson 99). These church-to-church partnerships represent a growing trend in local
church involvement in missions. Within the megachurches surveyed, 85 percent indicated
that they already had one or more church partnerships with congregations abroad, 58
percent reported that financial resource sharing was a priority, and 86 percent disagreed
with the principle that material resources should not be shared with indigenous ministries
as this creates dependency (99-100).
This significant trend of global mission is moving on a different track than
traditional missions agencies, which are focused on reaching the unreached and
mobilizing more long-term missionaries to be sent to these people groups. Priest, Wilson,
and Johnson note a stafisfically significant clustering of priorities that group the
megachurches into two clusters. The first cluster, termed mission as social engagement,
valued ministry in the areas social justice, racial reconciliafion, the global sex trade,
environmental concerns, interreligious dialogue, and poverty. These tended to be younger
churches who disagreed that sharing resources would create dependency and disagreed
that missions agencies are in a better position than the local church to wisely supervise
field missionaries. In contrast, the mission as gospel communication cluster placed a
priority on missions to the unreached, evangelizing the Muslim worid, and Bible
translation. Churches in this cluster tended to be older organizations, more concerned that
material resource sharing created dependency, more committed to support career
missionaries, more interested in partnering with missions agencies, and believed that
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missions agencies are in a better position than the local church to supervise field
missionaries (101-1 1).
This research conclusively demonstrates that an influential portion of the Church
engages in missions with a strong concern for partnership with other churches but not
with missions agencies. These tended to be the younger megachurches, though the data
did not demonstrate this at a statistically significant level (Priest, Wilson, and Johnson
100). Not only agency leaders, but some megachurch pastors, such as Borthwick, believe
that churches operating autonomously as missions agencies tread on dangerous ground:
"They may repeat the same errors or become the very bureaucracies they're rebeUing
against" (Borthwick 324-28). Whether this trend will continue to grow and whether two
distinct strategies for local church involvement in missions will result is unclear.
Alternatively, an equihbrium could emerge as social concerns in missions becomes more
common, younger churches send career missionaries, and missions agencies adapt
themselves to the changing face ofmissions in the local church.
The authors also reported that 6 percent ofmissions pastors at megachurches had
never taken an academic course in missions or missiology, 67 percent had taken one or
more courses, and 22 percent had a degree with a missions focus (Priest, Wilson, and
Johnson 101). The study did not comment on any correlation between missiological
education ofmissions pastors and a church's clustering towards either mission as social
engagement or mission as gospel communication. This would be a possibly useful
connection to make as missiology has traditionally emphasized the priorities that
correlate with the megachurches who are mission as gospel communication. Many of
these churches would have more recently have expanded their scope to include certain
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aspects ofmissions as social engagement while still retaining a core emphasis on
mobilizing career missionaries. As megachurches grow in their missions engagement,
missions pastors acquire more academic training, and missiologists write more with the
missions pastor in mind, churches may move toward the central values taught in
academic missiology courses.
Inter-Organizational Relationship Theory
The review, thus far, has shown that missions partnerships have clear biblical and
theological foundations. Research on inter-organizational relationships also shows that
partnerships make sense from a pragmatic standpoint�the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages. In the extensive literature on inter-organizational relationships, six widely
used theoretical paradigms explain such relationship formation: transaction costs
economics, resource dependency, strategic choice, stakeholder theory, organizational
learning, and institutional theory. B. R. Barringer and J. S. Harrison's overview of inter-
organizational research state that all six theories conclude that advantages outweigh
disadvantages in the context of their measurement (367-82). This agreement is especially
remarkable since the body of research originated from diverse theoretical backgrounds.
Thus, inter-organizational partnerships for Christian ministry make pragmatic sense, even
without the more foundational biblical and theological motivations previously discussed.
Benefits of Inter-Organizational Relationships
A key contributor to growth and renewal in an organization is the innovation
brought about through learning new perspectives and methods. Robert P. Mai, Thomas J.
Kramer, and Christine A. Luebbert found that partnering provided significant
opportunities for learning improved practices, benefitting dirough resolving conflict, self-
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reflection, and analyzing previously unchallenged assumptions (108). Therefore, leaders
interested in organizational growth and renewal should look closely at how partnerships
may incubate learning of new perspectives and productive change. Their study
summarized findings fi^om thirteen successfiil collaborations between education and
community organizations to determine four themes that framed lessons leamed in these
collaborations: (1) sharing and respecting each other's objectives, (2) managing personal
relationships, (3) creating structures and processes to support, rather than impede,
collaboration, and (4) leaming about yourself as a partner and how to be more successful
at it. Valuing the importance of relationships, discussed earlier from a theological
perspective, is closely in line with themes 1, 2, and 4, while theme 3, creating supporting
stmctures and processes, is a logical step that follows after recognizing the importance of
partnership relationships.
Organizational learning was a key facet of this study, where participants
consistently reported that partnerships forced organizations to view things differently.
This perspective shift only happened when partners leamed to "talk the same language"
(Mai, Kramer, and Luebbert 1 19). Some of the best leaming occurred through asking
fundamental questions such as, "What do we really get out of this?" and, "What do we do
differently as a result of all this?" (120). Frustrations arose when different assumptions
were encountered, but through this process, organizations leamed to place increased
importance on managing personal relationships within the partnerships and to create
specific stmctures and process to support, rather than impede, collaboration. These were
most effective when partners were jointiy accountable for the results of their partnership
to a third party. This shared accountability resulted in shared ownership and an increased
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ability to compromise and collaborate. The authors concluded that an organization
seeking to become more effective through change and leaming would benefit from
systematic partnering with unlike organizations who conduct their work practices
differently (119-21).
Trust, Risk, and Control in Inter-Organizational Relationship Theory
The case study findings, thus far, may be integrated with a framework for
understanding organizational relationships proposed by Das and Teng. In this framework,
three components, tmst, risk, and control interact with one another in a partnership
relationship. Risk is the downside of organizational partnerships and is divided into two
dimensions: relational risk (partners may not cooperate satisfactorily) and performance
risk (partnership objectives not achieved). External factors play a large role in the level of
performance risk, but having high levels of tmst and effective methods of control
mitigate the perceived total risk in an organizational partnership. Partnerships may fail if
total risk is too great and partners are not able to reduce perceived risk by increasing tmst
and/or control (251-54).
Tmst also has two dimensions, competence trust and goodwill trust. Competence
tmst refers to the tmst one has that the partner has the ability, skills, knowledge, and
experience to fulfill their responsibilities in the partnership. Goodwill tinst refers to a
partner's intentions to perform, and is related to issues of their morality, integrity,
responsibility, and dependability (Das and Teng 251-54). A relationship where one
partner tmsts the character of another signifies a high level of goodwill tmst but does not
necessarily indicate sufficient competence tmst for a successful partnership.
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Control is the process of regulating, monitoring, and facilitating the achievement
of cooperative goals in the partnership. Control has three modes: behavior, output, and
social control. The first two of these modes refer to formal methods of control in a
relationship that guide mutually agreed upon behavior and output results of the
partaerships. A memorandum of understanding is a form of behavior control, in which
both parties outline their commitments to the partnership. A structure that requires
partners to be jointly accountable for results given to a third party would be a form of
output control. Finally, the third mode of social control refers to the developing of shared
values, beliefs, and goals, so that appropriate conduct is encouraged rewarded (Das and
Teng 256-59).
Partnership case studies conducted by Mai, Kramer, and Luebbert highlight that
organizations leamed to increase tmst through sharing and respecting each other's
objectives and improving personal relationships among representatives. Discussing
objectives and understanding and respecting the views of each organization were
effective means of increasing competence tmst. Managing and investing in personal
relationships with other partners increased goodwill tmst (111-15).
Peter Walker successfully applied Das and Teng's framework to a partnership
between two community-based social service organizations in New Zealand. Walker
viewed tmst as the more fundamental basis for lowering perceived risk, while control was
the more obvious and active way of achieving risk reduction. They improved goodwill
tmst by discussing and agreeing on a shared philosophy (not just common goals), and
increased competence tmst by addressing one of the organization's lack of legal
expertise. Formal agreements were part of the needed behavior control, and mutual
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monitoring of activities of both social service organizations acted as output control in the
partnership. Walker noted that too much formal control (behavior and output control)
may actually weaken trust because of the strict rules applied to the relationship. To
maintain a healthy balance, the organization also employed informal means of social
control. Participants in Walker's case study utilized social control by discussing and
agreeing on shared goals, then going deeper by developing a shared philosophy ofwhy
these goals were important to them. Walker notes that trust in the partnership must be
more widespread than personal trust between individual leaders, for such individuals may
leave their organization. Partnership trust must extend to a culture of agreement and
understanding within the organizations forming the partnership (285-88).
Life-Cycle Change of Inter-Organizational Relationships
The preceding framework of trust, risk, and control guides the building and
managing of partnerships, but does not describe how the partnership relationship changes
over time. Sandy D. Jap and Erin Anderson tested a life-cycle theory of inter-
organizational relationships by examining more than 1,500 resellers in a distribution
channel. They measured relationship properties (harmony, overall dependence, and trust)
and compared them to four possible stages that the relationship was experiencing:
exploration, build-up, maturity, or decline. Theory had predicted that relationship
properties would increase through exploration and build-up, and maturity would be the
pinnacle of these properties. However, results consistently showed that all properties
peaked in the exploration phase, decreased slightly in maturity, then decreased rapidly in
decline. Jap and Anderson concluded that the peak of an inter-organizational relationship
is in the build-up phase because of the effort invested into the relationship. The authors
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suggest that in the maturity phase, structures, and mechanisms ensured that the same
output was maintained so relational investment was not as important as in the build-up
phase (271). These findings are congruent with Das and Teng's fi-amework that an
increase in control is able to sustain the same total perceived risk even though effort put
into trust building is slightly decreased. Thus, effort to maintain a partnership in the
maturity phase is slighfiy lower than that required to form a strong partnership in the
build-up stage. Reaping rewards of a mature partnership with less effort is especially true
when there exists high levels of trust, shared goals and values, and clarity of behavior and
output controls.
The survey also uncovered that many partnerships lingered in the decline phase
for a surprisingly long period of fime without being terminated. These were not hostile
relationships, but ones where one side passively neglected the other or where low
performance by one was tolerated by the other. These situations are particularly relevant
to Christian organizational partnerships where the final dissolution of a partnership is
often taken with great hesitance, due to high values placed on unity and reconciliation.
Jap and Anderson's research demonstrates that relationships in decline are also not
terminated because assets built up over time in the partnership are long-lasting even
though the relationship is in decline (273).
Partnerships in dectine are sometimes maintained with the hopes of reviving the
declining relationship. A number of the organizations in Jap and Anderson's research had
renewed their relationship in the past five years, saving it from decline. Therefore, the life
cycle of a partnership is not an inevitable progression from beginning to end because
partnerships do not always pass through maturity into decline and dissolution. For
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example, 14 percent of the organizations reported that partnership renewal had occurred
within the past five years, where the relationship moved from maturity or decline to a
more positive stage (269). However, results showed that relationships that had gone all
the way into decline before being pulled back to build-up or maturity, experienced
psychological scars that prevented a fresh start (272). These results demonstrate that
partnerships grow valuable assets that are worth redemption and further investment, but
renewing a relationship that is in the healthy stage ofmaturity is preferable to reviving it
after it enters marked decline. Managing a partnership relationship is important, not only
in its growth and build-up, but also in its maintenance and renewal phases.
Leading an Organization for Partnership Readiness
The previous discussion on partnership life cycle and relationship properties
highlighted both the benefits and assets that partnerships engender, as well as the required
effort to build and manage the relationship. The pathway to the greatest benefits from
inter-organizational partnerships include relational investment with diverse others.
However, many leaders would cite the effort required to invest in relationships with other
organizations as the very reason for the lack of better partnerships. Good partnerships
entail effort to build, require an investment of time and energy into the partnership itself
and often involve changing the ways in which an organization is accustomed to doing or
viewing things. An organization not accustomed to inter-dependent partnerships would
be challenged toward significant change in underlying values and philosophy in order to
meaningfully invest itself in such relationships.
The concepts of team leadership and teamwork are useful when considering
partnerships. One analogy of an organizational partnership is that of a team ofmember
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organizations. Team leadership and teams as a work-design innovation have been gaining
popularity worldwide. Estimates suggest that 90 percent of organizations in North
America have some type of self-managed team (Neck and Manz 81). Many Christian
organizations that are not yet actively partnering with other ministries use team structures
in their own organizations, and some of that knowledge and experience can be translated
into partnerships. Much of the issues surrounding healthy teamwork, such as servant
leadership and the importance of interdependent relationships, are highly relevant to
partnerships, where organizations are members of the team that is the partnership. Walter
C. Wright defines a team as being more than a collection of individuals, and "a new
entity in itself formed out of the relationships among persons committed to a common
cause who choose to work together, subordinating their personal agendas to the
achievement of team results" (Don 't Step on the Rope 4, 22). Homogeneity in all aspects
does not make a team successful, but harmony of relationships and synergy in
complementary contributions.
The people and organizations that comprise a partnership similarly bring their
strengths and weaknesses, experiences, competencies, and failures to the inter-
organizational relationship. Therefore, organizations with a culture of team leadership
and leaders who are adept at harnessing different strengths, managing conflict, and
distributing leadership within their teams are at a distinct advantage when forming
healthy partnerships. With increasing numbers ofChristian organizations utilizing team
leadership in at least some parts of their structure, the link between leading teams and
leading partnerships can encourage partnerships to plumb greater depths.
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While organizations with a culture of distributing leadership within teams have
some foundations for successful partnerships, other organizations may need change in
order to ready themselves for missions partnerships. Kim S. Cameron and Robert E.
Quinn describe six steps for leading organizational change, written from the perspective
of initiating change within the organization. The six steps are, "(1) reach consensus on
the current culture; (2) reach consensus on the desired fiiture culture; (3) determine what
the changes will and will not mean; (4) identify illustrative stories; (5) develop a strategic
action plan; and (6) develop an implementation plan" (122). Reaching consensus on the
current and desired future culture would involve leaders agreeing on their view of inter-
organizational partnerships. In Christian organizations, this view is frequently a stated
belief that partnerships are important together with the admission that the organization
actually partners very little with others, or that partnerships exist only in name and do not
actually involve common vision, inter-dependence, and joint accountability. Cameron
and Quirm suggest that illustrative stories, or key testimonies, are an effective method for
communicating a desired vision for the fiiture and keeping people positively engaged
change, such as one towards deeper partnerships (109). The use of stories effectively
serves to tie the desired change to both the organization's and the individual's interests.
When this change is internalized through repeated illustrative stories, individuals in the
organization own it, and the psychological transition is eased.
Determining what the changes will and will not mean is the next crucial step,
because different people will have different concepts of how changes will affect them and
the organization. Some may oppose change because they have the wrong idea of what
partnerships mean, while others will have incomplete ideas due to their limited view of
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partnerships. This stage of clarification and communication is essential in managing the
transition that the organization will undergo. William Bridges suggests the key question,
"Who is losing what?" (26), to help leaders guide people in their psychological transition
as they internalize and come to terms with the change occurring. The perceived change is
as important as the actual change, and may involve a loss of control, loss of previously
known job scope, or increase in work responsibility.
Leading and Facilitating an Inter-Organizational Partnership
The preceding section dealt with leading change to ready an organization for
partnerships. Leading and facilitating an inter-organizational partnership in the formation,
build-up or maturation stage is a separate matter. The leader in this process could be a
member of the partnership or an external facilitator, and is the one facilitating the
partnership formation. A person familiar with team leadership who comes from an
organization that exhibits team leadership culture would be at a distinct advantage in a
partnership facilitator role. Conversely, an individual limited to an authoritarian style of
leadership and management would not fit well in a partnership situation where other
member organizations need to be considered as having equal value.
Phill Butler describes the leader of a missional partnership as having two key
roles: prophet and servant. As a prophet, the leader/facilitator communicates a vision of a
desired future and a new way of doing ministry. The leader is an advocate for working
together in the vision, sees things that others may not, and encourages the group by
helping them realize what they have accomplished thus far and the progress they have
made. As a servant, the leader helps partners and potential partners discover where they
fit into the larger vision, integrate their ministries, and build and strengthen relationships
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in tiie partnership (205-08). Butler's propositions are particularly relevant to his
experience of facilitating partnerships that involved a group ofmultiple partners, as
opposed to only two partners in an inter-organizational relationship. However, they are
still applicable to a partnership between two organizations where one leader takes the
lead in encouraging other leaders in both organizations to understand their contributions,
build relationship, and move the relationship forward. Alan Roxburgh affirms this
prophet-servant role when he encourages leaders to observe and listen how God is calling
forth his vision in the lives of individuals involved, understanding their particular
interests, and ensuring these contributions are counted in the larger vision being formed
(85).
These practical roles of prophet and servant are helpful in guiding the formation
of a partnership through the build-up and maturity stages. The partnership should ideally
grow to maturity, but the life cycle does not end there. When a partnership relationship
enters the maturity phase, control mechanisms help to maintain the partnership and the
prophet-servant role of the leader may not be as intensely needed as before. Members of
the partnership need to be aware of how new ideas and innovations can initiate further
change and transformation in a mature partnership, and thus, bring renewal when the
partnership goes back into the build-up phase for a new initiative.
The changing stages of a partnership make evident the fact that specific leadership
roles and styles do not maintain the same importance throughout the partnership life
cycle. Situational leadership affirms that leaders need to behave in a flexible manner,
appropriate to the person or organization being led, and applying the appropriate style at
the right time (Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson 107-08). This model describes four levels
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ofmaturity within which people operate, and they, therefore, need different styles of
leadership. Level 1 are those who are unable and unwilling or insecure; Level 2 are those
who are unable but willing or confident; Level 3 are those able but unwilling or insecure;
and. Level 4 are those able and willing or confident. In applying this model, Wright
believes that one goal of leadership is moving people up the maturity continuum
{Relational Leadership 39-40). In a partnership context, individuals representing their
organizations are most likely at levels 3 and 4, possessing abihties that would be valuable
to the partnership, but individuals may not be willing or confident to contribute them. The
partnership leader must be situationally aware and adapt to these individuals. Leader
behavior would require a level-3 approach that is relational and participative in order to
bring level-3 participants (able but unwilling or insecure) into a committed role in the
partnership. This situation is comparable to the exploration and build-up phase in the
partnership life cycle where more effort is needed to build trust and relationships among
individuals and organizations. Partners will subsequently grow to level-4 maturity where
they are committed and the mature phase of the partnership is reached. During this time,
participants would not need to invest as much effort the partnership in the build-up phase.
They would be able to implement and accept responsibility according to the terms agreed
upon in the partnership, reaping the mature fruit of relational investment from the build
up phase. New initiatives may be injected to spur collaborative efforts, thus renewing the
partnership relationship before it stagnates and declines.
Implications for Church-Agency Partnerships
Individuals and organizations must be willing to embrace change in response to
our fast-changing world and the more fundamental call of transformation into
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Christlikeness. Christian organizations are challenged to demonstrate unity in working
together in missional partnerships, process internal change in order to ready themselves
for such partnerships, and view such inter-organizational relationships as a crucible that
provides opportunities for organizational growth and leaming. Effective leaders need to
be aware of how to guide widespread acceptance of change within their organization,
manage the psychological issues surrounding transition, guide their organizations into
partnerships, and harness these change experiences for organizational growth. Leaders of
partnerships need to be further aware of how to draw others into the partnership, the
importance of relationships at different points in the partnership life cycle, and how
partnerships can be renewed with further innovations and change at the right time in their
life cycle.
Missionary Mobilization and Member Care
Two outcomes of an effective partnership between a local church and a missions
agency investigated in this research are the mobilization ofmissionaries and their
member care on the mission field. Mobilizafion involves the idenfificafion, development,
and eventual sending of new missionaries from a local church through a partnership with
a missions agency. Member care is the holistic care of these missionaries shared between
the sending local church, the missions agency and the missionaries themselves, to provide
for and nurture them throughout their period of serving on the field and their transition
out of the mission field.
Mobilization ofMissionaries
Missiologists and missions agencies are the source ofmost of the current writing
on mobihzation. From this perspective, mobilization is rightly focused on the recmitment
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of committed individuals to long-term missionary service. Gifting, fit into field ministry,
and appropriate technical and theological training are issues discussed, with the frequent
assertion that character, calling, and spiritual formation remain foundational issues. The
fact that much of the discussion on mobilization does not involve the local church is
ironic, since potential candidates should be part of local expression of the body ofChrist.
Local churches are often unaware ofmobilization issues, and rarely have intentional
plans to develop missionaries within the congregation. A local church may not have the
self-understanding that it is called to world evangelization, and so would not take
responsibility ofmobilizing some of its members to cross-cultural missionary service,
and mobilizing all of its members to send and support this ministry. Pastors have both
access and responsibility for guiding their people, encouraging, and raising missionaries,
however, they often lack knowledge, ability or interest to do so. Missionaries and leaders
in missions agencies are eager to recruit candidates but often lack access and the
relational platform with the wider body of Christ. Therefore, partnership between local
churches and missions agencies would help activate much of the untapped resources
within local churches for world evangelization.
The central role of the local church in mobilization has been demonstrated most
strongly in the missionary efforts of the Moravian brethren, such that they set an example
for William Carey and eighteenth century missions to follow. The Moravians also serve
as an illustration of the cultural and spiritual ferment that gave impulse to their highly
effective mobilization ofmissionaries. In a time when having personal relationship with
Christ was not a familiar concept as it is today, the Moravians consistently exhibited their
distinctive of a faith that involved personal experiences of Christ, assurance of salvation,
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and a conversion experience. Their high view of the Bible is evidenced in their
constitution, which stated that the Scriptures were "the only standard and rule both of the
doctrine and practice of the Moravians" (Randall 206-07). They were convinced that
personally knowing Christ was the only way to salvation, so they were impelled to bring
the message to the lost. Their pragmatic application of Scriptures included modeling their
churches and missionary activity after patterns in the New Testament. In doing so, they
showed willingness for personal sacrifice and demonstrated resilience to suffering, which
was undergirded by a theology of suffering and the cross. Since Christ had given his life
for them, the Moravians were willing to give everything. Their rallying cry was
paraphrased from Revelations 5:9, "May the Lamb that was slain receive the reward of
his suffering." This conviction was exemplified in their eager obedience, not only to
bring the gospel to slaves, but sell themselves as slaves to minister on board the slave
ships. By the middle of the eighteenth century, these German missionaries were in places
as far flung as South Africa, Algeria, Arctic Russia, and Ceylon (210). The Moravians
demonstrated a missional culture and spirituality that resulted in incredibly effective
mobilization. Spiritual resilience to pressure, personally appropriated theology of joy in
the face of suffering, personal assurance of salvation, commitment to the experience of
conversion, and a high view of Scripture shaped their foundational values.
In an effort to discover what motivated missionaries to enter cross-cultural
missionary service, a purposeful sample of one hundred Indian indigenous missionaries
from one respected missions agency in India were selected and asked what influenced
them on their missionary journey. The sample revealed that a crucial stage for being
influenced towards missions was in their youth, and that key influencers were other
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missionaries, mentoring by missions agency personnel, and specific scriptures that spoke
to them. The role of local churches and bible schools in motivating people towards
missions was notably nominal (Fox 1 13-22). Though the typical church in India played a
nominal role in mobilizing Christians for missionary service as compared to missionaries
and missions agency staff, concluding that all churches are inherendy less impactful than
an agency's role would be erroneous. Some churches are simply missing the opportunity
to influence their people for God's missionary calling. Fox's survey describes methods
such as scriptural teaching and mentoring reladonships that have helped mobilize
missionaries to the field, and would help fiiture generadons if they were applied by the
local church. Missions-minded churches seeking mobilize their people could partner with
missions agencies that already play a fruitfiil role in mobilization by linking with
missionaries who could provide mentoring. Further, if youth years are indeed a crucial
time, then both parachurch student groups and youth ministries in local churches have a
vital role to play in giving youth a vision for missions during these critical years.
One feature of church-based missions that has significantly grown in large
numbers among youth is short-term missions. The massive amount ofmoney and other
resources injected into this enterprise has resulted in both ardent supporters and
cautionary commentators providing their views. Those critical of short-term missions
point to how trips are often designed around a short-term missions experience for
participants rather than for the context of the trip's destination (Howell 206), that they
may have a tendency to devolve into Christian tourism, and that the large sums of money
spent would be more effectively used by national Christians and long-term missionaries
on the field. Proponents argue that short-term trips are transformative missions
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educational experiences, prepare people for leadership, and contribute towards
mobilizing long-term career missionaries.
The question most pertinent to mobilization is whether or not mission trips are
transformative for the participants. A 2009 study ofNorth American youth who
participated on mission trips reported that the vast majority of these one to two-week trips
were service oriented rather than evangelistic and were discrete trips as opposed to being
part of an ongoing commitment. Longitudinal analysis before and after a mission trip
experience uncovered significant strengthening in religious beliefs and practices both
immediately prior to the trip (when a youth knew they were going on a mission trip) and
soon after the trip (when a youth reported they had been on a mission trip in the past two
years). For example, increased sharing of faith with others, Bible reading, personal
prayer, and closeness to God were all reported. This growth suggests that the mission trip
experience galvanized their religious beliefs and practices, amplifying the differences
between youth who participate in these trips and those who do not. The study was limited
in that it could not address whether these changes would continue in the longer term after
two years. Further, the study underrepresented the Protestant and Latter Day Saints
groups as compared to others. Youth from these groups were more likely to be excluded
from the before and after analysis because a higher percentage had participated in a
mission trip before the first survey was conducted (Trinitapoli and Vaisey 121-27).
Overall, this study affirmed the views ofmissions leaders that such short-term trips are
highly formational for youth, and that they have a role to play in mobilizing the next
generation ofmissionaries.
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Churches have an essential role to play for missionary mobilization in the area of
educating and exposing youth to biblical teaching and transformational missions
exposures. Many parachurch and church-based youth ministries are engaged in short-
term missions with this goal, but far fewer are actively engaging their youth with long-
term discipleship after these experiences. The local church is the strategic place for these
long-term, discipling environments, further opportunities for service, and continued
missions education and service. Later in the mobilization process, the agency has a
greater role when interested candidates become more serious in their enquiries. These
later stages require more specialized personnel with field experience and specific cross-
cultural contacts to lead individuals as they discern their missionary calling. The studies
and scenarios discussed here point toward opportunities for a mobilization partnership
between churches and agencies based on the observation that each type of organization
has specific access and skills that are best used in different stages in the mobilizafion
process.
Member Care ofMissionaries
The contemporary concept ofmember care was not on the minds of early
missionaries when they ventured to distant lands. With astonishing spiritual fortitude and
commitment, these pioneers packed their belongings in a coffin and prayed for fruit and
physical survival beyond a few short years (Ford 5). The goal in member care for
missionaries today is not only for them to survive, but to thrive emofionally, spiritually,
and physically on the mission field so as to result in greater ministry effectiveness and a
longer field ministry. A reported 3.1 percent ofmissionaries leave the mission field every
year for reasons that are categorized by the Reducing Missionary Attrition Project as
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being premature, preventable, and permanent (Taylor 85-103). Member care seeks to
reduce this rate and help a missionary be more effective in their ministry. No longer is
missionary care viewed as needed only in times of crisis, but as a continuous system of
optimal care that encompasses the entire missionary life cycle from mobilization to
permanently leaving the field. While spiritual, emotional, and physical health in such a
system is primarily the responsibility of the individual missionary, the local church and
the missions agency have a critical part to play (Ford 5-6). Member care is sometimes left
to the missions agency with the local church knowing little more than sending of fiands
and occasional prayer requests. However, with the increasing recognition of the local
church's role in missions comes the realization that a missionary's home church is well
placed to provide significant portions of care for the missionary. At times, the local
church is better placed for missionary care as compared to the missions agency. Deborah
Ford specifically points to selection, training, and in-field pastoral care as examples
where the sending church has much to offer towards missionary care when conducted in
partnership with the missions agency (6-7). A system of pastoral care that actively
engages the individual missionary and the partnership between the sending church and
the missions agency would be highly beneficial towards the goal of optimal member care.
Member care stemming from the missions agency and sending church perspective
is typically concerned with issues such as stress, burnout, and depression. Ronald L.
Koteskey analyzed Internet search phrases and brochure downloads from visitors to
MissionaryCare.com to determine with what topics missionaries themselves were most
concerned. While he acknowledged sampling problems in that visitors to a Web site were
essentially self-selecting, the results give insight into the subjects that missionaries find
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most relevant, as opposed to what agency and church leaders think are most needed.
Search phrase analysis revealed some expected and some surprising results. More
frequently searched phrases such as culture, stress, sex, depression, anxiety, burnout,
missionary kid, and leadership appeared as expected. The most searched for topics
included culture, stress, time management, adolescence, and goodbye. These were
searched twice as often as depression, anxiety, burnout, and leadership. Therefore, while
traumatic issues such as depression and burnout need to be addressed, more common
issues such as stress and parenting adolescent children need to be dealt with in an
ongoing system ofmissionary care (239-42).
A survey of fifty-five missionaries in East Africa regarding their utilization and
satisfaction with member care services revealed that the most appreciated forms of
member care were professional counseling, trauma debriefing, and pastoral visitation
from the home country. However, trauma debriefing and pastoral visitation were also
frequently listed by some of the missionaries in the same study as the least beneficial
services. The authors concluded that this was due to a wide variability in the quality of
these services provided. For counseling and trauma debriefing, the report noted that
missionaries who had to go outside their agency to access these services were much more
likely to be dissatisfied with these services as compared to those who had direct access
within their missions agency (Rosik, Richards, and Fannon 40). While the study could
not determine the reasons for this phenomenon, the results suggest that a more integral
provision of services including pastoral visitation would be beneficial for missionaries.
Traumatic events would require professional counseling and individual debriefing, some
of the most valued services, while pastoral visitation would provide a key element in the
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ongoing system ofmissionary care that deals with the more common matters. The report
suggests that an effective partnership between local church and missions agency that
provided these services in a complementary manner would greatly enhance missionary
care. At the same time, however, the literature on member care is greatly skewed towards
the professional counseling type of member care offered by agencies, and does not dwell
on the role of the sending church as a loving and caring community that supports its
missionaries. Perhaps writers feel that this soft aspect ofmember care does not lend itself
towards documentation as much as formal member care services and structures.
However, the same body of literature affirms the need for the involvement of the sending
church in member care. Structures and professional counseling can facilitate, but never
replace, the base of strong relationships that evidence God's love and grace to
missionaries burdened with stress.
Research Design
The biblical, historical, and theological basis for church and missions agency
partnerships has been reviewed. Various issues in inter-organizational relationships, and
the mobilization and member care ofmissionaries have been discussed. A cohesive
theory will now be developed that will synthesize key thoughts and implications and will
also will guide ensuing research design. Finally, reasons for the case study being an
appropriate methodology for this study will be considered.
Developing Theory for Church-Agency Partnerships
While inter-organizational partnerships have been shown to reap leaming benefits
and practical results for the organization, pragmatic benefits alone would not often be
sufficient motivation for Christian organizations to invest the energies required for deeper
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partnerships. Making the effort to build healthy inter-organizational relationships
glorifies God and is of immense worth in and of itself
"While mutual benefit is the ideal outcome of all partnerships, and though
more is required of us�and promised to us�than can be encompassed in
this ideal alone, just seeking to live in terms of this dimension of our faith
is in itself of great value" (Bonk 130).
The foundational reason for partnerships is the underlying theology that inter-
organizational relationships modeled after Trinitarian relationships are immensely
pleasing to God and inherently worthy of investment, because they reveal God's triune
nature, which is a potent witness to the world and essential for Christianity.
Shaw's four characteristics of the divine relationship within the Godhead inform
the church-agency partnership relationship�full equality, glad submission, joyfiil
intimacy (fellowship), and mutual deference (62-64). Regarding application of fiill
equality in the triune relationship, widespread agreement exists that both churches and
missions agencies are equally valid structures in the task of world evangelization. This
recognition of equal value in missions is essential for mutual respect and cooperation.
This equality is not mutually exclusive to the growing consensus that the local church has
theological primacy in the task and ownership ofmissions, and missions agencies have a
critical role to play in partnering with the local church in the Great Commission such that
the global Church may fulfill its caUing. However, this understanding of theological
primacy is not unanimous among missions leaders. A helpfiil launching point for this
discussion is whether missions pastors and missions agency leaders would agree with the
position stated by the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization' s handbook on
church/parachurch relationships that partnership is good, but partnership where missions
agencies serve the church is best (Lausanne Committee). Leaders of local churches and
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missions agencies should go beyond the comfortable assumptions held in existing
partnerships and ask whether they agree that their respective organizations respect one
another with full equality of value and worth. Missions leaders would benefit from
discussing their views concerning the propositions that (1) the local church has
theological primacy over the missions agency, (2) whether the local church should grow
to become more involved and take more ownership and responsibility for missions, (3)
whether missions agencies should serve the local church towards this direction, and (4)
how glad submission and mutual deference can be practiced in matters where one
organization is better placed to act.
Blending characteristics of the Trinitarian relationship with biblical and historical
theology formulates an underlying theological understanding of relationship between
local church and missions agency. Full equality, glad submission, joyful intimacy
(fellowship), and mutual deference can be integrated with the concepts of theological
primacy of the church, historical effectiveness ofmissions agencies, and the Pauline
example ofpartnership with churches. The result is a theological framework for
characteristics of church-agency relationships. If shared by missions leaders of churches
and agencies, such a framework has the potential of being a powerful guide and
motivator for more effective partnerships. This four-part framework can be stated as (1)
equal value of church and agency, (2) theological primacy of the church, (3) glad
submission and mutual deference, and (4) joyful fellowship and encouragement. This
understanding provides the foundational tenets and underlying values for the church-
agency relationship.
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The concepts of trust, risk, and control in inter-organizational relationships as
presented by Das and Teng can be added to the framework. The trust-risk-control model
provides an understanding of the mechanics of a partnership relationship between church
and missions agency, while the Trinitarian relationship provides the theological base.
Performance and relational risk are the perceived downsides of the partnership that must
be overcome by building the dimensions competence trust, goodwill trust, and informal
social control. Appropriate levels of behavior and output control may also be
implemented, but not with so much restriction that excessive formal control reduces trust.
Theological primacy of the church, equal value of church and agency, glad submission
and mutual deference, and joyful intimacy and encouragement provide the theological
foundation upon which Christian organizations seek to increase competence and goodwill
trust, decreasing perceived risk, and encourage structures and processes to improve
control (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.L Preliminary frameworli for church-agency partnerships.
Peter Walker's case study of a partnership between two social service
organizations using the trust-risk-control framework is another example of applying Das
and Teng's trust-risk-control model. This case study is particularly relevant to our
church-agency partnership scenario due to greater similarities between Walker's
partnerships and a church-agency partnership, as compared to a business or commercial
partnership where trust and risk are largely related to financial considerations. As
described by Walker, increasing trust is a way of decreasing perceived risk in the
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relationship. Discussing and agreeing on ministry philosophy and the underlying
theology of the partoership are fiirther methods of increasing both goodwill and
competence trust in a church-agency partnership. Specifying shared goals, monitoring
activifies, and sharing accountability for these are means of increasing control in an
informal manner that is more likely to be palatable to missions leaders. Formal controls,
such as contractual agreements, may or may not be appropriate in the church-agency
context, depending on the culture of each organization.
Two areas defined where shared goals should be discussed are missionary
mobilization and member care. In mobilization, the strategic role of the church lies in
missions education and transformative missions experiences of the congregation,
especially the youth, while agencies are best situated to provide specialist information
pertinent to specific fields and gifting, and mentors with mission field experience.
Agreeing on shared goals and how the missions agency's vision can facilitate the
missions vision of the church would enhance the partnership and may even lead to
measurable commitments. Member care from the missions agency and sending church
perspective is typically concerned with traumatic issues such as stress, bumout, and
depression. The fact that professional counseling, trauma debriefing, and pastoral
visitation were the most appreciated forms of member care, and that they are inter-related
in nature, point toward the synergizing and raising quality of these services through
church-agency partnership as a good practice. The data suggests that an integrated
provision of these services would be more beneficial to a missionary as opposed to
indirect access through third parties. In the framework of trust-risk-control, member care
services, such as these, could also be a shared commitment between churches and
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missions agencies that increase both goodwill and competence trust. Guidelines to which
areas the church and agency contribute towards mobilization and member care provides
behavior control.
Directors ofmissions agencies and missions pastors of churches play a crucial
role in the partnership, especially since the growth and depth of the inter-organizational
relationship depends on their attitudes and the personal relationship formed. The personal
role of leaders both impacts and is impacted by the organizational culture. A strong
leader can change their organization's culture towards partnership for better or for worse.
Similarly, a strong culture for partnership can buoy a weak or inexperienced leader in
their continuation of an existing church-agency partnership. An organization's value of
partnerships is especially important when leaders change in the midst of an existing
partnership between church and missions agency.
Case Study as a Research Design
As a research design method, case studies have been used on many occasions to
investigate the dynamics of inter-organizational partnerships. This research was a
qualitative exploratory study that seeks to uncover principles and practices for
partnership between churches and missions agencies. The case study was an appropriate
primary methodology since it was better suited to the research problem than surveys and
quantitative analysis. Interviews were a crucial means of gathering information, together
with participant-observation and focus groups. Wuthnow states that "interviews are
advantageous for eliciting information about personal histories, belief and values, and
interpretations of event" ("Taking Talk Seriously" 10-1 1). He continues to cite their
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usefulness for questions about personal experience and organizations. Thus, interviews of
missions agency directors and missionaries are well-suited for the purpose of this study.
Arvind Malhotra et al. employed the case study method to explore the dynamics
of an online inter-organizational team, formed through a partnership between Boeing and
Rocketdyne (229-30). While the online nature of the team, and the presence of team
managers, was different compared to our context of church-agency partnerships, a
number of similarities make this study a helpful comparison when evaluating the case
study as an appropriate research method for our context. For both the Boeing-Rocketdyne
partoership and our context, the working team sought to accomplish a specific shared
objective under the umbrella of a partnership between two organizations. The research
was primarily exploratory in nature, and did not limit itself to descriptive results, but
rather sought to develop recommendations for the working practice of the partoership.
Malholtra et al.'s case stody was written for managers who were responsible for the
teams, while recommendations in this church-agency partaerships study were developed
for missions pastors and agency directors who are involved in the working partnership
themselves. Further, in both studies, a researcher was also a participant-observer who was
active in the inter-organizational team/partnership. The dual role played by the researcher
did not negatively impact the study by introducing bias, but rather as a participant-
observer, this permitted even greater insight into the nature of the partnership
relationship.
P. Walker's case study on applying Tas and Deng's trust-risk-control framework
to a social service partnership is particulariy relevant to our current research, being more
similar to our research than Malhotra et al.'s work due the application of the same trust.
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risk, and control framework employed in the church-agency partnership research.
Further, the partnership studied by Walker was not between businesses but two social
service organizations, meaning that the risk component did not involve financial risk,
which is a key risk factor for inter-organizafional partnerships that are commercial in
nature. Walker also used a single-case study with the understanding that going deep into
the relationships would provide the insights of pracfical rationality, details, and concrete
cases in their context. In addition. Walker was not a third-party observer but had intimate
knowledge of the structures involved and had played a part in the building of the
partoership relationship itself Walker acknowledged the change in dynamics that
occurred in undertaking the role of researcher, and while aware of the possibility of
distancing and suspicion that participants may have due to the research task, he noted that
this did not seem to occur. Having a relationship with the participants allowed Walker
close access to the inner workings of the partoership (282-83).
The potential for deriving generalizable practical principles fi-om an in-depth,
single-case study is a great asset of this method, strongly argued for by Bent Flyvbjerg,
who states that in-depth analysis of concrete cases in their specific concept is the best
way to "cultivate practical rationality and judgmenf (135-36). This strength of case
stodies to enter the depth and richness of the case is also affirmed by Louis Cohen,
Lawrence Manion, and Keith Morrison, who describe the method as opting for analytic
generalization in a manner that helps researchers develop a theory and understand other
similar sitoations (254-55). Culfivating practical rationality and judgment for similar
situations was highly desirable in this research. Since the stody was primarily exploratory
and descriptive in natore, seeking to describe the partnership relationship and discover
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how partnership practices could impact missionary mobilization and member care, the
case study method was particularly suitable (Yin 9). Thus, understanding how inter-
organizational partnerships work and deriving principles for the practice of similar
partnerships is best done with in-depth case studies.
Summary
A biblical and theological framework for partnerships between local churches and
agencies has been formed. It underscores the need for valuing the role and contributions
of both churches and agencies in world evangelization. The four underlying values of the
framework are (1) equal value of church and agency, (2) theological primacy of the
church, (3) glad submission and mutual deference, and (4) joyful intimacy and
encouragement.
This theological framework is integrated with a trust-risk-control understanding
of inter-organizational relationships (see Figure 2.1, p. 77). Missions leaders discussing
and sharing a model like this would increase trust and reduce perceived risk in their
partnership. Trust can be further increased with shared goals for missionary mobilization
and member care. Accountability and agreed contributions by both agency and church in
these areas can also serve to increase output control in the partnership and decrease risk
ofmissionary attrition. Leaders have a critical role to play in developing and growing a
church-agency partnership, and seeking ways of renewing it when it reaches the mature
stage of its life cycle. The mobihzation ofmissionaries and their member care are key
factors in which both churches and agencies eagerly desire to see improvements. The
likelihood of these occurring increases greatly with effective partnership between local
church and missions agency. In order to explore the dynamics of a church-agency
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partnership, the case study method was employed to analyze the partnerships between
one local church and its partnerships with three missions agencies.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
A pragmatic look at die state of world evangelization informs us that partnership
among Christian organizations is necessary in order to fulfill the mandate that Christ has
given to the Church: bringing the gospel to all nations and making disciples. A historical
survey of missions reveals that missions societies and agencies have spearheaded much
of the efforts in the era of modem missions. Biblical and theological teaching directs us
toward the necessity of inter-organizational relationships and partnerships for the
spreading of the gospel. Rallying calls for better partnership between churches and
agencies are regularly made, and discussions are held on how this may be achieved.
However, researched guidelines and best practices for the partnership relationship
between churches and missions agencies are lacking due to a dearth of research data in
this area. Indeed, even in the wider field that includes secular organizations, "very little
research has been devoted to how inter-organizational relationships are managed"
(Barringer and Harrison 396). For this reason, what makes for good church-agency
partnership is not clearly understood. Despite missions leaders desiring better church-
agency partnerships, the plethora of opinions have not yet coalesced into a unified body
of knowledge that practitioners agree upon.
To address this problem, this research purposed to determine best practices for
partnerships between churches and missions agencies that would optimize missionary
mobilization and member care by investigating the relationships between Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies in Singapore.
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Research Questions
A series of research questions were formulated with the purpose of discovering
and validating best practices for a missions partnership between a local church and a
missions agency. The context was the relationship that one church, Woodlands
Evangehcal Free Church, had formed with three missions organizations in Singapore.
Four research questions were designed to sequentially discover the following.
Research Question #1
What is the current practice of the missions partnerships between Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies in Singapore?
The first research question determines what is currenfiy being pracficed, and is
necessary because partnership is often menfioned, but not often clearly defined between a
local church and a missions agency. Some of the partnerships between WEFC and the
three missions organizafions have a long history, hi these partnerships, partnership
practices and roles are understood and embedded in organizational culture but have never
been formally documented. With other missions organizafions, the local church's
relationship is less developed and less specific. Determining both the nature of the
partnership relationship and the specifics of current practice provides foundational data
from which to understand the nature of a church-agency partnership in this case study.
Given the variation in missions agencies studied, this research question also investigates
the difference between a church relationship with a large established agency, a smaller
agency with minimal local presence or staff, and a missions organization that is an
interdenominational alliance of churches.
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Data for this research question was gathered using semi-structured interviews
with missions agency directors using the Agency Partnership Interview (API) instrument
(see Appendix B). In the API, questions 1 and 2 gather data for this research question.
Question 1 opens the discussion for the director's general understanding of the role of
partnerships with local churches. Question 1 . 1 discovers what practices the director
considers the most crucial before turning attention to question 1 .2, which asks
specifically about the partnership pracfice with Woodlands Evangelical Free Church.
Question 1.3 uncovers the various persons who are responsible for executing these
partnership practices. Question 2 relates the partnership pracfice to the areas of
missionary mobilization and member care. Questions 2.1 and 2.2 uncover the missions
agency's strategy for mobilization and member care. Question 2.3 investigates whether
how these are conducted in partnership with churches, and question 2.4 requests written
documents that may supplement the interview data in order to better understand the
organizafion's views and policies on partnership, mobilization, and member care. At the
end of the interview, the director was informed that an addifional person would contact
him via telephone within one week, at which fime he could give any additional
information that he felt uncomfortable or unable to provide during this interview. This
measure permitted the acquisifion of addifional data that participants felt personally
unable to say to the principal researcher, being the missions pastor with whom they
primarily interacted in the church-agency partnership.
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Research Question #2
How effective have these partnership practices been in mobihzing missionaries
from Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and ensuring effective member care of its
missionaries?
Partnerships between churches and missions agencies are often formed around the
sending of a missionary, so the efficacy of the church-agency partnership with regards to
mobilization and member care is highly relevant. This research question sought to
determine how effective the partnership has been in mobilizing missionaries from the
church to be sent through the missions agency, and whether or not the partnership has
effectively contributed to the member care of long-term missionaries on the field. By
comparing the current views and practice of partnership (determined in the API) with
mobilization results and the personal experiences ofmissionaries (determined in the
MEI), the efficacy of current practices for missionary mobilization and member care
could be determined.
In the API, questions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 discussed missionary mobilization from the
perspective of the director of the missions agency. As the principal investigator of this
research study was the missions pastor ofWoodlands Evangelical Free Church, it was not
necessary to have a separate instilment to determine mobilization from the local church's
perspective. In the MEI, questions 1, 1.1 and 1.2 determined the experience of the
missionary in their process of discovering their missionary call, mobihzation, and being
sent as a missionary. Question 2 investigated their thoughts regarding current member
care provided by their church and missions agency. Question 2.1 determined what
member care services were the most valuable in the perspective of the missionary,
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question 2.2 ascertained whether care in previous traumatic mcidents was effective or
not. Questions 2.3 and 2.4 discovered how missionaries viewed the partnership between
their sending church and their missions agency. Questions 3, 3.1, and 3.2 sought feedback
from missionary regarding future member care needs and ideas.
Research Question #3
How can principles be generalized and distilled into a guideline of best practices
for partnerships between local churches and missions agencies?
The third research question sought to determine principles for best practices of
church-agency partoership in order to optimize mobilization and member care. After data
from the API and MEI was gathered, answering this research question involved the
analysis of interview data of both agency directors' evaluations (from the API),
missionary experiences (from the MEI), and my own knowledge of the partnerships as a
participant-observer. Questions 3, 3.1, and 3.2 of the API determined the missions agency
directors' views on the theological principles underpinning the church-agency
partoerships model, as well as the interplay between trust-risk-control that is a crucial
part of the model.
Research Question #4
To what extent are these best practices validated by Woodlands Evangelical Free
Church, the three missions agency directors, and the missionaries sent from the church
through these agencies?
Validation strengthened the research by obtaining another layer of feedback from
the same agency directors and missionaries who were interviewed using the API and the
MEI respectively. Before the API and MEI was conducted, each agency director and MEI
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were informed that they would be part of a focus group who would review the
preliminary results of the research. Knowing that they would have an opportunity to
directly check on and contribute towards the results of the research helped in greater
enthusiasm and participation, resulting in a higher quality of interview data.
Two focus groups were conducted. Missionaries who were earlier interviewed in
the MEI comprised the first group, which used the Missionary Focus Group Protocol (see
Appendix D). This group of eight persons, included two married couples, three single
missionaries. Question 1 was introductory in nature, designed to encourage an open
atmosphere of conversation. Questions 2-5 explored their mobilization experiences, and
presented preliminary results for confirmation. Questions 6-9 discussed preliminary
results related to member care, seeking confirmation of the categories presented and
fiirther insights from the missionaries.
The agency directors who were interviewed in the API comprised the second
focus group. They used the Agency Directory Focus Group Protocol (see Appendix E).
Question 1 allowed the directors to introduce themselves, setting the stage for more open
discussion. Questions 2-4 presented preliminary results and sought confirmation
regarding how a church-agency partnership is practiced. Question 5 built on this further
by presenting a complete model and discussed the biblical-theological and inter-
organizational theory components of the model. Questions 6-7 discussed the preliminary
results, where areas ofmobilization and member care were categorized as best provided
by the church, by the agency, or jointly with increased communication. Thus, the focus
groups served both to sharpen the principles for best practice and validate the results, as
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the final analysis was approved by missions pastors, missions agency director, and
missionaries.
Population and Participants
The populafion of this research consisted of the directors of missions agencies
with whom Woodlands Evangelical Free Church had a partnership relationship and the
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church missionaries who were sent through these missions
agencies. The missionaries included two married couples, two single females, and one
single male. Participants were purposefully selected and represent various partnerships
with a range ofmissions agencies that vary in size and structure (Tables 3.1 and 3.2).
Table 3.L Agency Directors Participating in Agency Partnership Interview
Director's Partnership
with WEFC
Agency Partnership
with WEFC
Agency Partnership with
Singapore Churches
Length of .
�. r. � u- MissionariesDirector Relationship
in Years
Sent
Length of
Relationship in
Years
Missionarie Number of
s Sent Churches
Director A
1 male;
2 married
couples
20 76 25
Director B &
Board Member
1 female
Director C 6 1 female 6 15 30
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Table 3.2. Missionaries Participating in Missionary Experience Interview
Missionary Unit Organization Country of Service
Length of
Service in
Years
1 married couple, 2 children Agency A Japan 20
1 married couple, 3 children Agency A Thailand 12
1 single male Agency A Thailand 8
1 single female Agency B Kazakhstan 7
1 single female Agency C Timor-Leste 2
Design of the Study
A key reason for partnerships between local churches and missions agencies is the
sending of a missionary from a local church through an agency. While all parties
typically affirm the importance of the inter-organizational partnership, and many
opinions exist regarding what should be done in this partnership, there has been no
published research on proven best practices for church-agency partnerships. This study
utilizes an inter-organizational relationship framework that is theologically informed in
order to determine specific practices and distil general principles that would optimize
missionary mobilization and member care.
In preparation for the study, the literature review uncovered Trinitarian
foundations for inter-organizational relationships. These theological principles were
integrated with a trust-risk-control inter-organizational framework that guided the
investigation of the partnership. Semi-structured interviews were conducted using
questions that determined current partnership practice and sought to relate current and
ideal practice to missionary mobilization and member care. The Agency Partnership
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Interview, Missionary Experience Interview, and Missionary Focus Group, and Agency
Director Focus Group instruments underwent an expert review and were subsequently
improved according to feedback. The interviews with missions agency directors and
missionaries were conducted and the results analyzed in order to determine best practices
and principles for optimizing missionary mobilization and member care. Preliminary
results were subsequently validated by two focus groups, the first consisting of
missionaries who participated in the MEI, and the second comprising ofmissions agency
directors who participated in the API.
This study employed a single-case study qualitative-method triangulation of
validation. There were three embedded units in the single case. The single case consisted
of the partnership relationships that Woodlands Evangelical Free Church had formed
with three different missions agencies. The unit of analysis was the relationship between
the local church and one missions agency; thus, the single study had three embedded
units. In each unit of analysis, interviews were conducted with the director of that agency
and the missionary or missionaries sent through that agency. The research was an
exploratory study that sought to describe the existing partnership relationships, doing so
within a theologically informed, inter-organizational relationship framework that would
lead to determining best practices and principles for optimizing missionary mobilization
and member care. For the purpose of the study, mobilization was limited to mobilization
of new missionaries within the particular local church involved in the partnership as this
was most relevant to the research. Member care was focused on issues that missionaries
had rated as particularly important and impactfiil in interviews and in literature.
Triangulation of validation was accomplished with the two quahtative interviews, one
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witii missions agency directors and the other with missionaries, and two focus groups,
one with agency directors and the other with missionaries who participated in the
interviews. A total of these three means of triangulation are listed as follows.
First, qualitative semi-structured interviews were conducted with directors of
three missions agencies with whom Woodlands Evangelical Free Church partners. Their
length of time as agency directors ranged from one to nine years of experience, and
number of churches they partner with ranging from seven to thirty.
Second, qualitative semi-structured interviews were conducted with five
missionary units who were sent through these three missions agencies. The five
missionary units consisted of one family with two children, one family with three
children, two single females, and one single male. Their experience on the mission field
ranged from two years to sixteen years of service.
Third, two focus groups were conducted, one with the three directors of the
missions agencies who were interviewed using the Agency Partnership Interview, and the
other with the two missionary couples and three missionary singles who were interviewed
using the Missionary Experience Interview. The preliminary results, framework for a
church-agency partnership, and suggested best practices were discussed in these focus
groups.
Instrumentation
All instruments used were qualitafive, consisting of in-depth semi-structured
interviews, document collection, and two focus groups. The interviews consisted of two
separate instruments, one Agency Partnership Interview protocol and one Missionary
Experience Interview protocol. The interviews were conducted with directors of missions
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agencies and missionaries respectively. The researcher was a participant-observer. Given
his role as the missions pastor ofWoodlands Evangehcal Church, he was responsible for
the partnership relationship with each missions agency. Documents relevant to the
missions agency's position on partnership, mobilization, and member care were
collected. One focus group consisted ofmissions agency directors who participated in the
API, while the other focus group consisted ofmissionaries who were interviewed in the
MEI.
The Missionary Experience Interview was a researcher-designed instrument
conducted in a semi -structured format over 60-120 minutes. Question 1 invited open-
ended sharing of the missionary's journey of being called and sent as a missionary.
Guiding sub-questions sought to investigate the role of the church and the agency in this
process ofmobilization. Question 2 considered the missionary's experience ofmember
care provided by the church and agency. Missionaries were asked which member care
services were the most valuable to them, and their experience of member care at critical
times of trauma or stress. Question 3 then asked missionaries to consider how ideal
member care services and mobilization strategies could be provided by the church,
missions agency, or some partnership between the two organizations (see Appendix A).
The Agency Partnership Interview was also a researcher-designed instrument. The
main body of the API consisted of twelve questions divided into three sections conducted
in a semi-structured format over 90-120 minutes. Questions were woven into the
conversation with three main questions forming three sections of the interview. The API
used open-ended questions in the beginning of each of the three sections that allowed the
director a broad range ofpossible answers. The first section dealt with the director's
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understanding ofpartnership practice with local churches. It contained three prompting
questions regarding crucial partnership practices, actual practices currently in place with
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church, and who were responsible for executing these
partoership practices. The second section concerned their views on the role of the
missions agency and the local church in the areas ofmissionary mobilization and member
care. Four prompting questions in this section investigated strategy for mobilization,
member care services offered, and whether strategies and services were conducted in
partoership with any local churches. Question 2.4 requested documents that would
provide additional data regarding the missions agencies views on partnerships,
mobilization, and member care. Question 3 focused on the ways missions agency
directors theologically conceived of partnerships with churches. Two prompting
questions discovered how the directors' understanding of partoership fit with the bibhcal-
theological basis and inter-organizational trust-risk-control framework of the church-
agency partnership (see Figure 2.1, p. 77). Finally, the API informed the director that a
third-party would contact him via telephone within one week. This was an opportunity
for the director to provide any additional informafion that he felt uncomfortable or unable
to provide during the current interview, since the interviewer was also the missions pastor
of the partner church (see Appendix B).
The Missionary Focus Group protocol (see Appendix D) and the Agency Director
Focus Group protocol (see Appendix E) guided the respective focus groups, the first
consisfing of consisting of the missionaries who were interviewed using the MEI, and the
second of directors of missions agencies who were interviewed using the API. For the
MFG, one missionary couple participated via a multi-party video-conferencing link while
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the remaining participants met in-person. Each focus group lasted approximately 120
minutes.
The MFG protocol commenced with a reminder of the purpose of the research
and how this focus group contributes to results, which would be highly relevant to the
missionaries. In order to set the stage for fruitful conversation, question 1 asked
missionaries to share a positive experience where the church or agency did something
that was meaningful for them. Questions 2 shared preliminary results and sought
confirmation regarding the role that the church and agency played in their mobilization to
the mission field. Questions 3 to 5 delved more into the relafionship of the partnership of
church and missions agency, seeking confirmation of observations made from earlier
interviews. Questions 6 and 7 presented the most valuable member care services that
missionaries discussed during the interviews, and asked for verification that certain
services were optimal when provided by the church while others were optimally provided
by the agency. Question 8 dealt with member care and mobilization issues that were best
offered in partnership between church and agency. Question 9 sought fiirther discussion
on why certain member services are best provided from the church, from the agency, or
benefit from more partnership between church and agency.
The ADFG protocol began with a reminder of the purpose of the focus group and
a brief introducfion of each participant. Quesfion 2 presented the preliminary findings
regarding how a church-agency partnership was practiced in terms of primary and
secondary concepts for partnership practice and sought additional comments and
confirmation of these findings. Quesfions 3-4 presented a summary and model of how the
primary concepts were related, asking for further contributions from the directors.
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Question 5-6 presented the Church-Agency Relational Partnership Model, and the
validity of this model was discussed. Questions 2-6 presented preliminary findings from
the research and sequenfially built up the elements of a model describing the church-
agency partnership relafionship. Quesfion 7 asked participants their recommendafions of
church-agency partnership practice based on this model. Best practices arising from the
model were discussed and further input was sought. The model was subsequently
improved and renamed the Relational Model of Church-Agency Partnerships
(REMCAP).
Expert Review
An expert review was conducted of the Agency Partnership Interview protocol,
the Missionary Experience Interview protocol, and early versions of the focus group
protocols. A letter explaining the research, the data collection procedures, and copies of
each instrument were sent to each person contributing to the expert review (see Appendix
F). The three members of the expert review panel included one director of a missions
agency, one mobilization director of another missions agency, and one missions pastor of
a large church, which partners with missions agencies.
In the API, question 2.3 was added based on a suggestion from a member of the
review panel. Question 3 was originally, "How do you think theologically about?. . ." The
phrasing was modified to, "How do you biblically and theologically understand?. . ." This
change was based on confusion from some reviewers and a preference for the term
biblically. In the MEI, question 1 was rephrased to, "Can you share your personal
journey, including how you discerned and confirmed your missionary calling up to and
including your being sent as a missionary?" This change was based on feedback
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regarding clarity of the intent of the original question. At the time of the expert review,
the MFG was conceived as a single focus group that consisted of all agency directors and
missionaries. This was subsequently changed to two separate focus groups, one of
missionaries and the other of agency directors, and the focus group protocols were
appropriately modified.
Variables
Partnership practices between Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and a
particular missions agency were variables explored in this qualitative study. These
variables included any policies, practices, theology, and attitudes of the missions pastor
and agency director towards missions and the partnership. Other variables considered
were the mobilization strategies and effectiveness ofmissionaries from Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and the member care ofmissionaries sent from the church
through the missions agency. Experiences of missionaries currently serving in different
mission fields sent by different agencies were also investigated.
Reliability and Validity
In the context of this study, reliability refers to the consistent design and usage of
the instruments across various scenarios. Validity refers to the generalizability of the case
study data to answer the research question about partnerships between local churches and
missions agencies to optimize missionary mobilization and member care. Reliability in
the study was maintained with a high degree of consistency in the research procedures
(Creswell 169). Clarity on interviews was achieved using printed cards given to the
participant when questions contained necessary theological terms. Each instrument used a
specific protocol (see Appendixes A, B, C, D, E) and results were entered into a case
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study database developed for this purpose (Yin 119). Thus, the interviews were
exploratory but had definite directions and goals in mind. This approach allowed me to
guide conversations with different participants towards addressing the same issues even
when participants may have begun misunderstanding the question.
I was the missions pastor and a participant-observer in the study, which provided
the advantage of insight into the relationships and increased authenticity in the
investigation of the partnership. However, participant-observation may also have
impacted the response of participants (Creswell 222, 266). To minimize these effects,
participants were informed before the interview that the purpose of the discussion was
not to judge their performance or that of their organization but to assess the partnership.
The order of the interview questions were designed to lay common foundational
understanding and allow the conversation to flow naturally before more sensitive, in-
depth questions were asked. The location of the interviews was selected to put the
participant at ease, being the missions agency director's own offices or a neutral meeting
room for missionaries, instead of the missions pastor's office. The API and MEI
protocols were maintained in the interviews and the focus groups, thereby maintaining
consistency in the research. One threat to consistency and reliability was the intervening
variable ofmissionary's geographic location, which meant that some participation had to
occur via video-conferencing. Scheduling was carefully planned so that all missionary
experience interviews were conducted in person in various locations. However, for the
missionary focus group, two missionary couples were overseas and joined the focus
group via video-conferencing. The careful positioning of cameras, microphones and
monitors that allowed all participants to see and hear all other participants minimized this
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potential threat. As I was accustomed to utilizing such technology for multi-party video
conferencing in both small and large groups, this threat to reliability was controlled.
Internal validity was not required as this was an exploratory case study (Yin 40).
External validity was extremely important as the value of the study depended on its
generalizability to partnerships between other churches and missions agencies.
Triangulation was achieved by using agency directors, interviews with missionaries,
participant observation, and two focus groups as multiple sources of data to answer the
same research question.
Data Collection
The following data collection procedures were used to ensure a high degree of
quality control that would maximize reliability. Six different sources of evidence
permitted triangulation, namely the Agency Partnership Interview, Missionary
Experience Interview, Agency Director Focus Group, Missionary Experience Focus
Group, participant-observation, and document collection. These were developed to
address the research questions, and a database was created to store and code the evidence
gathered. Conclusions were derived from themes arising from the data which have been
documented and connected to the evidence in the database, the case study protocol and
the original research questions, thus creating a strong "chain of evidence" that increased
rehability in the study (Yin 123-24).
The expert review was conducted and modifications to research protocols were
subsequently made from January to April 2012. Explanations and copies of the
instruments were e-mailed to various experts (see Appendix G). Follow-up phone calls
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one week and one month later ensured timely responses. Final modifications to
instruments were completed by the end ofApril.
Preparation for Agency Partnership Interviews began in May 2012 when the three
missions agency directors were sent letters to request an interview of sixty to ninety
minutes at their office. The interviews were conducted in June-July using the API
protocol that was inserted into a field research notebook (see Appendix B). All interviews
had audio recorded with handwritten notes in this notebook. Recordings were
immediately transcribed using a transcription service, and all data including handwritten
notes, observations, and documents collected were entered into a case study database.
Approximately one week after the interview, participants received a follow-up phone call
from my research assistant who took notes on any fiarther input they wished to provide
anonymously. These were also entered into the case study database.
The Missionary Experience Interviews were conducted in June to August 2012 in
a similar manner also over a 45-90 minute duration using the MEI protocol (see
Appendix A). They were held either at Woodlands Evangelical Free Church or online via
video-conferencing. The interviews had their audio recorded and were immediately
transcribed using a transcription service. Handwritten notes, observafions, and transcribed
text were entered into the case study database. After the interview, participants received a
letter of thanks reminding them that they would have an opportunity to contribute fiirther
to results during a focus group later in the year.
The focus groups were conducted in November 2012 after inifial data analysis
was complete. The Agency Director Focus Group was conducted with missions agency
leaders who were interviewed using the API. The Missionary Focus Group consisted of
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missionaries who were interviewed using the MEI. The focus group with missionaries
utilized multiparty videoconferencing as two married couples were in other countries,
while the three singles were able to be present in-person. Each focus group lasted 90-120
minutes and was audio recorded. Notes and participant-observations were entered into the
case study database to facilitate data analysis.
Data Analysis
After the Agency Partnership Interviews and Missionary Experience Interviews
were conducted, audio recordings were transcribed into a word processing format and
entered into the case study database. Observations and key portions of collected
documents were also entered into the database. Data was then coded to correspond to
specific research questions and recurring themes were identified.
Partnership practices were analyzed and compared to the feedback ofmissionaries
to determine their potential effectiveness for the desired outcomes ofmissionary
mobilization and member care. Existing policy on the practice of partnerships was
evaluated for its effectiveness providing guidance for this specific partnership between
local church and missions agency. The feedback from national directors and executive
directors was compared to the feedback of missionaries who were on the mission field
and recipients of the member care.
Keeping the Church-Agency Partnerships framework in mind (see Figure 2.1, p.
77), fiirther patterns were delineated noting the difference between the three units of
analysis (the three partnerships with three missions agencies) within the single case
study. Themes and patterns related to shared values, effecfive partnership pracfice, trust,
risk, control, mobilizafion, and member care services were analyzed. Preliminary results
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were shared with both the Missionary Focus Group and the Agency Director Focus
Group. This method served to validate the results of the study and further refine the
conclusions.
Ethical Procedures
Letters of informed consent were given to each participant before each interview
and before each focus group (see Appendix G). They were assured that the identity of
individual responses would not be singled out in research findings. Participants had the
opfion to refuse to answer any question without needing to cite the reason. Missionaries
were further assured that their specific answers would not be shared with their missions
agency leader or any other persons. All participants were invited to the subsequent focus
group and gave consent for their name and position to be circulated to the other invited
participants.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
Missions leaders in both churches and agencies frequently cite the need for better
partnership while simultaneously admitting that they and their organizations should be
doing better in this regard. Many ideas for improving partnership exist, but little research
is published on what actually constitutes good partnership. Therefore, not only is it rare to
find examples of good partnership, defining the practices that constitute good partnership
between a local church and a missions agency is difficult. The purpose of this research
was to determine best practices for partnerships between local churches and missions
agencies that would optimize missionary mobilization and their member care by
investigating the relationships between Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and three
missions agencies in Singapore.
Participants
Both missions agency leaders and missionaries comprised the participants of this
research. These participants included the national directors of three missions agencies in
Singapore that partner with Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and the missionaries
sent from this church through these missions agencies. Missionaries included single male,
single female, and families with children, ranging in missions service from two years to
seventeen years on the field. This wide variation included those being sent from the local
church twenty years ago when the church had less than two hundred in attendance and
was inexperienced in missions, to more recently when the church has over one-thousand
worshippers and a full-time missions pastor. Missions agencies also represented a
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spectrum from a small organization seeking to maintain and grow its staff to a large,
highly organized, and well-staffed agency. National directors and chairmen who were
interviewed each had more than ten years of experience serving in missions related
ministries, some ofwhich included church-based ministries as well as their current
agency-based ministry.
Research Question #1
The first research question asked, "What is the current practice of the missions
partnerships between the Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and three missions
agencies in Singapore?" This question was addressed in the interviews with missions
agency directors. First, their understanding of the nature of practice of partnerships with
local churches was discussed, followed by the more specific question, "How would you
describe your partnership practice with Woodlands Evangelical Free Church?"
Primary and Secondary Concepts
Given the wide diversity in size and structure of each missions agency, and the
variation in length and depth of relationship each had with Woodlands Evangelical Free
Church, the significant variation in partnership evaluation among missions agencies was
unsurprising. However, despite the variation of the partnership relationship, five primary
concepts were common among the responses of agency leaders when describing church-
agency partnership practice.
People and relationships were two of these primary concepts that appeared in all
three responses of agency leaders. People included agency leaders, church leaders, and
the missionaries themselves. Agency leaders discussed, not so much the posifion itself
but the individuals who held the positions over the course of fime and the one-on-one
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individual relationships forged with them. Specific references to names and the quality of
personal and professional relationships between these people were more relevant than the
identification of a position. Church-agency partnerships suffered either when a manpower
shortage resulted in no person holding a needed position, or when one party in the
partnership did not make efforts to develop the relationship with the other. In such cases,
the partnership continued but the relationship was weak. In other instances, a
commitment to working together resulted in a deepening personal relationship between
church and agency leaders and a strengthening the organizational partnership. Table 4.1
summarizes the grouping of these concepts and which agency leader raised them when
asked to describe partnership practice.
Table 4.1. Primary and Secondary Concepts in Partnership Practice
Category Concepts ^i^i^
People
Relationships
Primary Concepts Ministry Philosophy
Vision
Finances
Strategy
Secondary Concepts Policies
Accountability
Ministry philosophy, vision and finances were the remaining primary concepts
that emerged in all three agency leaders' responses. While relationships are rightly
emphasized in partnerships, good relationships in themselves do not make good missions
partnerships. As one agency director suggested, more fundamental than relationships is
"the like-mindedness ofministry philosophy and the vision ofmissions, followed by the
y y
? X X
X >/ X
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relationship and understanding, which builds trust between the church and the agency."
Another director emphasized "sharing the vision" and mutual understanding with partner
churches. For all directors, relationships were the key means by which ministry
philosophy and vision were shared and built.
Finances were also a primary concept for partnership as financial and human
resources were key assets exchanged between church and agency in these partnerships.
Typically, both the missions agency and the missionary sent through the agency require
funds from the church in the partnership. One agency director talked about the fact that
without a preexisfing relationship of trust, church leaders tend to think that the agencies
want their money and their people when a meeting is scheduled. Some agencies have a
policy of not soliciting money from churches, while another recognized that finances was
a difficult area of relafionship with churches that needed more of his attenfion.
Sentiments and manner in which funds are sought by the missions agency, and the
corresponding feelings with which funds are given by the church, were key indicators of
the health of the partnership.
A number of secondary concepts were also idenfified. These were concepts that
were discussed by some of the agency directors but did not appear to be as cohesively
connected with other concepts as the primary concepts. In the pracfice of church-agency
partnerships, these secondary concepts such as strategy, pohcies, and accountability were
deemed as important elements that were raised, but they did feature as centrally in the
discussion on the understanding and practice of church-agency partnerships. During the
focus group, one agency director shared that the felt that the secondary concepts flowed
out from and were implicit in the primary concepts.
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Dynamics and Evaluation of Partnership Practice
When discussing these five primary concepts, certain connections between these
issues became evident. Agency leaders tended to assess the quality and health of the
partnership in terms of four of them: relafionships, ministry philosophy, vision and
finances. Therefore, these four concepts were both pracfices and means of evaluating
whether the partnership was progressing well. The relafionships concept was particularly
important as agency leaders referred to the church's commitment to the missionary,
especially as expressed in member care by the church, and the church's relationship with
the missions agency. Further, the primary concept of relationships was distinguished as
one used not only for assessing partnership but also to strengthen other practices. When
relationships were positive, the other concepts ofministry philosophy, vision, and
finances could be strengthened through the relationship.
These concepts were principally related to the people concept in one of two ways.
The first category occurred when the people involved were missionaries. In this case, the
missionaries were impacted by the four primary concepts ofpartnership pracfice. For
example, relationships and finance issues impacted member care and financial provision
for the missionary. Ministry philosophy and vision, when not shared by church and
agency, resulted in increased conflict for the missionary. The concepts tended to be
assessed in either a positive or negafive light, revealing how they were used to evaluate
the partnership. When ministry philosophy and vision between missionary, agency and
church was shared, the partnership was deemed posifive. When finances were difficult to
discuss or were used as methods of exerting influence, these occurrences were indicators
ofweaker partnership.
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The second category occurred when the people involved were agency and church
leaders. In this case, rather than the people being impacted by the partnership practice,
the relationship between people impacted ministry philosophy, vision, and finances.
When church and agency leaders invested in the relafionship, shared understanding and
resonance ofministry philosophy and vision increased, which further increased the
likelihood that financial issues were viewed as a posifive aspect of the partnership.
Figure 4. 1 depicts the dynamics of these primary concepts in partnership practice
between a local church and missions agency. The five concepts of partnership practice
are depicted: people, relationships, ministry philosophy, vision, and finances. The people
are further categorized into missionaries, church leaders and agency leaders. The
relafionship between the church and agency leader impacts how ministry philosophy,
vision, and finances are viewed and practiced. Further, the level to which these three
concepts are shared and mutually understood is used as a measure of evaluating the
church-agency partnership, which in turn impacts the missionaries themselves. In the
context of this study, the relafionship between the missions pastor and agency director
thus defines the church-agency partnership, whereas the relationship between the
missionaries and their church, and the missionaries and their agency is consfituted by
mobilizafion and member care.
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Relationship
church-agency partnership
Kir
Figure 4.1. Primary concepts of church-agency partnership practice.
People in leadership played the determining role on the quality of the relationship
between organizations. Providing negative examples, agency directors talked about
instances of insufficient manpower, the wrong person assigned, or lack of effort on the
part of either church leader or agency leader that resulted in a neglected church-agency
partnership. Having explored church-agency partnership practice and its impact on
missionaries, the study next addressed whether these practices have been effecfive for
missionary mobilization and member care.
Research Question #2
The case study revealed that the partnership practice between Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies was conceived primarily around
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people, relationships, ministry philosophy, vision and finances. The research
invesfigation now asked how effecfive these partnership practices have been in
mobilizing missionaries from Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and ensuring effecfive
member care of its missionaries. The impact of pracfices of the church and missions
agency can be understood by viewing the process of mobilization in two phases: the early
identification of candidates and the later sending of missionaries. Once a missionary was
confirmed, member care was viewed from the perspective ofmissionaries as services that
were most valued from the church, most valued from the missions agency, and desired in
partnership between church and agency.
Missions Exposure and Identification
While the mobilizafion of future missionaries was an important goal for
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and all the missions agencies, little effort in the
partnership was directed towards mobilization in its earlier exposure and identification
phase. Church and agency did not place significant effort on working together to idenfify
and screen potenfial missionaries, though much more was placed on the formal
candidature and sending part ofmobilization. The exposure and identification phase
refers to the period when missions awareness and education in the congregation is
developed, potenfial missionary candidates are identified and screened, and divine calling
is discerned with other believers. This phase is differentiated from the candidature and
sending phase when the church, agency, and missionary have already confirmed the
calling, the person is officially a missionary candidate, application forms are completed,
and the mechanisms for sending are discussed.
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Though little partnership effort was expended in the exposure and identification
phase, each organization separately expended significant efforts on identifying
missionary candidates. Agency directors readily shared about what partnership practices
would be helpful for this stage, but they had difficulty providing specific examples in
actual pracfice. The directors talked about the essenfial place of discipleship, and the
responsibility that churches have to disciple their members. They agreed that
idenfification of potential missionaries from the discipleship process should first be the
responsibility of the church. If the church provides an agency access to its people, an
agency can facilitate vision for a missions field and provide knowledge about needs and
opportunities. However, while directors talked about these concepts freely, examples of
these pracfices happening effectively were difficult to come by and ad hoc at best.
Agency directors wanted more effort and input from local churches to work together in
this earlier stage ofmobilization, but this was a rare occurrence. Even in cases where the
partnership with Woodlands Evangelical Free Church was rated highly, the inter-
organizational relationship had little contribufion within the exposure and identificafion
phase of mobilization.
One notable exception existed with regards to the lack of church-agency
partnership in the exposure and identification phase ofmobilization. This exceptional
case occurred when a missionary on the field lost their support from another church. The
missions agency approached Woodlands Evangelical Free Church with the possibility
that the missionary be sent from WEFC, because the agency director knew that the
church had strong commitments to that mission field. A two-year process resulted in the
missionary becoming a member ofWEFC and being sent to the field. In this case, a high
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level of cooperation between church and agency was practiced during the observation,
confirmation, candidacy, and sending of this missionary. All parties gave highly positive
feedback about this process. The factors that made this mobilization example possible
were a preexisting personal relationships between church and agency with high levels of
trust and a strong aligmnent ofministry philosophy and vision for the particular mission
field in question, because the church had adopted this unreached people. Thus, all five
primary concepts of people, relationships, ministry philosophy, vision, and finances were
strongly present and aligned in this exceptional case.
Missions Candidature and Sending
Partnership was much stronger in the candidature and sending phase as compared
to the exposure and identification phase. In this later phase, ministry philosophy, vision,
and finances were tangible factors in the partnership. In this case study, all missionaries
were sent through an active partnership with one of the missions agencies, but the
missionaries expressed varied responses about the sending aspect of this partnership.
Some saw the partnership between church and agency at work while others did not
experience this. Two missionaries, one couple and one single, had past experiences in
churches that did not want to work with a particular missions agency due to ministry
philosophy and vision being aligned. In both cases, this resulted in these missionaries
eventually leaving the church and joining Woodlands Evangelical Free Church where this
vision was in alignment with both the missions agency and the missionary. For these
missionaries, the willingness of the church leaders to work with them, and the
commonality ofministry philosophy and vision between church and missions agency was
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essential for their mobilization and notably absent from their prior experiences with other
churches and missions agencies.
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church sent one missionary couple twenty years
earlier, at a time when the church was much smaller and did not have a missions pastor.
For this couple, commonality of vision and a willingness to send existed, but the church
was just beginning to grapple with its role in missions, and partnership with the agency
was not strong. They felt supported by the church and the agency separately, but shared
that there was no relationship between the church and agency leaders: "I wouldn't say a
strong partnership. I think we were the middle-man." For almost the entire candidature
and sending process, communication between church and agency occurred through the
missionaries themselves, rather than between leaders in the church and the agency. The
missionaries shared that this changed over time when the church grew in its experience of
how to engage in missions and appointed a missions pastor whose role it was to
communicate with the missions agencies. At this point, they felt the partnership grew
much stronger and they benefited from the increased communication. Table 4.2
summarizes whether each missionary felt that the church, the agency, and the partnership
relationship contributed positively towards their mobilization in the exposure and
identificafion phase and the candidature and sending phase.
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Table 4.2. Missionaries' Perceived Contribution ofChurch, Agency, and Church-
Agency Partnership during Different Phases of Mobilization
Mobilization: Mobilization:
Exposure and Candidature and
Missions Identification Phase Sending Phase
Missionary Experience
on Field in is
Years
Church Agency Partners Church Agency Partners
1 married couple, 2 children 20 y X y ? X
1 married couple, 3 children 12 </ y X y ? y
1 single male 8 / y X ? y
1 single female 7 y ? X ? ? y
1 single female 2 y X ? X X
Despite the fact that all missionaries were sent in partnership through a missions
agency, this Table 4.2 shows two cases where missionaries did not feel a strong sense of
partnership between their church and agency, even though the partnership formally
existed. The reason that the missionary family experienced this was, as discussed earlier,
that there was no person in the church who connected with the missions agency resulting
in the missionaries themselves being the middleman. The reason for the single female
experiencing this was very different. At that time, the church was much stronger in
missions and the missions pastor actively discussed issues with the agency director.
However, the agency understood its partnership role as one of facilitation and
encouraging the local church to provide most of the missionary support. Further, it
operated on minimal human resources both on the home and field sides, so for all these
reasons the missionary had relatively little communication with the agency. The common
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element to both the single female missionary and the family reporting weak partnership,
was the lack ofmanpower resulting in lack of personal attention to the relationship. At
times, this missing link was a problem from the church side and at times from the agency
side of the partnership. Figure 4.1 depicts the effect of this dynamic, where the quality of
the relationship between church and agency leader has an immediate impact on the
partnership, which in turn impacts the missionary.
The four missionary units (one couple and three singles) with ten years or less of
missions experience, were sent during the period when the church was more
knowledgeable about missions involvement and partnership between church and agency
was stronger. In all these cases, common ministry philosophy and vision existed
regarding the place and strategy ofministry. Further, in three out of four cases, the
commitment of the church to the missions field and its relationship with the missions
agency existed prior to the missionaries being sent. This preexisting partnership provided
crucial impetus for the mobilization and sending of these missionaries by Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church to that particular field. For example, the church had adopted an
unreached people and worked closely with one missions agency in this process. This
prior commitment and partnership played a critical role in the sending ofmore than one
missionary through that missions agency to that particular field.
In summary, the data points towards more awareness of intentional partnership on
the candidature and sending phase as opposed to the earlier exposure and identification
phase of mobihzation. Church and agency each tend to organize their own events,
structures, and processes for missions exposure and identification ofpotential
missionaries, but with little church-agency partnership until a missionary is confirmed
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and sending begins. Once the church was more mature in missions involvement, a prior
commitment to a field was instrumental in mobilizing more missionaries. This
commitment resulted in greater awareness among the congregafion, willingness among
people to be sent, and willingness of leaders to send members to the mission field.
Member Care Valued from the Local Church
Providing member care for missionaries is one of the crucial support fiincfions of
both local church and missions agency. While missionaries generally appreciate all forms
ofmember care they receive, the interview sought to determine how the member care
efforts ofWoodlands Evangelical Free Church and the three missions agencies compared
with what missionaries found the most valuable. Themes emerged where the responses of
missionaries were consistent as to whether they appreciated certain types ofmember care
more from the agency or more from the church. When asked what was most valuable to
them, the member care areas that missionaries talked about most frequently and valued
more coming from the church were prayer, pastoral care, family, mobilization of the
church, reentry to the home country, and fund-raising structures.
Prayer was a key way for missionaries to know that people cared for them and
wanted to be involved in their work. Missionaries appreciated the prayer that their agency
organized, but talked at greater length about prayer that their church organized. Sending
prayer pointers was a helpful but limited avenue for member care, because they did not
know whether people prayed or not. Aspects ofmember care they rated highly were
hearing that groups gathered to pray for them and their ministry, knowing that the church
was educating people on prayer for missions, and having specific people communicated
with them about their prayer needs. One missionary commented on the time when one
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monthly church prayer meeting was dedicated to missions and missionaries in various
countries joined via video-conferencing:
It was just amazing to participate with the church because I felt that I'm
away but I'm participating, praying for mission. When I see others praying
for our work, too, it's like wow! That is a different kind ofmember care,
which an agency would probably do quite differently.
Another missionary said, "The church is more like a family." The difference in the care
felt between agency and church appeared to be due to the fact that agency prayer
consisted of people in a specialist organization praying, while the church was a larger
family mobilizing ordinary people to pray.
Similarly, pastoral care was a form of member care frequently mentioned as
highly valuable and preferably received from the church. Agencies often provided these
services, but missionaries talked much more about examples from the church. Small
actions such as a birthday gifts for missionary children, congratulations for an
anniversary, or Christmas care packs were actions appreciated from the church. "I don't
feel that I'm alone. I feel like I have the whole church behind me," said one missionary.
Family is an extremely important member care issue in the Asian cultural context,
especially concerning the aged parents ofmissionaries. Some agencies sent their staff to
visit parents at important times such as Chinese New Year, and organized events such as
a dinner for the parents ofmissionaries. The missionaries greatly appreciated these
efforts, however the missionaries talked more about the impact that church visitation had
on their family members. "It's the feeling of family in WEFC," said one missionary.
Another commented on the difference between efforts of the church and agency to
connect with their family: "Even our extended family feels that too. They sense it, so
that's something that the agency can't do. . . . [I]t's just very formal. But the home church
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is different�very warm." Once again, given similar pastoral care from the church and
the agency, missionaries appreciated the care from the church because it felt more
informal and more like family.
While the largest agency had structured some of these forms of family and
pastoral care into their member care approach, all agency leaders concurred that the
agency staffwere not able to typically provide this type of care as a small number of
home staff would have many missionaries on the field, as compared to a church which
would have a longer history of knowing the missionary and many more church members
who could extend this care. In addition, the rate of turnover ofmembers in a church
would be typically lower than that of staff in the home office of an agency, fostering a
sense of permanence and longer-term relationships with the church. An agency leader
commented that not all churches provided this type ofmember care for their missionaries,
though he wished otherwise. One missionary suggested that the missions pastor or
missions committee of a church must not feel that member care is solely their
responsibility. Instead they must be "challenging others to do the work rather than just
the missions committee taking upon itself all the responsibility of caring." He continued,
"I think that is a key thing, the missions committee or the missions pastor being able to
mobilize the people, whether in small groups or as individuals, to take care of
missionaries." This current reality, that a significant amount of member care came from
ordinary members of the congregation, rather than officially from the missions
committee, further enhanced the sense of informal family that missionaries experienced
from Woodlands Evangelical Free Church.
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Missionaries also talked about mobilization as an aspect ofmember care they
greatly valued from the church. They felt cared for when the church educated the people
about the missionary's ministry and what to pray for, sent teams to visit them, planned
for future ministry and sought to raise more missionaries. Mobilization of the church by
leaders of the church was understood as having two aspects: both raising more
missionaries from within the congregation and engaging the wider church to be involved
in their ministry though initiatives such as prayer, education, and short mission trips. This
differed to mobilization fi-om the missions agency perspective, which agency leaders
described primarily as the first aspect�raising more missionaries to be sent to the field.
Reentry to the home country was another form ofmember care from the church
that was highly valuable to missionaries. While the missions agency educated them on
reentry issues and debriefed them upon reentry, the church provided complementary
relationships where they experienced this understanding and care as they experienced
reentry challenges: "The care that was given the moment I touched down in Singapore
was comprehensive and well thought through," said one missionary. "My broken leg
didn't make my situation any better, but I thank God that there were church members
who came forth to provide for every need I had�going to the hospital, going to the
supermarket, and bringing groceries to my house because I was on crutches." Even when
the church did not provide member care as well as it could have upon reentry,
missionaries stated that the church, rather than the missions agency, had great potential
for reentry care. One missionary family described how the church tried to include their
son into a ministry team, but decisions about where to place their son factored
organizational needs more than their son's need to form relationships with others in the
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church. Thus, a missionary's most acute needs upon reentry are best met by member care
provided through relationships within their sending church.
The way that the local church raised funds for missionaries, was frequently
mentioned as an aspect of member care that they highly valued. The missionaries felt
cared for not only by the individuals who supported them but also by the fund-raising
structure of the sending church. In Woodlands Evangelical Free Church, the missions
pastor leads the annual fund-raising appeal to church members on behalf of the
missionary. The financial needs of all missionaries are largely met within the local
church, without the missionary canvassing for support. One missionary recalled when he
was first sent to the field: "I hear ofmissionaries who have to go around looking for
financial support. I didn't have to do that at all." Another missionary related a similar
appreciafion:
We don't have to worry that this is the time of year when we need to come
up with a speech or we need to come up with an appeal. It was all fully
handled by the committee and the missions pastor in raising funds for us.
That, to us, is something very, very encouraging. I think it's one of the
beautiful things about our church. Everyone looks at our church just in awe
of what the Lord has been doing, you know, in terms of the church being
behind us.
Thus, the fund-raising structures stood out as a policy and structure which Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church practiced in such a way that the missionaries highly valued and
believed was a form ofmember care.
Member Care Valued from the Missions Agency
Common themes also emerged regarding what missionaries valued from their
missions agency. Responses across different missionaries were consistent with regards to
their opinion that the following member care services should be provided by the agency
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and not the church: health care, field entry, ministry and relational conflict issues. All
these services were rendered because ofmatters that arose in the field. Thus, member
care was most appreciated from the agency when it was extended for field matters.
The area of health care for emofional and physical well-being was a recurring
member care issue among missionaries with regards to their agency. For missionaries in
agencies that did not provide this, it was desired that the agency provide more of these
services. In these cases, the requests were for basic medical services, such as referrals to
trusted doctors or clinics on the field. Other missionaries were sent through agencies that
provided medical services because they were viewed as an essential part of member care.
These missionaries valued these services very highly, such as having doctors and
counselors available to consult with on the field, and receiving regular debriefings on
physical and emotional well-being. One missionary related that he was "very impressed
by that in the agency�they really care for our whole well-being, the enfire person." He
was referring to the specialized support ofmedical doctors, counselors, and psychologists
that was available and felt that the church could never provide this type of support. While
the church provided spiritual support and people who cared for him in personal
relafionships, the agency provided complementary expertise at a different level.
The period of first entry to the field was a crucial fime for missionaries to receive
member care. For some, this provision came in the form of pre-field cross-cultural
training that was separate from their theological training. Other missionaries shared stores
about how the agency helped them get started with their new life. Commending the
strong member care provided on the field, one missionary recalled how this was
particularly helpful for new missionaries: "They go straight up to the language center, so
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everything is in a sense provided for�housing, even furniture, when they first come. We
appreciate that you are new." Whether receiving language or logistics support, a
missionary's first entry to the missions field is a critical period for them to receive
member care from sending agencies and one they will continue to remember as
something highly valuable.
Missionaries investigated significant time discussing ministry issues as a major
member care area valued from the agency. These services revolved around ministry
issues ranging from resolving conflict with team members and locals in the field, to
ministry feedback and being guided in ministry strategy. Coming from a larger agency
with more structures, one missionary shared about how this empowered him: "[The
agency] makes me feel that I can do much, much more. It's not just my field. In terms of
mobilizafion, networking, getting different countries, that kind of empowerment is
fantastic." Missionaries who were sent through agencies that were less structured on the
field, talked about how they desired feedback and development in their ministry. One
missionary wished that his/her agency would be more structured with ministry reports
and evaluations and share results with WEFC: "I think that would be good because then
the church would know what I'm doing. And then through that the church can look at it
and see what type of tiaining I need. Nobody did this for me." Missionaries wanted to do
well in their ministry and desired member care that would help them perform well in the
field. They were cautious about the church directing their field ministry, because the
church would not be aware of the field context. However, they wanted the agency to
provide this kind of feedback and inform the church. Said one missionary, "Then in that
way, [the agency] can work with the church to see how to develop this worker." When
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member care related to ministry problems, especially relational conflicts on the field,
missionaries were thankfhl for the care the agencies provided such as leaders who
provided oversight, helping to resolve matters, and counselling services that were made
available. Overall, missionaries most valued member care from the agency when it was
related to the work ofministry on the field.
Member Care in Partnership
When specifically asked about member care needs that can best be provided in
partnership between their sending church and their missions agency, missionaries had
difficulty responding. Some could not think of a response while others did not feel the
need to think about receiving more in the future: "In terms of member care, we are just
very appreciative ofwhat has been done." Others showed caution, stating that if
partnership delved into field ministry strategy, then "the missionaries won't like because
it's out in the field that we do the work." Missionaries wanted the church involved in
their ministries but were not in favor of additional meetings between church and agency
that resulted in the sending church dictafing the missionary's ministry from afar.
More positively, missionaries wanted communication between their church and
agency, not so much on strategy, but regarding issues such as member development,
ministry reports, pohcies and home assignments. During the focus group, missionaries
who were in agencies that placed a strong emphasis on member development shared that
they greatly appreciated how this enhanced their ministry. Language training,
conferences, seminars, and feedback regarding their ministry were all greafiy appreciated.
However, furthering academic qualifications, formal study, or fime away from the field,
were development issues that arose where they often sensed a reluctance from the
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missions agency to support them. They believed that agency leaders' reluctance was due
to time away from the field and increased financial costs, and that this area would benefit
from intentional partnership with the church. The agency would provide input regarding
the impact of such studies on a missionary's field ministry, while the church would sense
the contribution that further study would have on the person as a whole, and provide
necessary financial resources if approval was granted. One missionary highlighted how
such a process had greatly encouraged him. Approval and funding were provided for him
to pursue a master's degree due to structures with the agency that encouraged him to
think about ministry development and subsequent willingness of the church leaders to
support this endeavor.
Ministry reports were discussed during the focus group, concluding with fiiU
agreement by the missionaries that their agency should provide reports on the missionary
and their ministry and share this with their church. Missionaries wanted the agency to
provide feedback on their field ministry and communicate with the church, so their
church could know how to help their missionary grow further. This reporting feedback
was closely related to member development. One missionary shared that though WEFC
did not currently require such reports, he would not be surprised if the church chose to
ask for them. Others thought that the agency was often reticent to share reports that may
cast missionaries in a negafive light. Some missionaries were in agencies that required
such reports, while others did not have reports written about them or their ministry. None
of the agencies shared written reports with Woodlands Evangelical Free Church. Agency
leaders who communicated more with the church preferred verbal updates rather than
written reports.
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Regarding policies set by the church and by the agency, missionaries did not want
to be caught in the middle, explaining and defending changes between their church and
agency. They desired their church leaders and their agency leaders to be in
communication. For example, they wanted to know that their church was aware of
important policy changes that their agency had made, so they did not have to explain the
rationale to their church leaders. In one scenario regarding a change in financial pohcy,
the missionary had exactly this concern even though the agency and the church had
communicated about this policy change. In this case, even though leaders from the
agency and church were in dialog, the missionary was not aware that this understanding
had been reached, thus causing him concern.
Many missionaries talked about times when this kind of communication did not
happen in the partnership. A recurring reason was the lack of a person in this leadership
role. This occurred when no person in the church liaised with the agency, or when the
agency faced a manpower shortage and lacked someone to cormect with the church. In
contrast, missionaries talked about fimes when a missions pastor began visifing
missionaries or an agency leader began visiting the field and communicafing with the
church as an important milestone when they sensed greater partnership between their
church and missions agency. Having the right person in the appropriate leadership
posifion who builds the partnership between church and agency was essenfial in helping
the missionary experience optimal member care. Home assignments were one area where
such communication between church and agency was imperafive. Missionaries desired
their churches and agencies to work with one another to come to common agreement on
the frequency, length, purpose, and schedule of home assignments.
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Missionaries talked about receiving field visits both fi-om church leaders and fi-om
agency leaders as a welcome form ofmember care. Not only did personal visits on the
field communicate interest in their ministry, it allowed the sending church and home base
of the missions agency to understand their field context. Missionaries shared that when
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church first appointed a missions pastor, and that pastor
visited them on the field, that was the time when member care from the church
significantly increased. They thought this improvement arose when the pastor brought his
experiences back to the home church and mobilized the congregation to support the
missionaries' ministry. Agency directors shared their desire to communicate more with
pastors regarding such field visits, so that member care and information can be shared
between church and agency. Field visits were not included in the initial list of member
care services where more church-agency communication was desired, because
missionaries talked about it receiving separately from church and agency. However, the
agency director focus group quesfioned the fact that field visits did not feature in the list
of services. Therefore, they were subsequenfiy included under the category of church-
agency communication desired because missionaries desired them from both church and
agency, and leaders from both organizations saw value in communicating more with one
another about these field visits.
In summary, member care services can be categorized as those valued more when
delivered by the church, those valued more when delivered by the agency, and areas
which particularly require communication between church and agency. A list of these
services is shown in Table 4.3 and developed further in the model shown in Figure 5.1 (p.
153). Missionaries idenfified specific member care services they valued more when
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provided by the church: prayer, pastoral care, family, reentry, mobilizing others in the
church, and fund-raising structures. These services were typically related to the church
having a sense of family and the source ofmany personal relationships. Similarly, some
member care services were valued more when provided by the missions agency: health
care, field entry, ministry feedback, and guidance for ministry issues such as strategy and
conflict resolution. These services all related to ministry matters in the field. Missionaries
did not want particular member care services provided by both the church and agency in
tandem but desired the church and agency to communicate about certain member care
issues such as ministry reports, member development, policies and home assignments.
Field visits was another form ofmember care that missionaries highly appreciated, but
the missions agency directors, rather than the missionary, idenfified that greater
communication regarding field visits by churches and agencies was desirable.
Table 4,3 Member Care Services Valued from Church, Valued from Agency, and
Desired in Partnership between Church and Agency
Valued Most
From Church
Valued Most
From Agency
Church-Agency
Communication Desired
prayer
pastoral care
parental/family care
reentry to home
mobilizing church
fund-raising structures
health care
field entry
ministry feedback
ministry strategy
conflict resolution
member development
ministry reports
church/agency policies
home assignments
field visits
Issues regarding children's education and adjustment are notably absent from
Table 4.3 because they did not appear significantly in the missionaries' response
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regarding member care services most valued. The two married couples appreciated what
was provided, such as church financial support and advice and policies fi-om the agency
for their children, but viewed the many challenges surrounding their children's education
and adjustment to and fi-om a third culture as issues they were personally responsible for
as parents. They were thankful for what support and concern they received, but they
neither expected nor experienced their church or agency to provide comprehensive
member care services in this area. The conclusion that children's education is not an
important issue for member care would be erroneous. It simply did not feature
significantly in this case study. Children's education is certainly important to the
missionary, but it did not emerge as a member care service that was highly valued as
compared to the other services in Table 4.3 because missionaries believed this was
primarily their parental responsibility.
Research Question #3
Research quesfion #1 determined that the partnership between Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies primarily consisted of the pracfice
of relationships between three types of people�missions pastor, agency director, and
missionary. The quality of the partnership was determined by the relationship between
missions pastor and agency director, which impacted shared views on ministry
philosophy, vision, and finances. Research question #2 uncovered the impact of these
partnership practices on mobihzation and member care of the missionaries. Therefore,
research question #3 sought to understand these principles further and distil them into a
guideline of best practices for partnerships between local churches and missions agencies.
This distillation was achieved by forming a church-agency relational partnership model
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that describes the interplay of concepts within the partnership and how the practice of
these concepts impacted missionary mobilization and member care (see Figure 4.2).
Principles for the Church-Agency Relationship
In the process of understanding the dynamics of the church-agency partnership
(figure 4.1), the critical role of the relationship between missions pastor and agency
director became evident. Agency directors repeatedly discussed the need to build
relationships, but were not more specific with regards to how to build this relationship
other than investing time. A framework was needed for strategically enhancing this
relationship, so that the organizational partnership would be strengthened in the primary
concepts ofpartnership: ministry philosophy, vision, and finances. Figure 2.1 shows the
framework utilized for this. This provides a biblical and theological basis for the
partnership relationship, and a theory for inter-organizational relationships in terms of
trust, risk, and control.
The findings highlighted the importance of personal relationships in the church-
agency partnership. Directors talked about the need to "connect with the local churches at
the leadership level," but also lamented the lack of time and difficulty they encountered
in building relationships with pastors. They shared that "one of the issues in times past
has always been that of distrust between agency and church," and that building trust
through relationship was essential. However, simply spending time together was not
enough, because, as one director stated, "If the ministry philosophy differs drastically,
then no matter how good of a relationship you have, it doesn't work eventually." Figure
2.1 depicts the framework upon which to strategically build this relationship. Rather than
meet to simplistically build relationships, agency directors and missions pastors could
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seek a more targeted approach ofbuilding trust, reduce perceived risk, and improve
controls in their partnership. A helpful starting point for discussion is the biblical and
theological understanding of partnership provided in this framework. During the agency
partnership interviews, agency directors were asked how the four principles of (a) equal
value of church and agency, (b) theological primacy of the church, (c) glad submission
and mutual deference, and (d) joyful fellowship and encouragement fit within their
understanding. In all three cases, this resulted in meaningfiil discussions of personal
understanding ofministry and organizational values that were deeper and more
foundationally purposeful than any previous discussion the researcher had with the
directors over many years as the missions pastor. The directors all agreed with these four
principles and sought to expand upon them with their own imderstanding, clarifications,
and questions. The value in these principles was evidenced more in the open discussion
and increased understanding, rather than requiring adherence to a rigid definition of these
four principles. In the subsequent focus group, the phrasing of the first two of these four
principles was improved and made more specific to become (a) biblical primacy of the
church, and (b) equal value of the church and agency in missions.
Mobilization and Member Care as Relationship
Missionaries reported a strong sense of partnership between their church and their
missions agency during the candidature and sending phase ofmobilizafion, when both
church and agency had specific people assigned to this role. In other words, partnership
during mobilization was evident when the missions pastor and agency director fulfilled
the responsibility of their roles to connect with the other organization. However,
missionaries did not report any sense ofpartnership during the exposure and
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identification phase. Therefore, the church-agency partnership for mobilization was
limited to the candidature and sending phase�only after the missionary was confirmed
that the church would send him as a missionary to the field.
The sending ofmissionaries requires the church and agency to agree on a host of
issues such as fund-raising, field ministry oversight, physical and emotional care, and
various policies that each organizafion seeks to respect. These are all issues that were
raised by missionaries during the discussion on member care, because mobilization and
member care are interlinked topics. When a missionary is first mobilized and enters
cross-cultural service, member care is crucial due to high levels of stress experienced. For
this reason, missionaries cited various examples surrounding field entry as highly
valuable member care services they received from their agency.
While this study focused on the partnership between church and agency, one
agency leader described his understanding of this as a "tripartite partnership" with "three
parties under God: the church, the missions agency, and the missionary." During the
interviews, both directors and missionaries spent significant time sharing about the
relationship between these three parties. The church-missionary and agency-missionary
relationship can be described as having the context ofmobilization when sending the
missionary to the field and member care when the missionary is serving on the field.
The agency directors interviewed in this study were responsible for the home side
of their agency. Their relationship with the missionaries can currenfiy described as
member care and ministry oversight, and previously described as mobilization when they
were earlier sent to the field. Agency directors were therefore concerned about member
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care issues for their missionaries, especially as they pertained to their ministries, which
came under the director of the field leaders in the agency.
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church has the understanding that the member care
aspect is critical part of its responsibility, and that field ministry oversight has been
deferred to the missions agency. The relafionship of the church with the missionary
converged around member care services that provided a sense of family. Missionaries
noted however, that some of their fellow missionaries on the field did not have this sense
of family with their church, because member care was not strong from their church.
Church-Agency Relational Partnership Model
To answer research quesfion #3, a way was sought to integrate the principles
uncovered thus far into a cohesive model or framework. A church-agency relational
partnership model was developed that describes the interplay of concepts within the
partnership and how this impacted missionary mobilization and member care (figure 4.2).
This was a preliminary finding that would be shared with the missionary focus group and
agency director focus group for improvement and validation. The name of the model was
subsequently changed and the final version is shown in figure 5.1, the Relational Model
ofChurch-Agency Partnerships.
Research Question #4
The two focus groups conducted after the interviews served to triangulate the
results of the study. Protocols were designed to answer the fourth research quesfion of
this study: "To what extent are these best pracfices validated by the Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church, the three missions agency directors, and the missionaries sent
from the church through these agencies?" Both focus groups confirmed the analysis and
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observations, and enriched the results with additional contributions. To improve
readability of the findings of previous research quesfions, tables 4.4 and 4.5 are shown
with the input of the missionary focus group included. The preliminary versions of these
tables before modifications can be seen in Appendix D.
Missionary Focus Group
The missionary focus group confirmed the findings presented in this study. The
missionaries viewed preliminary versions of tables 4.4 and 4.5, heard the presentafion of
preliminary results, and confirmed that the data shown in these tables were correct. The
preliminary versions they viewed are shown in appendix A. While the missionaries
agreed that the perceived contribution of church and agency, as shown in table 4.2 was
correct, the term candidating phase used in the handouts caused confiision and required
explanafion due to the fact that candidating could refer to inifial identificafion and
exploration, as well as subsequent official candidature with a missions agency. Therefore,
the names of the two phases were subsequently changed to exposure and identification
phase and candidature and sending phase to clarify this classification. The missionaries
also agreed that there was a distinction between the type ofmember care they valued
from the church, and that which they most valued from the agency. When asked to reflect
on what this distinction was, one missionary responded, "To put it simply, church is
family, the agency is work." This response received stiong agreement from the other
missionaries.
One missionary requested to add re-entry to home as an item for valuedmostfrom
church in table 4.3. The focus group agreed that this should feature in the hst, especially
since it was complementary to field-entry under the valuedmostfrom agency column. In
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other words, missionaries most appreciated the agency providing field-entry support and
the church providing home re-entry support.
The fijcus group agreed with the preliminary inclusion ofministry development
under member care services, church-agency communication desired. However, they
preferred the term member development as this more accurately depicted the need for
them to develop themselves and grow in their ministry, rather than only develop the work
itself (see table 4.3). They highlighted that the agency should encourage this and
communicate with the church when member development involves longer equipping
programs or formal study, especially when these are arranged during home assigimients.
All missionaries affirmed that they desire that their ministry reports be shared
judiciously with the church. The focus group noted that this was often not the case as the
agency may not wish to share negative reports about the members. They agreed that not
all written reports should be shared in their entirety, but some form of reports should be
shared with the church especially when it helps the missions pastor know how the
missionary can be further developed in ministry.
Upon further reflection of the responses of the focus group, and considering how
the elements of a church-agency partnership model may be presented, the Church-
Agency Relational Partnership Model was developed, as shown in figure 4.2. This
preliminary version was not discussed with the missionary focus group, but was reflected
upon by the agency director focus group. Significant contribufions of the missionary
focus group towards this model were (a) confirming the validity of the findings regarding
mobilizafion and member care, (b) refining the member care and mobilization elements
constituting the relationship between missionary, church, and agency, and (b) defining
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the difference between member care valued from the church and agency: church is
family, the agency is work.
Agency Director Focus Group
Three agency directors and one board member participated in the agency director
focus group (see Table 3.1, p. 90). Preliminary findings were presented and discussed by
them as shown in Appendix E. Regarding primary concepts of partnership practice, the
directors agreed that these were indeed the primary concepts and the secondary concepts,
while important, were to be considered only after the primary concepts were established
in the partoership. One director shared his understanding that the secondary concepts
were implicit in the primary concepts, in that they flowed out of right understanding and
pracfice of the primary concepts.
The dynamic connection of these primary concepts was then explained to the
focus group using Figure 4.1 (p. 110), and the Church-Agency Relational Partnership
Model was proposed using Figure 4.2. Overall the agency directors agreed with the
findings, the descripfion of the primary concepts and how these were related. They
affirmed the presentafion of this preliminary version of the model, and how it could be
used to improve the partnership relationship between a local church and a missions
agency by utilizing a shared biblical-theological framework and advocating ways to
increase trust, reduce perceived risk, and implement appropriate controls. The following
paragraphs detail the contributions made by the agency director focus group. This
additional data was then incorporated into the improved version of the model, renamed
the Relational Model for Church-Agency Partnerships, shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 (pp.
153 and 155).
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Biblical-Theological Framework
� equal value of church and agency
� theological pnmacy of the church
� glad submission and mutual deference
� joyful fellowship and encouragement
People
Church-Agency Relationship
Church-Missionary
Family Relationship
� prayer
� pastoral care
� parental /family care
� re-entry to home
� mobilizing the church
� fund-raising structures
Inter-Organizational Theory
� trust: competence, goodwill
� risk: performance, relational
� control: behavior, output, social
PeopleIk
Agency-Missionary
Work Relationship
' health-care
' field-entry
' ministry feedback
ministry issues
Church-Agency-Missionary Relationship
member development
ministry reports
� church/agency policies
- home assignments
Figure 4.2. Church-agency relational partnership model�preliminary version
presented to agency directors.
The early version of the Church-Agency Relationship Partnership Model was first
proposed to the agency directors with the church-agency relationship as occurring
between two people: missions pastor and agency director. The directors agreed that not
only was the pastor-director relationship the most important and crucial one; it was often
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the only tangible personal relationship between the two organizations. However, they
also added that, as directors, they needed to be aware of the widely varying structures and
cultures of their partner churches. Sometimes, the relationship with the church also
needed to include the senior pastor or a missions board member who was particularly
influential. They highlighted that knowing others in the church was helpful because the
missions pastor could be reassigned, so they needed to know others in the church. In fact,
the directors cited that a lack of continuity of people in leadership was one of their
biggest challenges in maintaining meaningful relationships with churches. The directors
talked much more about the complexity of structure and relationships within the local
church as compared to the agency. When asked for their view on this comparison, they
agreed that the local church is more complex as compared to the specialist missions
agency because the local church necessarily had many other concerns ofwhich it needed
to take into account. The agency directors did not disagree with the model's initially
presentation of the church-agency relationship as primarily between missions pastor and
agency director, but they suggested that the complexity of the relationship with multiple
missions leaders in the local church be represented in the model. Thus, the model was
modified to include different layers of people in a local church who would have
relationship with the missions agency. Of course, different layers of people also exist in
the missions agency, but these were not included in the model in order to illustrate the
agency directors' opinion that the complexity of the local church, more so than the
missions agency, should be reflected in this model.
When discussing the biblical-theological framework, the directors questioned
what was meant by equal value ofchurch and agency because they believed that a
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missions agency did not have the same standing as a local church in the sense that Christ
established the church. They agreed with the clarification that this equal value was with
respect to being needed for the missions task of world evangelization, especially in light
of biblical and historical precedent. For this reason, the focus group agreed that the
phrasing should be changed to equal value ofchurch and agency in missions. In addition,
they felt that this tenet was best understood after one first understands theological
primacy of the church. Therefore, the focus group agreed to change the order of the tenets
and specifically refer to biblicalprimacy of the church rather than theologicalprimacy of
the church. The original order and phrasing presented to them was (a) equal value of
church and agency and (b) theological primacy of the church. Due to the aforementioned
feedback from the focus group, the first two tenets were changed to (a) biblical primacy
of the church and (b) equal value of church and agency in missions. The remaining two
tenets were unchanged.
Under the inter-organizational framework, the directors felt that the word control
was easily misunderstood and required repeated explanation. Further, it carried a negative
connotation of one organization controlling another. Therefore, the word was changed to
controls to communicate better the model's intention.
The agency focus group agreed with the conclusion of the missionary focus group
that with regards to member care most valued from church and agency: church is family,
agency is work. The directors thought that the work-family distinction was useful in
conceptualizing what forms ofmember care were the most strategically valuable for
church and agency to respectively provide. However, they expressed concern with how
this distinction was represented in the model where the relationships that the missionary
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had with church and agency were respectively described as church-missionary family
relationship and agency-missionary work relationship. Agency directors believed that the
distinction between family and work was correct, but the phrasing gave the incorrect
connotation that the agency is only concerned about work. The focus group agreed that
the words work and family should not appear in the diagram, but be discussed in the
explanation of the model where such a discussion could enlighten readers regarding this
distinction without giving the wrong cormotation. The headings were, therefore,
shortened to church-missionary relationship and agency-missionary relationship.
With regards to specific items listed under the relationship of church and agency
to the missionary, the focus group believed that an original phrase ministry issues, under
agency-missionary work relationship, was too generic and lacked clarity. Therefore, this
phrase was expanded to conflict resolution and ministry strategy as these were topics that
arose in the missionary interviews which the directors agreed upon. One director also
asked about whether the missionaries talked about field visits of agency personnel. This
issue had indeed risen in missionary interviews with respect to agency leaders and
missions pastors visiting the field. Both missionaries and directors had discussed that
field visits could be better communicated between church and agency. Thus, field visits
was inserted as an addifional item in church-agency-missionary relationship.
Summary ofMajor Findings
This case study on church-agency partnerships and their impact on missionary
mobilizafion and member care resulted in four major findings:
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1 . Partnerships between Woodlands Evangelical Free Church and the three
missions agencies revolve around the five primary concepts ofpeople, relationships,
ministry philosophy, vision, and finances.
2. Active church-agency partnership did not take place in the exposure and
identifiication phase ofmobilization, but only in the later candidature and sendingphase
and subsequent member care.
3. Missionaries consistently valued certain member care services more from the
church, while others were valued more from the agency, according to the distinction:
Church is family; agency is work.
4. The Relational Model ofChurch-Agency Partnerships illustrates the principles
of partnership between local churches and missions agencies, and may be used to
recommend best practices for optimal missionary mobilization and member care.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
Large numbers ofmissionaries are sent to the mission field through a partnership
between their church and their missions agency. Many missions leaders deem this inter-
organizational partnership to be extremely important while acknowledging frequent
tension in the relafionship. This research invesfigated the partnership between Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church and three missions agencies in Singapore, seeking to understand
the nature of the relationship and its impact on missionary mobilizafion and member care
ofmissionaries sent through these agencies. The Relafional Model ofChurch-Agency
Partnerships was developed from this case study and may be applied to suggest best
practices that would optimize missionary mobilizafion and member care.
Church-Agency Partnerships Revolving around People, Relationships, Ministry
Philosophy, Vision, and Finances
Over the past two decades, Woodlands Evangelical Free Church has sent a
number of missionaries through missions agencies and has grown in its relationship with
these organization. When I took up the role of missions pastor, I entered a culture that
had already formed where a high value was placed in the partnership relationship. Church
leaders expressed this value verbally, and agency directors often expressed their
appreciation of the church and its leadership, pointing out that the partnership was not
just in name, as is sometimes the case between church and agency, but truly evident. As I
observed the nature of the interaction between church, agency, and missionary, I began
asking myself what actually constitutes a partnership relationship, and what practices
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make a church-agency partnership effective. While a plethora of opinions existed in
articles offering recommendations for good practice, these did not always agree, and
opinions were not based on published research data. A clear understanding of what
constitutes a church-agency partnership did not appear to exist. Seeking an understanding
that informs partnership practice is backed up by research and is representative of a
variety of churches and agencies was not possible. At that time, I was not even able to
define my own church's relationship with missions agencies, despite the fact that they
were generally positive and mutually appreciated.
Therefore, the finding that church-agency partnerships revolve around the five
primary concepts ofpeople, relationships, ministry philosophy, vision, and finances is
enlightening and encouraging. People and relafionships were linchpins among these
concepts, a fact that dovetails with Trinitarian theology and organizafional relationships.
Ministry philosophy, vision, and finances were pracfical issues that were central in the
partnership. While this case study included only one church, it encompassed three
missions agencies with a wide variety of structures. The consistent emergence of these
five concepts in numerous interviews, later vahdated in a subsequent focus group, is
encouraging because it signifies that the church-agency partnership can indeed be defined
and understood in more detail. This improved discernment can be used to develop steps
to make the partnership more effecfive.
The five primary concepts align with the experience and observation that two
main resources exchanged in the conduit of relationship between church and agency are
persormel and finances: missionaries and funds raised to support their ministry. The
primary concept ofministry philosophy concurs with research on inter-organizafional
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partnerships, which demonstrates that having shared goals and a shared philosophy
strengthens the relationship (P. Walker 285-88). Improving personal relationships among
representatives of the organizations and discussing objectives also increases trust,
decreases perceived risk, and strengthens the partnership (Mai, Kramer, and Luebbert
111-15). The central role of the relationship between church and agency, and in particular
between the missions pastor and the agency director, plays a critical role in how the other
primary concepts ofministry philosophy, vision, and finances are pracficed.
The practice of partnership between church and agency need not be nebulous if a
relevant model can guide this aspect ofmissions ministry. While missions leaders accept
that personal relationships are critical in the church-agency partnership, attempting to
improve an inter-organizational partnership by only focusing on personal relationships is
naively simplistic. Defining the church-agency partnership as revolving around the
primary concepts of people, relationships, ministry philosophy, vision and finances
provides a targeted approach of focusing on these elements to most effectively improve
ministry practice. Improving these areas a church-agency partnership will be more
effective than a vague approach to strengthen the relationship. In addition, this research
offers a theological framework and trust-risk-controls model of inter-organizafional
relafionships to further inform the interplay of these primary concepts. The Relafional
Model ofChurch-Agency Partnerships integrates all these elements together, and will be
discussed later in this chapter.
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Mobilization in the Exposure and Identification Phase Lacking Church-Agency
Partnership
One of the factors that formed the background of this research study was a strong
conviction of the importance ofmissionary mobilization, held both by myself as the
participant-observer and the leadership ofWoodlands Evangelical Free Chiirch. The
church had placed significant effort in developing awareness ofmissions in the
congregation, identifying missionary candidates, and investing in our partnership with
missions agencies. However, the research uncovered the surprising revelation that very
little partnership actually existed in the exposure and identification phase of mobilization.
Partnership began, not early in the mobilization process, but only in the later candidature
and sending phase when the church had confirmed that candidates would in fact be sent
as missionaries. In other words, the church would conduct its own screening process, and
typically only when the person was confirmed, would the potential missionary begin
candidating with the missions agency. The church had put in place its own mobilization
initiatives, and tended to rely solely on its own criteria rather than partner with the agency
in the exposure and identification phase. This practice continued despite the fact that the
church had sent missionaries through a longstanding and positive relationship with these
agencies, and that the church knew it did not have all the resources needed for identifying
and screening potential missionaries.
From the agency perspective, the missions agency had their own mobilization
initiatives, but they lacked access to the pool of people in the church. An agency does not
typically approach a church with an intentional, strategic plan for mobilization of people
in that church as this could be seen as presumptuous. Instead, agencies typically
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mobilized individuals who contacted them or who attended one of their events because
they were interested in missions. Such individuals happened to be in a particular local
church, as opposed to being mobilized through a joint effort between the agency and the
local church.
The observation that church-agency partnerships were ad hoc with little effort in
this earlier phase of mobilization was supported by the experiences ofmissionaries.
Missionaries shared their own journeys, including numerous stories of how churches and
missions agencies helped them separately, but not in partnership. For example,
missionaries talked about receiving exposure and a heart for missions that was cultivated
within a local church. Hearing testimonies and challenges by missionaries and missions
leaders were significantly influential, but these accounts did not include a sense of
partnership between the church and agency, such as coordination between the pastor and
the missions agency. At most, a missionary from an agency would speak at a church
event and while helpfiil, no sense of partnership existed between the local church and the
missions agency.
This lacuna of partnership is a potential area for growth. Missions-minded
churches often have a passion for mobilizing more missionaries. Woodlands Evangelical
Free Church had programs in place, regular challenges to the congregation, and
intentionality to identify and develop candidates. However, the church sfiU lacked many
resources for this endeavor, such as mentors with missions experience and proven
screening procedures for candidates. A missions agency often has these resources but
lacks access to wide pool of committed Chrisfians and the history of relafionship that
church leaders often have with a candidate. Therefore, a partnership between a local
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church and a missions agency to identify potential missionaries and evaluate their
suitability during the exposure and identification phase ofmobilization has great potential
for long-term results. For this to take place, the five primary concepts of partnership must
be in alignment between the church and agency. Strong relafionships between leaders
(people) will increase understanding and ahgnment ofministry philosophy and vision,
resolving concerns of the usage of finances and human resources (people). Hurdles that
need to be crossed in order to form such a partnership are associated risks and insufficient
trust. For example, the church may doubt the agency, thinking that it may not be stringent
enough. It would definitely want people and finances from the church. The agency may
similarly worry that the church may not understand the context on the mission field, and
its leaders may insist on their own way of doing things, rationalizing that the people and
finances belong to them.
The fact that local churches and missions agencies did not partner in motivating
people to enter cross-cultural missionary services had similarifies with a published case
study in India. One hundred indigenous missionaries from a respected missions agency
were asked what influenced them to become a missionary. Results show that while the
role of the local church was minimal, the key posifive factor for mobilization was
relationships with mentors who were typically missions agency staff or other
missionaries. The study also revealed that a crifical stage for them to be influenced was in
their youth (Fox 1 13-22). This strategic period for mobilizafion concurs with the data
from the case sfiady with Woodlands Evangelical Free Church. All of the long-term
missionaries interviewed (except one female who became a Chrisfian as an adult) traced
their missionary calling to exposure in their youth. For some, the local church exerted a
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strong positive influence, while for others the missions agency was instrumented in
helping them discern their calling. However, no missionary in our case study reported a
sense of partnership where the church and agency were communicating or working
together in their identification and candidacy as potential missionaries. In the Indian case
study, the authors recommended that local churches form partnerships with agencies to
help them provide more missions influence to their congregation (Fox 124-25). In
comparison, this Singaporean case study revealed that the church had good relationships
with several missions agencies but sought to provide positive missions exposure on its
own without significant partnership from any agency. Having a positive sending
partnership between church and agency does not necessarily mean that the partnership
effectively extends to the mobilizing work of increasing missions exposure and
identifying new missionaries.
Due to the current lack of partnership in the exposure and identification phase of
mobilization, and the great potential for fruit as a result, the Relational Model ofChurch-
Agency Partnerships suggests that missions exposure and identification be one of the
areas in which the church and agency work more intentionally. Agencies must see
themselves as serving the church, truly being an extension of the church that helps them
in mobilization (Fox 124-25). For example, while an agency leader frequently contact
churches and offer their services, agency leaders rarely do so with a genuine interest and
growing understanding of the church's vision and distinctiveness for missions. Missions
pastors often doubt the relevance of the agency's offering to the path God has been
leading the local church, and questioning whether time spent listening to an agency's
presentation is time well spent. Conversely, churches must not be wary of agencies
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utilizing their resources and people, but view agencies as an arm of the church,
mobilizing people towards missions. Churches could engage agencies earlier in the
process ofmissionary candidate development and discuss ways of integrating
mobilization efforts of the agency into the church's discipleship strategies.
Church as Family, Agency as Work
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church is recognized by missions agencies and
missionaries as a local church that takes member care seriously and emphasizes its
importance. As the missions pastor, I have led the church to be involved and care for its
missionaries, and I observed that missions agencies had similar pastoral concerns for
them. Missionaries expressed a great deal of appreciation for both the church and
agency's efforts in member care. While each organization sought to care for these
missionaries, communication and understanding between church and agency regarding
the practice ofmember care in partnership was often insufficient.
The practice of some local churches, which delegate member care of its
missionaries entirely to the missions agency, are not uncommon. One agency director
recounted how, during a commissioning service, one pastor specifically charged the
agency with the responsibility of caring for their missionaries: "I looked back after many
years, and it was quite true. They totally charged it to us and didn't do very much
member care." Ford affirms, "For several reasons, the local church is best suited to
assume the predominant role within this pastoral care system" practiced by church and
agency (6). Other surveys suggest that the provision ofmember care services should be
integral between church and agency, and the hst ofmost appreciated member care
services included those offered by agency as well as the church (Rosik, Richards, and
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Fannon 40). In order to deepen this understanding, this case study ofWoodlands
Evangelical Free Church and the three missions agencies further investigated the links
between the church-agency partnership and the missionary's experience ofmember care.
In the missionary experience interviews, missionaries talked about member care
services that they particularly valued. A pattern emerged where missionaries consistendy
valued certain member care services more from the church, while others were valued
more from the agency. This distinction was confirmed during the missionary focus group
that asked for their thoughts regarding the underlying distinction. One missionary
suggested, "Church is family; agency is work." With a round of laughter, all missionaries
agreed, adding that when the church functioned well in its member care capacity, pastoral
care was most appreciated when it came from the church, because the church more
naturally felt like family as compared to the agency. This understanding ofmember care
does not mean that the missions agency is all about work, for pastoral care and personal
relationships from the agency were needed and highly appreciated. However, efforts from
the agency were perceived as official and provided by staff members. Similar efforts
from the church congregation was entirely voluntary and from friends. Thus, the same
pastoral care extended by the church and the agency, such as visiting family members in
the home country, was valued more highly when coming from the church.
This description presents the preferred situation that occurs when the sending
church is actively involved in member care. Ideally, the church provides this foundation
of family-type member care by taking up member care services such as parental care,
pastoral care, prayer, and reentry to the home country (see Figure 5.1). If the sending
church does not engage in member care, the agency must increase their involvement and
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provide the family with care for the missionary. While such efforts from the missions
agency would always be appreciated by any missionary, they are especially crucial for
missionaries who do not receive family-type member care from their sending church.
Fellow missionaries, whose sending church did not engage in member care, would talk
about the agency family because they lacked this sense of family from their sending
church, and pastoral care from the agency fdled this critical need.
The reason that some churches are not involved in member care could be, not so
much a lack of care on the part of the church, but a lack of knowledge that the local
church should be involved in member care and the huge difference this makes to the
well-being of the missionary. The agency could encourage the sending church to take up
these roles, assuring them that the church would be far more effective providing these
services, as compared to the agency. This reinforcement could be empowering for many
churches that think they cannot effectively contribute because they do not have the
expertise of the missions agency.
When the agency knows that the church is taking care of the family-type member
care, it can most effectively focus on the work aspect of the agency-missionary
relationship. Missionaries shared that while they highly valued personal relationships
within the agency, they recognized that they were members of the agency in order to
engage in the work ofministry. Thus, they felt most cared for when the agency supported
them in the work ofministry and the church family extended pastoral care while they
engaged in this ministry.
The distinction church is family, agency is work further informs practice by
suggesting that the church and agency partner best when each organization focuses on
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their respective domains. For example, the church should defer work issues to the agency
and concentrate on areas in the family domain. Similarly, agencies should focus first on
member care in relation to the work ofministry. Limited agency resources should first go
to the work domain of the agency-missionary relafionship.
The Relational Model of Church-Agency Partnerships Providing Partnership
Principles and Best Practices
While missions leaders typically acknowledge that church-agency partnership is
critically needed, they struggled to describe what constitutes the partnership relationship,
how it can be improved, and provide a basis for these recommendations grounded in
research. The major findings discussed thus far idenfify key insights regarding church-
agency partnership, mobilizafion and member care. The final major finding is that these
insights can be incorporated into a single model that describes the connecfions between
the elements of church-agency partnership and includes a framework for improving the
church-agency relationship based on theological foundations, inter-organizational theory,
and the results of this study. This model, the Relational Model ofChurch-Agency
Partnerships, shown in Figure 5.1, distills the principles of partnership between local
churches and missions agencies and recommends best practices for optimal missionary
mobilization and member care.
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Church-Agencv Relationship
Biblical-Theological Framework
biblical primacy of the church
equal value of church and agency in missions
glad submission and mutual deference
joyful fellowship and encouragement
Inter-Organizational Theory
� trust: competence, goodwill
� risk: performance, relational
� controls: behavior, output, social
Church-Agency-Missionary Relationship
exposure and identification
candidamre and sending
church/agency policies
field visits
home assignments
member development
ministry reports
Figure 5.L Relational model of church-agency partnerships.
An overview of REMCAP may be stated as follows. The church-agency
partnership involves five primary concepts of people, relationships, ministry philosophy,
vision, and finances. The missions pastor and the agency director can utilize the bibhcal-
theological framework and trust, risk, and controls inter-organizational theory to
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strengthen their partnership relationship, which would impact how ministry philosophy,
vision, and finances are viewed between the organizafions. The practice of these primary
concepts impacts the mobilizafion and member care experience of the missionary. Both
the church and the agency should ideally be involved in the missionary's life and
ministry. Certain areas in mobilizafion and member care are most effective when
addressed by the church, while others are most valued when they are addressed by the
missions agency. The disfinction between these can be summarized: Church is family;
agency is work. Some issues stretch across this distinction and are best pracficed by
church and agency together, involving inter-organizational communication and exchange.
Two explanations should be provided regarding the depiction of the church and
the agency in REMCAP. First, the local church tends to be the more relationally complex
of the two organizations, making it preferable that the agency director be aware of
distinctives in each local church. To illustrate this difference, REMCAP shows multiple
layers ofpeople in the local church who are often important in the church-agency
relationship. For example, a small church may not have a missions pastor, but the senior
pastor or a missions chairman could fiilfiU this role of overseeing missionaries and
partnering with the agency, hi another chiirch, which may have a missions pastor, a board
member who is particularly influenfial and interested in missions would be an addifional
person for the agency director to relate with. This image ofmultiple people reveals that
the church-agency relationship is often more complex on the church side. Second, with
regards to the missions agency, while a field director typically oversees the missionary in
the field, the church-agency partnership is primarily practiced between the home side
director and the missions pastor. Therefore, the field director is not named in the model.
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REMCAP further expands the elements of this church-agency relationship,
seeking to provide a framework with two parts: a biblical-theological component and an
inter-organizational theory component. These components are illustrated in Figure 5.2,
which is an expansion of the upper portion of REMCAP Figiire 5.1. The biblical-
theological component of the relationship between missions pastor and agency director
consists of four tenets: (1) biblical primacy of the church, (2) equal value of church and
agency in missions, (3) glad submission and mutual deference, and (4) joyful fellowship
and encouragement (Hammett 205; Knell, Churches andAgencies 20-21; Lausanne
Committee; Sharp 78-79; Shaw 62-64; White 65-66; Winter 220-25).
biblical primacy
of the church
-3-
lad submission and
mutual deference
competence] goodwill
^^mm church-agency .
lllllpPP^^
relationship
^ ^^^^^^J
^^^^^^^cy^^ and encouragement
Figure 5.2. The church-agency relationship in REMCAP.
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Based on biblical and historical theology, these tenets serve as a powerful guide
and motivator for partnerships that run deeper than organizational obligations. Missions
pastors and agency directors typically agree that strengthening their relationship is
important, but how and why is vague and undefined. While improving personal
relafionships and having informal gatherings certainly helps the relafionship, the
presumption that these efforts alone will improve the overall church-agency partnership
is idealistic. Without concrete guidance regarding what to do and the reasons such a
strategy's effecfiveness, this important relafional investment becomes so vague that it is
usually neglected amidst the reality of competing demands on the leader's time. The
Relational Model of Church-Agency Partnerships provides needed clarity for church-
agency partnerships, guides how partnership relafionships can best be strengthened, and
grounds the strategy in both researched data and values based on Trinitarian theology.
Agency directors and missions pastors may use these four tenets as a starting
point for discussion of a shared biblical-theological framework. The significance of such
discussion is not so much the inclusion of the framework in a signed memorandum of
understanding, but the process of dialogue and building shared understanding. For
example, in discussing the somefimes thorny issue of biblical primacy of the church, the
agency director and missions pastor will voice their opinions on the bibhcal basis of the
agency as compared with the local church, a topic that is likely to have never been
discussed personally between the two leaders. The discussion can then proceed to
affirming the equal value of both organizations with respect to the task ofmissions, even
though the church has biblical primacy. In this manner, having a framework for
discussion helps to plumb the relationship beyond superficial topics and build trust
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through common understanding. The biblical-theological framework of REMCAP
provides the foundational why and points towards the how suggested by inter-
organizational theory and the primary concepts of partoership: people, relationships,
ministry philosophy, vision, and finances.
The strengthening of the partoership relationship is further informed by inter-
organizational theory that describes the relationship in terms of trust, risk, and controls.
hicreasing trust, decreasing perceived risk, and setting in place appropriate controls
would improve the partnership. Risks are the hazards in a church-agency partnership,
which can be described as relational risk (partners may not cooperate satisfactorily) and
performance risk (objectives not achieved). These can be overcome by increasing trust
and implementing appropriate controls. Discussing the four tenets of the biblical-
theological framework provides the opportonity to build competence trust in the ability of
partaer, and goodwill trust through personal relationship and insights into character.
Controls are mutually agreed upon guides to behavior, output or social expectafions.
Some aspects of behavior and social expectafions are implicit in the fact that the
partoership centered on the proclamation of the gospel. Other controls on behavior, such
as sharing information, and submission and deference in various areas ofministry serve
to increase confidence in the partoership. Similarly, a common understanding on a
tangible output would be a control that provides clarity that strengthens the partoership.
For example, a control could be methods of evaluafion and sharing of this informafion
through reports, implemented either formally through a memorandum of understanding,
or informally through a series of discussions and prayer.
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Within REMCAP, the biblical-theological framework, inter-organizational theory,
and primary concepts of partnership are not separate but interact with one another. For
example, discussing and agreeing on the equal value of church and agency in missions
would necessitate understanding and respecting the partner organizations objectives and
contributions. Previous research has determined that these strategies are effective
methods of increasing competence and goodwill trust and decreasing relational risk (Mai,
Kramer, and Luebbert 1 1 1-13). In addition, discussing the implications of glad
submission and mutual deference will serve to decrease perceived performance risk.
Certain policies of the local church and missions agency not only guide that organization,
but would serve as appropriate controls in the partnership. Thus, seeking to understanding
and respect these policies of the other organization would demonstrate glad submission
and mutual deference. Together, the theological framework and the trust-risk-controls
model provide a means of analyzing and strengthening the partnership relationship. Areas
the church and agency leaders should first look to build up are the primary concepts of
partnership relationship: people, relationships, ministry philosophy, vision, and finances.
The Relational Model of the Church-Agency Partnerships applies the theological
framework and the trust, risk, controls theory by specifying which aspects ofmember
care and mobilization are optimally provided by the church, which are optimally
provided by the agency, and which are best conducted with explicit communication
between church and agency. In these recommended best practices, the church recognizes
that with biblical primacy comes responsibility of the local church in world
evangelization. It esteems the agency as equal value partners in the missions endeavor
and engages its assistance and experience during the missionary candidacy process. The
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church seeks to be actively involved in the identification, development, and sending of its
missionaries and their ministry rather than devolving all responsibility to the missions
agency. When the missionary is sent to the field, the church continues to be involved in
the member care of the missionary while deferring field ministry oversight to the
missions agency.
While the church is optimally positioned to provide the family aspect ofmember
care services, the agency ensures it provides the work aspect ofmember care. The agency
provides guidance for ministry, evaluates, provides feedback, and communicates this to
both the missionary and the sending church. Though the agency has greater knowledge in
the cross-cultural missions domain, it demonstrates glad submission to the local church
regarding its concerns for their missionary and the church's desired involvement on the
mission field. When differences in ministry philosophy arise, these are resolved amidst a
climate of recognizing the value of the other organization, glad submission, and mutual
deference. The agency recognizes that different local churches are at different stages in
their missionary endeavors and is sensitive to the different cultures and ethos of
leadership within each partner church.
Open communication is particularly important in the areas that REMCAP
identifies in the domain of the church-agency-missionary relationship. Listed in this
section of the model are exposure and identification and candidature and sending
referring to the mobilization ofmissionaries in these two phases. The candidacy process
would be greatly enhanced if churches and agencies discussed issues together, rather than
simply passing the candidate from one organization to the other. Other items in the
church-agency-missionary relationship include the discussion of policy changes in either
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church or agency that can significantly affect not only the missionary but also the other
organization. Fields visits by missions pastor and agency director are both highly valued
by missionaries. Member care and ministry feedback arising from these visits should be
shared between church and agency rather than conducted separately for the exclusive
objectives of one organization. Similarly, ministry reports by the agency may be
judiciously shared with the church to facilitate the personal and professional development
of the missionary. When such development involves additional cost, further study, or
time away from the mission field, active communicadon and partnership between the
church and the agency is absolutely critical.
The discussion on strengthening the partnership presumes that clarity exists
conceming which organizations are in the partnership and who are the individuals in each
organization responsible for the partnership. This clarity does not exist when missionaries
do not have one primary sending church, but have raised funds from a melange of
churches and individuals. Agency directors discussed the difficulties faced when no
primary sending church was involved in member care or when no specific person in a
primary sending church was identified to be responsible for the missions partnership. In
contrast, REMCAP was derived from this case study where missionaries are sent from
one primary sending church�Woodlands Evangelical Free Church. In Singapore, the
church at which a missionary is a member usually considers itself the primary sending
church. Even when other churches or individuals outside the primary sending church
contribute to the missionary, clarity sfill exists regarding who is the primary sending
church.
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This clarity has always existed ever since Woodlands Evangelical Free Church
sent its first missionaries. However, identification of the particular person in the church
responsible for missions and partnerships with missions agencies has not always been
clear. In the past fifteen years, the church has increasingly realized the importance of
having a missions pastor who holds this responsibility. Some missionaries shared about
their early mobilization experiences when the church lacked this clarity:
Because there was no mission pastor, we were the middlemen to negotiate
between the church and the agency whenever things were needed, and
where to go and all those things. In those days we had to be pioneers in
mobilizing ourselves.
Therefore, REMCAP implicitly recommends that missionaries have one primary sending
church and that the church has one particular individual who is responsible for the
partnership relafionship with the agency. This person may be the missions pastor or, in
the case of a smaller church, the senior pastor or a lay missions chairman.
Implications of the Findings
This case study documents the partnership between a local church and missions
agencies, identifying the key concepts that constitute the church-agency partnership and
optimal practice for positive impact on missionary mobilizafion and member care. While
many articles have been written on partoerships between churches and missions agencies,
this study presents published results with a model that describes the partoership in greater
detail than was previously known. While the reasons and benefits of church-agency
partaerships were generally known before, this stody now adds the knowledge of how
church-agency partoerships are managed, and how they can be strengthened.
This contribution is summarized in the Relational Model ofChurch-Agency
Partaerships (see Figure 5.1, p. 153) and can be practically used by missions leaders in
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churches and agencies to reflect on their current partnerships and guide in ways to
strengthen them. In particular, REMCAP suggests the open discussion of the biblical-
theological framework of church-agency partnerships. This includes an understanding of
what biblical primacy of the church means, equally valuing the local church and missions
agency in the task ofworld evangelization, the practice of glad submission and mutual
deference, and the celebration of joyful fellowship and encouragement. Missions pastors
and agency leaders would benefit from the increased mutual understanding and respect
that would arise from discussion of their interpretation and application of this framework.
In fact, discussing the theological framework with agency directors during the Agency
Partnership Interview and the Agency Director Focus Group resulted in exactly this
increased mutual understanding and trust. Shared understanding of a theological
framework and inter-organizational framework strengthened the relationship. Such
exchanges serve to increase trust and decrease perceived risk in the church-agency
partnership. Leaders can also consider other ways of increasing trust and putting in place
appropriate controls that would strengthen the partnership.
This research advocates that missionaries have one primary sending church with
whom the missions agency partners. In line with biblical primacy of the church in the
missions, the local church is faced with its responsibility in world evangehzation,
especially with regards to member care of the missionaries it sends. Churches are
challenged to consider more fully supporting missionaries who are members of that local
church and be that primary sending church for its missionaries. For churches that do no
currently practice this, this change would likely involve increased financial support and
involvement in member care. The research findings clearly reveal the benefits derived
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from the local church being involved in the family aspect ofmissionary member care
while partnering with the missions agency that provides the work aspect ofmember care
and ministry guidance on the field. The primary sending church is fiirther recommended
to identify one person who is responsible for the church's relafionships with their
missionaries and missions agencies. If the church does not have a missions pastor, this
person could be a layperson such as the missions chairman. When a missionary has a
number of supporting churches, but no primary sending church, the agency and the
missionary could approach the missionary's home church with a plan to progressively
take up more of the sending and supporting role. This strategy would include gradually
increasing the commitment of the sending church and similarly growing the commitment
of the missionary to that local church for relationships, accountability, communications,
and time spent during home assignments.
Churches and agencies are encouraged to communicate more purposively and be
responsible for certain aspects of their missionaries' ministry. While recommendations
that preceded this research affirmed that the local church should be involved in member
care and church and agency leaders should communicate, the exact areas ofmobilizafion
and member care that the church should be involved in, what the agency should provide,
and which areas need greater communication or deference from the other organization
was unclear. While this study does not provide comprehensive answers to all these
questions, it contributes significantly by providing specific recommendations based on
researched data. Assuming that the church is actively involved in caring for its
missionaries, member care should generally be divided according to the distinction
church is family, agency is work. Therefore, the agency should encourage and enable the
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church to become involved in this family aspect of member care and expend resources in
the family area ofmember care only if the sending church is not responsive or if the
agency's primary responsibility ofministry and guidance work related member care is
trilfiUed.
With regards to mobilization, the research findings suggest that while churches
and agency partoer with one another in the candidature and sending phase due to the
specific tasks required at the time, litfie partnership exists in the exposure and
identification phase ofmobilizafion. Identifying, screening, and developing potenfial
missionaries is an area in which both missions agencies and missions-minded churches
expend significant energy, but do not partner with one another. This lack represents an
area of investment that could potentially reap significant results. Care should be taken not
to focus only on the adults and neglect the youth of the church. All missionaries in this
study, except one, related their first significant exposure to missions as something that
began when they were youths, in their teenage years or younger. The only missionary for
whom mobilization during youth was not the case had became a Christian as an adult.
Limitations of the Study
This case study involved one local church, its three partnerships with three
missions agencies, and seven missionaries sent through these agencies. While the
agencies and missionaries represented a wide variety of experiences, the purposeful
sample was still small and specifically in the context of Singapore as a sending base.
Though agency directors shared about their experiences with other churches, and these
comments were incorporated into the results, the study was still specifically focused on
one church. The research, therefore, permitted in-depth analysis of these partnerships, but
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questions arise as to how applicable these principles and best practices are to other local
churches and other countries. The scope of this project did not permit the inclusion of
experiences of other churches in Singapore or churches and agencies in other countries.
Having this wider input of data would serve to validate and enhance the generalizability
of the principles in other context further.
For example, the primary concepts of partnership were determined by analyzing
themes that recurred when the three agency directors discussed partnerships with
churches. Though these were validated in the focus group, this list of five primary
concepts may not be comprehensive, especially since only three directors were
interviewed. Similarly, seven missionaries gave input regarding the member care services
they felt were the most valuable to them. Though these were validated by both focus
groups of missionaries and agency directors, other strategic member care issues may exist
that are not listed here because they did not feature in the personal experience of these
missionaries.
As the missions pastor of the local church, I had unique access to missionaries
and agency directors. Together with years of background knowledge of the church-
agency relationship, my position and pre-existing relationships was invaluable for both
data collection and analysis. At the same time, being a participant-observer could have
affected the response ofmissionaries and agency directors. Though steps were taken to
mitigate impact, such as assurances that I wanted to hear their honest input and a third
party who telephoned agency directors for additional anonymous comments after their
interview was completed, the possible still exists that data was affected by the fact that I
was the missions pastor responsible for the partnerships being studied.
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The research design focused on the impact of church-agency partnership on
missionary mobilization and member care. The resulting Relational Model of Church-
Agency Partnerships describes the links between the church-agency partnership and
experience of the missionary, thus incorporating the tripartite aspect of the church-agency
partnership that is the church-agency-missionary relationship. The findings do not
address other aspects of church-agency partnerships, such a church's possible desire to
engage directly on the mission field or coUaborafion on projects that are not within a
particular missionary's ministry.
Unexpected Observations
At the beginning of the research study, I hypothesized that interviews with agency
directors would reveal a recurring set of best pracfices that could be correlated to member
care services and mobilizafion strategies that missionaries thought would be useful. Upon
complefing the literature review, developing the biblical-theological framework, and
identifying the trust-risk-controls inter-organizational theory, I was expecting that the
interview data could fit within this theory. Following the advice ofmy faculty mentor,
however, I kept the interview questions open-ended rather than specifically seek to
confirm or deny the framework and theory I had gleaned from literature. During the
process of analyzing the data, the primacy concepts of people, relafionships, ministry
philosophy, vision, and finances became apparent due to their recurrence. I had not
conceptualized a church-agency partnership in terms of its consfitutive elements before
the study, but was pleased that their arising answered the persistent question in my mind:
What actually makes up, or constitutes, this relafionship between a church and a missions
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agency when they say they are partnering? Further analysis and reflection evidenced the
relationship between these elements and their nuances.
When I attempted to depict the church-agency relationship in a diagram, I realized
that the people concept is best depicted as three persons: missions pastor, agency director,
and missionary. I had not expected that the primary concept of relationship could serve as
container for member care services and mobihzation issues raised by missionaries. Thus,
the formulation of REMCAP was not a theory I sought to prove before the study. Some
elements were expected, such as the importance ofpersonal relationship between
missions pastor and agency director, but the overall formulation and the fit of the data
into the model was an unexpected finding. Therefore, the research findings did not appear
as an initially expected list of best practices but as a model that describes how church-
agency partnerships are exercised. In describing the interplay of elements in the
partnership, the model suggests a number of best practices.
Prior to the missionary experience interviews, I was expecting that the
missionaries would have a number of requests or suggestions for the areas that the church
and agency should deepen their partnership. Therefore, I was surprised and somewhat
perturbed that the typical response was nil or very little in this regard, wondering if
partnership between their church and missions agency was simply not important to them.
However, upon further analysis, I realized that missionaries readily talked about areas in
which they hoped their church and agency would communicate more. From their
perspective, they had not thought much in terms of the language of organizational
partnership, but they knew in which areas they wanted the church and agency to talk
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more. They did not think about this extensively because they wanted to simply be content
with the environment God had provided them.
An unexpected observation with regard to member care was the clarity and
consistency across different missionaries as to which member care services were valued
from the church and which from the agency. The interview questions did not ask
missionaries to differentiate between member care services from church and agency, but
this distinction became apparent after analyzing their responses, which was strongly
affirmed during the Missionary Focus Group. During this discussion, one of the
missionaries voiced the aphorism conceming member care as church being family and
the agency being work. This disfincfion could only exist when the church acfively
fialfilled its role in member care, for when it did not the agency became both family and
work for missionaries who lacked church based member care. While I had expected that
some member care services be best provided by agency and some by the church, I did not
expect that this distinction would be revealed by missionaries with such clarity and
strength of affirmation. The experience ofmissionaries and subsequent validation of
agency directors provided me the unexpected confidence to categorize various topics
under three relationships: church-missionary, agency-missionary, and church-agency-
missionary.
In the course of researching church-agency relationships, I was confronted with
the choice of some churches to forgo relationships with missions agencies altogether and
engage in missions directly. While such a strategy was not the focus of this research, an
important unexpected finding was that excluding partnerships with missions agencies
results in a church neglecting frontier missions to unreached peoples. The likely reason is
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that evangelizing unreached peoples requires support structures on the field that missions
agencies have but local churches do not. Thus, churches that directly send missionaries or
short-term teams find it easier and more accessible to engage in missions by partnering
with exisfing local Chrisfians and churches. This observafion was formed after numerous
conversations during the course of this research and the growing realization that churches
that do not work with missions agencies show strong tendencies to engage almost
exclusively among peoples that are already reached with gospel. Such missions often take
the form of church-to-church partnerships, a pattern that is rapidly increasing among
megachurches but can be observed in churches of all sizes. For Woodlands Evangelical
Free Church, two of the six missions fields it currenfiy engages among least-reached
people groups (2-5 percent Christian), and the strategy for these fields are church-to-
church partnerships without a missions agency. The remaining four missions fields are
among unreached peoples (less than 2 percent Christian), and all four involve
partnerships with missions agencies. While direct church-to-church partnerships certainly
have their place in missions strategy, a local church that chooses only this method and
forgoes missions agency partnerships as a policy is treading on dangerous ground.
Making disciples of all nations necessarily includes missions to unreached peoples, so
churches that choose not to reach the unreached are selecting a strategy that is
incompatible with the biblical mission entrusted to the global Church.
Recommendations
Churches that send missionaries through missions agencies may use the
Relational Model of Church-Agency Partnerships to evaluate their relafionship with the
agency and their missionary. Churches are challenged to take up the role ofprimary
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sending church, become involved in the family aspect ofmember care in their
relationship with their missionary, and identify one individual who is responsible for their
missionaries and the relationship with the missions agency. Agency leaders may use
REMCAP as a tool to guide discussions with missions pastors on the nature of the
partnership and how it can be strengthened. Such discussions with growing mutual
understanding of the biblical-theological framework and application of inter-
organizational theory. Conversations can then extend to specifics such as a commitment
to greater partnership in the early exposure and identification phase ofmobilization or
implementation of a behavioral control, such as agreeing in which aspects ofmember
care the church would involve itself and for which aspects the agency would be
responsible.
Given the limitation of REMCAP being developed from a case study of a single
church in a particular cultural context, fiiture research should validate its generalizability
by attempting to apply it to church-agency partnerships involving other churches and
agencies in Singapore and in other countries. Further feedback of missions pastors and
agency directors would be invaluable. REMCAP can also be used to develop a user-
friendly instrument that would evaluate the effectiveness of a church-agency partnership
for missionary mobilization and member care. Having such an instrument in the hands of
missions pastors and agency leaders would enable them to self-assess their current
practice. The instrument could then be interpreted to recommend changes in practice that
are specific to that particular context. Taking this research further would thus involve
these two areas: confirming the generalizability ofREMCAP and developing a user-
friendly instrument to evaluate the partnership between church and agency. The results
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would be potentially valuable to missions leaders who desire to pioneer more effective
partnerships between churches and missions agencies.
Postscript
Three years ago I received an invaluable piece of advice that helped me frame my
research topic: to research my practice, something I know and about which I am
passionate. I am passionate about mobilization and helping people realize their fullest
potential in obedience to God's agenda for their lives. God had placed me in a church that
highly valued member care of its missionaries and had a long history of partnerships with
missions agencies. I was excited to begin this research journey as a participant-observer,
noting that little research was done in this area and the researcher being on the local
church side of the church-agency relationship was a rare occurrence.
Along the way, I allowed lessons I leamed and papers I wrote to flow into my
ministry as a missions pastor. Ranging from the writing of a comprehensive missions
handbook for the church, to attempts to form new partnership paradigms with missions
agencies, the research process has already paid dividends towards my own thinking,
development, and ministry practice. I hope that the actual research findings, summarized
in the Relational Model of Church-Agency Partnerships will benefit not only my church
but also other churches and agencies, allowing them to be a greater blessing to their
missionaries, to mobilize and retain holistically healthy missionaries in the mission field.
Completing this dissertation is an extremely rewarding milestone, yet I am now
faced with the decision of how to invest the extra fime I once poured into this research. I
could wrap up this chapter ofmy life or continue to invest effort into this area of
research, possibly even conducting the future research recommendations I have
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suggested. As the topic of this research is partnerships, further development of this
research conducted in partnership with others would be most fitting. In the months since
these thoughts were first written, God has opened opportunities for me to pursue these
recommendations and is opening relationships with partners who are interested in
pursuing this research together. Applying these results back to real-world and evaluating
their efficacy in resolving this long-standing tension between churches and agencies is
simultaneously exciting and daunting.
My prayer is that God would use these findings to spur leaders of churches and
missions agencies to resolve the long-standing tensions between their organizations.
Missions in the global Church's would be far more effective if church-agency partnership
practice were more closely aligned to God's design, modeled on the Trinitarian
relationship. Together, churches and agencies could take mobilization of the global
Church to new heights, and in true partnership, they would extend Christlike love and
member care for the greater numbers ofmissionaries they send.
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APPENDIX A
MISSIONARY EXPERIENCE INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
The interview with the missionary took place at the Woodlands Evangehcal Free
Church, or at the missionary's home on the field, or using videoconferencing via the
Internet. When the missionaries were a married couple, both husband and wife were
interviewed simultaneously and quesfions were addressed to both. Each interview was
informal and conversafional in style, lasting 60-120 minutes. Demographic information
was collected, the research design was described, and an informed consent form was
signed.
I . Can you share your personal journey, including how you discerned and confirmed
your missionary calling up to and including your being sent as a missionary?"
1.1. Was this a journey you felt you were on mostly by yourself, or did others such as
friends, family, your church, or your missions agency help you in this process?
1 .2. What were some of the points where the local church and/or the missions agency
helped you in this joumey? In what ways was this help given?
2. I would like to understand your current thoughts and experience regarding member
care provided by your missions agency and your church.
2.1. What are the member care services that your agency or your church currently
provides that are the most important and valuable to you?
2.2. When you experienced a traumafic incident or a period of severe emofional
stress, what forms of member care did you receive from your agency or church?
What was your experience with this member care?
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2.3. How do you understand the role of the missions agency and the local church in
sending and providing pastoral care to you on the mission field?
2.4. In what ways do you see currently see your church and your agency currently
partner in order to send and support you on the mission field?
Moving into future possibilities, I would like to explore some of your ideas for
opfimum or ideal member care services and missionary mobilizafion strategies.
3.1 . What areas or types of member care services do you hope that your missions
agency and/or church would provide for you?
3.2. Would you see these member care areas and needs best provided by your
missions agency, by your sending church, or by some partnership between them?
Is there anything else you would like to share that we have not yet discussed?
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APPENDIX B
AGENCY PARTNERSHIP INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
The interview with the director of the missions agency took place at the agency
office in Singapore. Each interview was informal and conversational in style, lasting 60-
90 minutes. Demographic information was collected, the research design was described,
and an informed consent form was signed.
1 . What is your understanding regarding the practice of partnerships that your agency
has with local churches?
1.1. What practices or elements of partnership do you consider crucial in your
relationship with a local church? Why are these particularly important?
1.2. How would you describe your partnership practice with Woodlands Evangelical
Free Church?
1 .3. Other than yourself who are the persons responsible for your organization's
relationships with churches? How are these responsibilities executed?
2. What is your thinking regarding the role of the missions agency and the local church
in the areas ofmissionary mobilization and member care?
2.1. What is your organizations' strategy for recruiting and mobihzing more
missionaries, and what have you seen as being particularly effective?
2.2. What do you think are the member care services your agency provides that are
the most important and valuable to your missionaries?
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2.3. What are some of the best practices you have observed from other missions
agencies and churches that have contributed to missions mobilization and
member care? What are some mistakes to avoid?
2.4. Are any of these mobilization strategies or member care services conducted in
partnership with local churches in Singapore? If so, what are some of the best
examples ofmobilization and member care partnership you have seen?
2.5. Do you have brochures or documentation regarding your organization's views
and policies on partnership, mobilization or member care that you are able to
release for this research?
3. Beyond matters of logistics and finances, how do you biblically and theologically
imderstand your partnership relationship with local churches?
3.1. One theological model of the relationship between church and agency proposes
four principles: (a) equal value of church and agency, (b) theological primacy of
the church, (c) glad submission and mutual deference, and (d) joyful fellowship
and encouragement. How do these principles fit with your understanding?
3.2. Another model of partnership that comes out of organizational research talks
about the interplay between the three elements of trust, risk, and control. Risk is
the downside of partnership and if there is too much then the partnership won't
work. We balance this by increasing trust between partners or forms of control
such as shared goals or written agreements. How does this fit with your
understanding of partnership with the local church?
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4. Is there anything else you would like to share that we have not yet discussed?
4.1. Within the following week, my research partner will call you and ask if you have
anything further to add to this interview. You can provide this over the phone.
Your responses will be included in the research, but my partner is instructed to
keep confidentiality so I will not know you gave them. That would be an
appropriate time for you to say anything that you feel unable to tell me today.
The following diagram was given to directors during question 3 of the Agency
Partnership Interview. It served to facilitate discussion on the theological and
organizational elements in the models being discussed.
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Figure 1. Church-agency partnerships.
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APPENDIX C
AGENCY PARTNERSHIP INTERVIEW DOCUMENT COLLECTION
The following items artifacts were requested and/or received at the time of the
Agency Partnership Interview. Some items may have only been received after the
interview if they were not available at that time.
S/N Item Description
Status
Available
&
Collected
Confidential
not
Collected
Not
Available
1 Organizational brochure, especially those
discussing relationship with churches
2 Partnership guidelines
�any documentation on
agency guidelines for church relationship
3 Sample MOU
�any template or sample of
memorandum of understanding with churches
4
Mobilization samples�how the agency seeks to
mobilize more missionaries
5 Missionary care
�policies on church vs. agency
role for member care
6
Books�^books that serve as guides to your
organization for relevant practice
7 Other;
8 Other:
9 Other:
10 Other:
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APPENDIX D
MISSIONARY FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL
Welcome and thank you for spending this time together. We are all friends, and
we are also co-laborers in this three-way relationship between missionaries, your church,
and your agency. You already participated in this study when I interviewed each of you.
May I remind you that the purpose of this study is to determine best practices for
partnerships between churches and missions agencies in order to optimize missionary
mobilization and member care. Today's focus group continues this investigation.
I had a very enriching time going through your interviews those of your agency
directors. Today is an opportunity for you to hear from one another as we talk through
some of these preliminary findings and a chance for me to confirm these findings by
hearing whether you agree or not. This is an essential part of the research process.
1 . Can you share a positive experience where your church or agency did something for
you that was meaningful for you, either making you more effective in ministry or
caring for you?
2. [Distribute handouts showing Tables 1-3] When I listened to your recalling of how
you discerned and confirmed your call to the missions field, I divided your sharing
about being mobilized into an early candidating phase' and a later sending phase,
when you were first sent to the field. In each of those phases, I listened to whether
you talked about what played a significant role�the church, the agency, or whether
' The term candidatingphase required further explanation and was subsequently changed to
exploration and identification phase. Similarly, sending phase was expanded to candidature and sending
phase as used in Chapter 4.
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there was a sense of partnership between church and agency. Look at Table 1 and
give me your thoughts.
3. In your interview, none of you reported a sense of partnership or communication
between church and agency in the early candidating phase. When you were
discerning your call it was as if church and agency helped you separately. Tell me
more, such as whether you agree with this or not.
4. After your calling was confirmed, I felt that <missionary>, <missionary> , and
<missionary> reported that there was a sense a partnership between your church and
agency in sending you to the field. You didn't use the word partnership at this time,
but the elements were there. Would you agree with this or not, and why?
5. After your calling was confirmed, I feh that <missionary> and <missionary> reported
that even in being sent there was not a sense of partnership between church and
agency. For <missionary>, there was no missions pastor and you felt like you were
the middleman between church and agency. For <missionary>, it was perhaps the
nature of<missions agency> as an agency that you felt it provided no significant help
to you at all. Would you agree with this summary? Can you share more with us?
6. Let's talk about member care. Look at Table 2. When I listened to all of your
recounting ofwhat was most valuable, a common pattern emerged. You valued
certain member care services when they were provided by the church. For some of
you with <missions agency>, some of these were also provided by your agency, but
you valued them more when they came from your church. Look at the left column in
Table 2. Do you think this is true, and if so why is it that you value this more from
your church?
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7. There were a number of member care services that you consistently spoke about that
you valued most from the agency. For some of you, you received these and you
recounted these positively. For others, you did not receive these and you wished you
had. Despite your different contexts, your responses seemed to converge on these four
areas in the column on the right in Table 2, and they are related to ministry in the
field. Would you agree with this and what are your thoughts regarding this fact that
these are all related to field ministry?
8. During the interviews, I was somewhat surprised that when I asked about what
member care areas you see best provided in partnership between church and agency,
there was typically no response or some of you explicitly said, "no need for
partnership." When I analyzed your interviews in more detail, there were suggestions
and desires for your church and agency to communicate more in certain areas. So
while you didn't use expressly use the word "partnership," these areas were areas you
desired your church and agency to communicate more in their partnership. Refer to
Table 3. Would you agree with this summary?
9. What do you think is the essence that differentiates these categories in Tables 2 and
3? In other words, why is it that some member care services are best provided from
the church, from the agency, and some need more commimication between them?
10. Finally, remember that the purpose of this study is to determine best practices for
partnerships between churches and missions agencies in order to optimize missionary
mobilization and member care. Have we missed anything?
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Table 1. Missionary's Perceived Contribution of Church, Agency and
Church-Agency Partnership for Mobilization
Candidating Phase Sending Phase
2
1 family 1 7 years X y X
1 family 1 0 years X ? /
1 single male 7 years �/ �/ X ? ?
1 single female 7 years V V X ? ? /
1 single female 2 years X X X X
... .
Missions
Missionary ��' Experience
3 5
Jt en
U <
Table 2. Member Care Services Valued from Church and Agency
Valued Most
from Church
Valued Most
from Agency
prayer
pastoral care
family
finances
mobilizing church
health care
field entry
ministry feedback
ministry issues
Table 3. Member Care Services where Church-Agency Partnership is Desired
Church-Agency
Communication Desired
ministry reports
ministry development
policies
home assignment
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APPENDIX E
AGENCY DIRECTOR FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL
Welcome agency directors. You have already participated in this study when I
interviewed each of you. May I remind you that the purpose of this study is to determine
best practices for partnerships between churches and missions agencies to optimize
missionary mobilization and member care. Today, we continue this investigation.
I had a very eruiching time going through your interviews those of your agency
directors. Today is an opportunity for you to hear from one another as we talk through
some of these preliminary findings, and a chance for me to confirm these findings by
hearing whether you agree or not. This is an essential part of the research process.
1 . Please introduce yourselves, include how many years you have been serving as the
director of your missions agency, the number ofmissionaries your agencies has on
the field, and a sampling of the countries you send to.
2. [Distribute handouts: Table 1 and Figures 1-3] During each our of our interviews I
asked each of you what practices or elements ofpartnership you considered crucial in
your relationship with a local church. Going through the data, I picked out primary
concepts and themes that all of you talked about. Refer to table 1 . These, therefore are
the primary concepts around which you conceive the practice of partnership between
a missions agency and a local church. What are your thoughts on this?
3. I listened to how you described each of these concepts and tried to summarize their
dynamics into diagram. Allow me to read this handout summarizing your views
[Read text ofDynamics ofPartnership Practice]. Do you think this synthesis of your
views is accurate?
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4. Look at the Figure 1 titled Dynamics ofPartnership Practice. Each of the primary
concepts is represented. The ring represents the relationships between the three
people: missions pastor, agency director, and missionary. The church-agency
partnership is primarily characterized by the relationship between missions pastor and
agency director, while in the context of this study, the relationships that the
missionary has with church and agency is constituted by mobilization and member
care. The quality of the relationship between missions pastor and agency director
impacts the other key concepts ofministry philosophy, vision, and finances. How
well these are shared by church and agency in turn impacts the missionary. What are
your thoughts regarding this model?
5. Look at the Church-Agency Relational Partnership Model (Figure 2). This model
expands on the relational components and provides biblical and theological
grounding. It is the synthesis ofmy research findings. At the top, the church-agency
relafionship is illuminated using the same framework I shared with you and received
your feedback on during the interview (show picture to remind them). This includes a
biblical-theological component, and a trust-risk-controls model from inter-
organizational theory. Looking at the top part of the model we see this framework
guides us in strengthening our relafionship. For example, discussing the four biblical-
theological tenets builds trust and reduces perceived risk. Church and agency could
look for other ways to improve the partnership such as having shared objectives, or
agreeing on controls such when one organization should defer to the other. What are
your thoughts regarding the top half of the model?
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6. The bottom half of the model expands on the nature of the relationship the missionary
has with church and agency. I asked missionaries about their mobilization experience
and which member care services they valued most. There was a high level of
consistency in that some services were more valued when provided by the church,
whereas others were more valued when provided by the agency. The distinction
between the two was summarized by one missionary who said, "church is family; the
agency is work." This indicated a preference, an ideal if you will. In situations where
either church or agency didn't provide these things, the missionary would look to the
other organization. Finally, in the middle box, were those that they wanted
commimication between their church and agency. This model can therefore guide
where we as church and agency put our efforts for optimum mobilization of our
missionaries and caring for them on the field. What do you think?
7. What would be some of your recommendations from this model? For example, would
you agree that churches should be encouraged to provide these specific services rather
than just generally "care for your missionaries?" If a church is providing these, should
the agency take note and focus purely on the field ministry side of member care?
What are your thoughts regarding the joint member care items such member
development and ministry reports?
8. As we close, may I remind you of the purpose of this research: To determine best
practices for partnerships between local churches and missions agencies, in order to
optimize missionary mobilization and member care. Have we missed anything?
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Table I. Primary and Secondary Concepts for Partnership Practice
Category Concepts AgencyA
Agency
B
Agency
C
Primary Concepts
Secondary Concepts
people
relationships
ministry philosophy
vision
finances
strategy
policies
accountability X
Dynamics of Partnership Practice
"People" included agency leaders, church leaders, and the missionaries
themselves. What was discussed and was not so much the position but the individuals
who held the positions over the course of time and the one-on-one individual
relationships forged.
Agency leaders tended to assess the quality and health of the partnership in terms
of "relationships," "ministry philosophy," "vision" and "finances." These four concepts
were therefore both practices as well as means of evaluating whether the partnership was
progressing well. "Relationships" were distinguished as a concept that was used not only
for assessing partnership but also to strengthen other practices. If relationships were
positive, then the other concepts ofministry philosophy, vision, and finances could be
strengthened as well.
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Relationship
church-agency partnership
Figure 1. Dynamics of partnership practice:�iinterplay of primary concepts.
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Church-Agency Relational Partnership Model
The full version of the model expands on the relational components and provides
biblical and theological grounding.
Church-Agency Relationship
Biblical-Theological Frameworlt
� equal value of church and agency
� theological pnmacy of the church
� glad submission and mutual deference
� joyful fellowship and encouragement
Inter-Organizational Theory
� trust: competence, goodwill
� risk: performance, relational
� control: behavior, output, social
prayer
pastoral care
' parental/ family care
' re-entry to home
' mobilizing the church
' fund-raising structures
Church-Agencv-Missionary Relationship
� member development
� ministry reports
church/agency policies
home assignments
Figure 2. Church-agency relationship partnership model.
Figure 3. Framework for church-agency relationships.
Figure 4. Previous diagram shown during agency partnership interview.
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APPENDIX F
EXPERT REVIEW PROTOCOL
Dear Rev./Dr./Mr./Ms.
I am writing to you to seek your feedback regarding my research that is in your
area of expertise. I am currently engaged in my doctoral research regarding Partnerships
Between Churches and Missions agencies: Optimizing Missionary Mobilization and
Member Care. This study investigates the partnership practice that Woodlands
Evangelical Free Church has with various missions agencies and the experiences of our
missionaries who are sent through these organizations. The purpose of the research is to
to distil principles for best practice that would optimize the mobilization ofmissionaries
and their member care while on the field.
The data collection portion of this study will occur in April-August 2012. Instead
of using surveys and quesfionnaires, this case study uses semi-structured interviews and a
focus group. I am seeking any feedback you may on the interview quesfions that will be
used. The data collection procedure is as follows:
1 . Agency Partnership Interview: National directors of the three missions agencies
will be interviewed regarding their understanding and practice of partnerships
between local churches and missions agencies, mobilization, and member care.
2. Missionary Experience Interview: Seven missionaries (two couples and three
singles) who are sent from Woodlands Evangelical Free Church through the three
missions agencies will be interviewed to explore their experiences regarding
mobilization and member care from their missions agency and local church.
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3. Missions Focus Group: All directors and missionaries who participated in earher
interviews will be invited to this focus group. Preliminary results will be
presented and further reflection will be sought. This mixed focus group will serve
to validate the results of the study.
You will find these three instruments attached to this letter. They are written in
past tense as a report, but they have not been conducted yet. I would appreciate your
thoughtfial feedback, including advice on how these questions may be rephrased, omitted
or additional insights you have. It would be most helpful if I could receive your feedback
by Friday 1 7 Feb. If you wish, I would be happy to keep you apprised on the results of
this study. I aim to complete my dissertation in May 2013.
Yours Sincerely,
Rev. Ivan Liew
Missions Pastor
Woodlands Evangelical Free Church
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APPENDIX G
LETTER OF INFORMED CONSENT
For Doctoral Research on Partnerships Between Local Churches and Missions
Agencies: Optimizing Missionary Mobilization and Member Care
I hereby grant to Ivan Liew Weng Cheung, doctoral student ofAsbury
Theological Seminary, permission to use the contents of our interviews, whether tape
recorded or otherwise, for scholarly research and educational purposes including
literary publication.
I understand that Asbury Theological Seminary's ethical code of conduct
does not permit Ivan Liew Weng Cheung to release my identity or particular quotes
from my interviews without my express permission. Data will be gathered from my
interview and combined with other data in the research process. The resulting
analysis will be presented in the final research pubhcation.
This agreement is subject to any special conditions listed below.
Interviewee:
Name/Signature Date
Interviewer:
Ivan Liew Date
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